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TWO CONFERENCES ON CHINESE LINGUISTICS

1966: Computers and Chinese Linguistic Research

1967: Problems of Content and Form in the Teaching

of Chinese

.

The Chinese Linguistics Project, based at Princeton, is a national facility

designed to forward research in Chinese linguistics, to help in the ,,aining of

linguists and others interested in the field, to encourage application of lin-

guistic insights in such areas as the teaching of language and literature, and

to create a repository of materials regarding Chinese linguistics.

Under subsidy by the Ford Foundation, the Project invites five or six

senior and junior scholars each year to work on their own research at Princeton,

constituting a Seminar. The members of the Project and Seminar for 1967-1968

are listed among the Participants at the Second Chinese Linguistics Conference.

Persons interested in taking part in the activities of the Seminar or those who

wish further information concerning the Project should communicate with:

Director of Research
Chinese Linguistics Project
Green Hall Annex, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

The project rsublishes a pre-print series, UNICORN, largely but not entirely de-

voted to the products of scholars attached to the Seminar; and it also sponsors

the production, printing, or reprinting of a wide variety of books. Within the

first year of its existence it has subsidized the reprinting of Wang Li's Ku-tai

Han-yii; supported the completion of William Wang and Anatole Lyovin's Chinese

Linguistics Bibliography on Computer; and published T. T. Ch'en's Tarn Butyng, a

supplementary text reader targeted on Chinese learning from the second through

the fourth semester.



FOREWORD

The two Chinese Linguistics Conferences held at Princeton in October

of 1966 and 1967 treated respectively A) the relevance and specific appli-

cation of computer methods to the problems of Chinese Linguistics and

B) a series of interrelated problems in teaching Chinese: Dictionaries,

courses in classical Chinese, and methods of teaching and maintaining modern

spoken Chinese.

Since the transcript of the first conference was severely abridged in

preparation, it is sufficiently short so that it hardly needs further

abstracting or indexing. The taping of the second conference furnished a

considerably fuller and more exciting representation of the proceedings;

and in order to reflect as faithfully as possible the combination of high

seriousness and good humor that characterized the sessions, it was decided

to give a rather full transcript, omitting only passages that were for

technical reasons irretrievable and engaging in only a minimum of rewriting

for cosmetic purposes. This constitutes, therefore, a fairly extensive

body of discussion and does demand some sort of road-map. The four sessions

offer one simple framework, though the two central sessions were on the same

subject: and we have also prepared a rather sophisticated index to speeches

by participants, signaling those that seemed of special interest or impor-

tance by a few words to indicate what the subject or the tenor of the remarks

was. This will enable interested parties to relocate anything they tecall

as particularly striking, or particularly vulnerable. It should be noted,

however, that no participants except those at Princeton have had the oppor-

tunity to check over the transcript; and, despite our repeated efforts to

pull an accurate transcription off the tape, we may have done somebody less

than total justice, though we are reasonably certain that blatant misrepre-

sentation has been avoided.

The second conference, and the production of this report, has been

accomplished under a grant from the United States Office of Education, to

whom the thanks of the participants and of the Princeton Chinese Linguistics

Project are due indeed.

F.W. MOTE
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The First Annual

CHINESE LINGUIgrICS CONFERENCE

Princeton University, October 12-13, 1966

COMPUTERS AND CHINESE LINGUISTIC RESEARCH

The opening session of the Conference on Computers and Chinese Linguistic
Research, led by Professor Y. R. Chao, centered on the topic "A linguist views
the possibilities of using computers in his research," in which it was hoped
to identify and conceptualize problems in Chinese linguistics susceptible to

application of computer techniques. In introducing the topic, Dr. Chao

delineated some of the results expected from such a discussion: 1. the

objective definition and basic characterization of the vocabulary for various

kinds of Chinese; 2. identification of highest utility lexical elements

for each such language forms; 3. statistical criteria for solving such
basic theoretical problems as what constitutes a syntactic word in Chinese;

4. materials for analysis of occurrence patterns, leading to solutions of
morphological and structural problems; and 5. materials for study of
psycholinguistics involving, for example, the questions of stratification,

of historical change in employment of words and concepts, of cultural change

and of resistance to change.

Professor W. A. C. H. Dobson, University of Toronto, opened a series
of brief reports by distinguishing his particular interest as being the syntax

of classical Chinese. His concern with linguistics is in the degree to which

it bears on the study of classical Chinese. Two possibie points of dis-
cussion might concern the computer's value with regard to historical problems
of stratification and periodization, including their evolutionary aspects.
First, programming offers a sophisticated sampling method for the various
periods under study. Second, programming imposes its own inherent logical

discipline on the linguist; any intuitive approach not susceptible to mathe-
matical formalization must be discarded. Thus he hopes for the development
of a much more sophisticated technique in the study of linguistics as it

applies to Chinese, because of the rigorous discipline imposed by the art
of programming.

The second speaker was Li Fang-Kuei, University of Washington at Seattle,
whose interest is archaic Chinese phonology and particularly the simplifying
of transcliption systems proposed for archaic Chinese. Although he has no

personal use for computers as yet, he foresees their value in expediting and

facilitating the checking of results. With several personal examples, Dr. Li
pointed out that traditional scholars tend to resist the computer and are by

no means convinced that it is particularly useful. He does himself feel that

they are relevant in problems reducible to statistical measurements such as

co-occurrence.

In suggesting three areas of computer-aided study of Chinese linguistics,
Dr. Samuel Martin, Yale University, elaborated the question of co-occurrence,
or "collocation " to use the British term. In the case of verbs and their

objects, or adjectives and the nouns they modify, within a given linguistic
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context, what are the requirements of standard usage? What patterns would

we expect to find and, by extension, what juxtapositions may be considered

unusual? This is a study susceptible to very useful computer elaboration.
A second area might be that suggested by Professor Chao: the development

of criteria which would allow us to establish the syntactic boundaries and

syntactic classes of Chinese. The compilation of concordances of the sort

of texts useful in establishing these criteria would be one means of checking
hypotheses regarding these criteria; for example, whether they are unique

and recoverable or subject to certain indeterminacy and variability. Thirdly,

the computer might be useful in studying the structure of modern written

Chinese to determine the limits of homogeneity. Is it a single language?

To the extent that it is not a single language, to what degree will it

permit being treated ; a single language? In dhis work, the computer is

considerably more usel 1 than the linguist or the native speaker, as it

does not have built-in prejudices.

Considerable discussion ensued conce) a question raised by Professor

W. Wang. With respect to a frequency worr A, if a computer list turns

out to be counter-intuitive, what then is dccepted as authoritative -- the

computer or the intuitive opinion of an experienced scholar? Several factors

were suggested as possible causes of such a discrepancy: the size of the

sample, the difference between written and spoken Chinese, the fact that
experience has indicated the native speaker's intuition is often at variance

with statistical results regarding word frequency. Dr. Dobson pointed out

that the machine and the man should not be viewed as dichotomous. Man

retains control over the machine -- it is an extension of his powers. If,

as some say, thire is no relevance of statistical measures to linguistic

categories, then certainly there are points of interest revealed by the

computer. Dr. Helm suggested that if a computer does reveal a discrepancy
to intuitive opinion, then the scholar is in a position to examine the nature

of this particular discrepancy. That is, as a strategy of research, the

computer should be used to test hypotheses. Another point made concerning

the computer's statistics versus a scholar's intuition was that the machine
itself is not the determinant; it is the rationale of the sampling process

which determines the computer's results.

The next report, by T. L. Mei, was read in his absence by Mrs. Pian,
his colleague at Harvard University. The purpose of the report was to
indicate how Lhe phonological universals of Ferguson and Greenberg can be

tested by data drawn from Mandarin and Shanghai dialects. Mrs. Pian

summarized the report as follows:

a. Ferguson and Greenberg proposed the following universals of

language:

1. Apart from borrowings and analogical formations, nasal
vowels always result from the loss of a primary nasal

consonant.

2. Nasal syllabics always result from the loss of a vowel.

3. The text frequency of nasal vowels is always less than

that of oral vowels.
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4. The text frequency of marked terms is always less than

that of unmarked terms. This is a generalization of #3.

5. In particular, the text frequency of long vowels is

always less than that of short vowels.

b. By using Y. R. Chao's Studies in the Modern Wu Dialect, both

#1 and #2 can be validated by data drawn from the Shanghai dia-

lects. V V VN. Examples of #1: The intermediate stage is

attested in the transcription of Edkins and Karlgren; examples

of #2: m in w_g and ilk and na in k all result from the loss

of a primary vowel.

c. It is suggested how by a joint use of Ch'en Ho-ch'in's vocabu-

lary frequency table and computers, the text frequency of nasal

vowels in Shanghai can be calculated. It is also suggested how

this can be done with a speech-recognition machine.

d. #5 can be tested by studying the text frequency of Mandarin

syllables respectively ending in -in and -lag. Here -in is

considered the marked long vowel.

e. Frequency tables of sounds in Ancient Chinese are also useful

for the study of sound patterns in T'ang poetry. An example

is:

f. Conclusion: frequency tables are important for pure and

applied linguistics and they can be most efficiently compiled by

computers.

A question was raised as to Professor Mei's use of Greenberg's terms

"long" and "short": whereas Mei seems to mean phonetically long and short,

Greenberg meant phonemically long and short.

Support for Mei's conclusion on the relative frequency of marked and

unmarked terms was cited from a Stanford University study of 8,000 words

which verifies that the marked, or aspirated, term is much less by computer

count. Dr. Martin commented that, even if the statistical ccunt were

opposite, it would not disprove the theory, because one might need tc change

the definition of the phenomena under study. The case of nasal versus oral

is a clearer case for examination than that of aspirate versus unaspirated.

Dr. Chao asked why Ferguson and Greenberg used text frequency rather

than lexical occurrence. Dr. W. Wang replied that, because language changes

through use, text frequency is a better index of the frequency of usage, and

so of the degree of susceptibility to change. He also offered evidence

counter to the hope that statistical counts can be useful in studying sound

change. A Ph.D. thesis on Germanic linguistics by Robert King at the

University of Wisconsin shows very little correlation bebdeen computed

functional load on available texts and the actual nature of sound changes.
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Professor Martin expressed doubt concerning Universals 3, 4, and 5,
which are said to be hypothetical. Some Arabic dialects, for example, have
more long vowels than short; and in some languages, the short vowel may be
the marked term. This problem might be met by restating the hypotheses.

Dr. Chao questioned the difference between Mandarin finals -in and -ing.
Dr. William Wang related his findings that in the Peking dialect, in the
final -in, the duration of the vowel is twice as long as that of the consonant;
in the final -jag the length of the vowel is half that of the consonant.

In opening his report, William Wang emphasized the importance of creativ-
ity, the development of individuality of viewpoint in the study of Chinese
linguistics. At the same time, he does not oppose the use of the computer as
a research tool to increase the pace of work. He described a number of
projects undertaken at the University of California at Berkeley that are
relevant to the discussion. One has been the development of a coding system
for Chinese characters. This system is intended to allow a native speaker
to convert characters into alphanumeric representations, which can later be
converted back to characters. This is a fundamental task to enable computers
to work on texts written in Chinese. One attempt at constructing such a
coding system is Professor Charles Li's Sinotype system, now being modified
at Berkeley. There is also in preparation a bibliography of Chinese lin-
guistics by W. Wang and Anatole Lyovin. (Previlus work in this direction
was done in a series of mongraphs by the Chinese language society of Japan
and in a section of Schaefer's bibliography on Sino-Tibetan linguistics,
neither of which is up to date.) At Berkeley the computer program devised
and set up is flexible enough to include frequent updating and contains a
topical cross-reference, as well as numerous abstracts. Another project at
Berkeley is a machine translation project begun several years ago by Sidney
Lamb, but carried out mostly under the direction of Mrs. Ching-yi Dougherty.
A final project is the coding of a phonetic dictionary of Chinese dialects (the
Hanyu Fangyin Zihui) so that dialect stAies can be aided by quick computer
look-ups.

Commenting on the broad framework of Chinese linguistics, Dr. Wang sug-
gested that such problems as coding Chinese characters; machine translation,
frequency lists for pedagogical materials, computer rec9gnition of Chinese
speech may all be thought ofas problems in applied linguistics. That is, they
make use of results distilled by means of linguistic analysis. In addition
to these applied goals, there is the field of Chinese linguistics proper, as
a discipline. It may be considered to have two aspects: First, the humanistic
interest -- that which exists for its own sake, generated by the abundance of
material on Chinese culture in general. The main issues are syntactic and
phonologic description of various dialect structures, and historical evolution
of present dialects. Second, Chinese linguistics as a contributor to the
field of general linguistics. Very little substantive knowledge in the frame-
work of general linguistics draws from Chinese linguistics. It is essential
that general linguistics satisfactorily represent the Chinese area if one is
to appreciate the full range and diversity of human language.

Dr. W. Wang was questioned about his remark that Charles Li's system
of character coding was as yet unsatisfactory. He replied that the system's
basic problem is ambiguity between highly frequent characters: if only
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stroke count and linear sequence are used to encode, certain frequent charac-

ters will have the same code: ren 1 ba ruh N. or, if, as is true

of the Lee-Caldwell system developed at M.I.T., one ignores the relative

length of strokes (that is, whether or not they cross), then other frequent

characters will be confused in code: tyan lea q7 1 shen NIF . Thus

ti encode for programming a rhyme dictionary, such as tyiyunn A 4 the

extensive subconfigurations necessary to include the over 50,000 characters

would result in lengthy and unwieldy coding as well as much antiquity.

One participant verified the problem of ambiguity in coding through his

experience with the RCA "ph.L.to computer," and suggested that coding Chinese

characters only on the basis of form and sequence of strokes will lead to

ambiguity. It was pointed out, however, that this line of development of

computer usage is not rendered valueless by the difficulty of coding. Present

optical scanners can read English; undoubtedly, more advanced scanners will

be able to solve the problem of form as a determinant of coding. Dr. W. Wang

commented that this is basically not a problem of linguistics; winin that

field it is more important to be concerned about the phonology, syntax and

semantics of the language. He reported that there are groups studying the

computer manipulation of Chinese characters, such as that led by Prof. Susumu

Kuno at Harvard.

L. S. Yang, Harvard University, reported on his study of negation in

Chinese thought and linguistics. His particular interest is in cases of multi-

negative structures and situations, of which he has found many examples in

both classical and colloquial languages. This seems to him to be a fruitful

approach to the study of Chinese, and he foresees great computer usefulness

in organizing the quantities of material fundamental to the study. His

investigation has led him to the notion of ambiguity as studied by T. L. Mei,

and specifically to the issue of reversibility. With the use of frequent

examples, Dr. Yang described some of the points of his study. In the case

of Bugaan buchiuh: "we don't dare not to go" (i. e., "we must go"), the

word order is irreversible. On the other hand, buhao buchiuh: is reversible.

He cited other examples of reversibility with a change of meaning depending

on a pause, and gave instances of multiple (more than two) negatives within

a series. In conclusion he suggested that the linguistic task in this case

is to broaden the theoretical concept of these "no-x" structures. The computer,

assuming it had assimilated the literature involved, might be asked to give

all examples of more than one occurrence of the type of WOIJ in which one

was interested. This would lead to more refined studies of grammar and

phonetics within a narrow focus -- perhaps a more worthwhile task for the

computer than compiling a concordance.

The ensuing discussion explored one of the differences between Chinese

and English which permit multi-negation. Reversibility is permitted by a

feature of Chinese grammar not found in English; that is, a string of elements

in Chinese can each take a negative. English, for instance, permits only

one negative in any phrase; thus, reversibility in English occurs only as

a concomitant of ambiguous reference by the negative. In addition, "buh"

is more widely used in Chinese than is "not" in English, principally because

Chinese has no prefix corresponding to the English "un-" or "dis-." With

regard to Dr. Ygng's concluding remark, it was noted that the primary task
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with regard to the computer must be encoding; secondly the compiling of a

concordance; then studies such as this might profitably follow. Several

subjects for computer study were suggested: One might examine redundancy

in Chinese. Within a given amount of text, what are the constraints on the

choice of the next word? It was also queried whether the computer might

not be used to distinguish the meanings of semantically different multiple-

negation expressions. Wtih regard to this, it was pointed out that it is

extremely costly to organize a sufficiently large sample on the computer to

cover all the specific elements of structure that one might want to study.

Even a one-million word sample is small. In general sampling will show

that a few things are happening only infrequently and that many things are

not occurring at all. A final point was that the computer simply organizes

large quantities of data. There is a tendency to force these data into a

pattern. Thus, the computer results must be analyzed extremely critically,

or parallels might appear that are not, in actuality, valid.

The concluding speaker of this session was Dr. Frederick Mote, who

outlined the projected plan for the East Asian Linguistics Project at

Princeton. In 1967, it is expected that a professional Chinese linguist will

be in residence at the Unlversity. In general the project will be modeled

on the Institute for Advanced Studies; it would offer researchers a year of

study and colloquia in residence. While the project will be concerned with

pure research in its seminar the particular interest of the staff segment

will be applied linguistics. The Ford Foundation grant will be used to supply

support for visiting scholars in residence to carry on their own research.

In addition the project hopes to identify people interested in linguistics

and to increase their number by encouraging others to enter the field. Those

who might come to PrincetOn would include: postdoctoral non-specialists who

wish to enter the field; advanced students of linguistics; and specialists

in the field.

The research activity will ptirsue both the interests of the Fellows of

the Project and those other long-term aims of the Project. That is, there

must be some kind of continuing research activity within the staff segment

of the project which should relate to practical problems of learning and

teaching Chinese. (This would not be an adjunct to the teaching program of

the University.) Preliminary discussioas with computer experts concerning

initial problems of computer use have indicated the need for some kind of

overview of the kinds of problems susceptible to computer use. It is hoped

that the discussions of the present Conference will produce this overview

and enable the Project to settle cn a fruitful research plan.

II

The opening speaker of the second session ws Mr. C. Y. Lee of Bell

Telephone Laboratories. He elaborated some of the questions that might be

solved by a computer, as well as some of the problems facing those who would

use it. The computer, as he and his colleagues think of it, is useful not
for its independent operation but as an extension of human faculties. It
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extends man's powers of processing data by a factor of 10
6

. Some of the

large projects in which Bell Laboratories have used the computer are the

following: Since a computer is in effect a data processer, it may be
used to simulate a proposed telephone system in order to anticipate
problems which might arise in the new system. The computer may be used

to compile programs for a telephone system. This electronic system of a

telephone network is itself, in a sense, a computer with a program of 105

words. Computers search large reservoirs of accumulated data for specific

information. The computer has been used to make a model of a switching
network in order to allow technicians to see connection patterns -- a
project that would otherwise require 20,000 lines on paper for visual

inspection.

Despite the usefulness of the computer, one must also evaluate its

proportionate expense in time. One can expect a single programmer to

turn out about 1,000 words per year of useful program. Only about 5 to

10 percent of the yearly product of a single programmer can be integrated

usefully in a large system. Mr. Lee indicated that it would not be
unrealistic to expect a large program to involve more than 300 man/years.
Thus, one must think in terms of a large-scale system for a large task.
He emphasized that prospective users of the computer should try the machine
themselves for the benefit o2 experience; otherwise they may be unrealisti-

cally overawed by the mF.chine. It is important to see just what the machine
can do, rather than sirnly to accept the results as presented by other

people.

Mr. Helm emphasized Mr. Lee's final comments and pointed out that there
are programming languages now available (e.g. Snobol) the use of which takes

only a small effort to learn.

Dr. Eric Liu described a research project, using the computer, under-

taken by him and his colleagues at Stanford. Although there are many uses
for the computer, he said, word frequency study seems to be one of the

main concerns. The preparation of data in a productive format_ for future

prob'lms is a very significant and difficult process, which is compounded
by the lack of understanding between Chinese linguists and computer pro-

grammers. Eventually, linguists will have some sophistication with regard
to computer languages and can design a format in the most productive manner.
At present, word count is the easiest and most natural thing to do with the
data. In the project at the Stanford Computation Center, a 250,000 word
sample from Modern Chinese was assembled approximately evenly from five
areas: fiction, drama, essays, periodicals, and technical sources. In this

case a word was considered not as just the simple Chinese character but as
consisting of two parts: 1. its lexical character -- that is: phonemic
and tonal elements, which are described alphanumerically; and 2. functional

class -- that is, its syntactical category, which for these purposes were
10 in number. Five taped frequency word lists were generated, one for each

genre used as a source of vocabulary. The five lists were then merged, and
three co-efficients were used to determine the structure of Chinese vocabulary.
These were:

1. Frequency: the total number of co-occurrenc,Is of each

word in the universe of the five lists.

11

f/-

4.
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2. Dispersion: a rating from 0 to 1 to indicate the pattern

of distribution between the fields. 0 indicates that a word

occurs in only one of the five fields; 1 that it occurs with

even distribution between them.

3. Usage: dispersion as a corrective to frequency, and vice

versa.

Finally, the first 3,000 words in the list were ranked in decreasing

order in the hierarchy of these 3 coefficients, and a brief analysis was

made.

The next speaker was Benjamin Tsou. He pointed out two projects

specifically dealing with the storage and retrieval faculty of the computer.

The first, a M.I.T. thesis by Frank Liu, is the development of a Chinese

handwriting recognition machine. The input is handwriting of Chinese

characters on a screen of 5000 meshed areas, which the machine characterizes

by several determinants such as slope, curve, direction of slant. The

machine reproduces the character visually for correction.* The second

project is a phonetic typewriter. A prototype of a machine with a phonetic

output has been developed by a Mr. Wang in Viet Nam. Coding Chinese

characters is the input problem here. By interchanging drums with various

phonetic transformation elements, various phonetic inputs could refer to

given characters, thus permitting inputs from various dialects.

In addition to these problems of input and output, Tsou remarked,

are the philosophical problems of the application of the computer to

linguistics, that is the use of the computer to examine the nature of

language as a system. One orientation for research might be along the

lines of William Wang's remarks during the first session concerning Chinese

linguistics as an areaof general linguistics. A project carred out in 1963

showed that computer-generated sentences might be satisfactory grammatically,

but unsatisfactory idiomatically and semantically. This indicates that much

work is to be done in the logistics of linguistics before the computer can

be utilized adequately. In addition, thE. computer might be applied in

generating onomatopoeic Chinese poetry -- mirror image lines, or fricatives

or sibilants for onomatopoeic effect. Another use might be parsing sentences

and generating matching sentences. One could thus perform predictive

analysis: What must follow a given output? Analysis by synthesis would

also be possible; that is, orce the machine has generated a sentence, the

process of seeking a matching sentence would reveal the structure history

behind it. (At present this is time-consuming; it may sometimes take as

much as an hour to find a match.) The computer generation of parallel

sentences is the mechanical analogue to the human process cf translation.

This would lead to eventual machine translation. With regard to linguists'

expectations of the computer, Mr. Tsou concluded, man can remember more

than the machine. The advantage of the machine is in its speed as a

retriever of information.

ws/..1..M.
*
By fall 1967, this work had been finished but had not furnished any very

useful result.
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Sample Sentences Generated by Computer

k
1. ta hua di lao ai-ging bu shi da de

The old love of the big flowet is not big

/3.)t,. a

2. Wo-men bu shi bo-shi-dun lai
We are not the ones who have

4
guo de ren
been here in Boston

71.7 J1
yi

3, ni ke-neng bu shi Wang- ian-sheng
You may not be Mr. Wang

4. ta-men ye-xue shi qu-guo
Tney may be the ones who

4.,

A
yue-liang de ten
have been to the moon

5. ta-men chi yi-fu
They eat clothes

VAV

6. wo bu shi zhen de

I am not real. (also: What / said is not true.)

, -7

7. da-jia chi yi-fu
All of us eat clothes

Primp
1J. V
\1

8. ni-men zhui-qiu zhuoz
You go after tables

>
ilt.))1 ff' 1 I t 47 ii il j% 1* 1 ;)

Id: Nti k's

9. ni-men ying-dang shi yue-liang qu-guo de

You should be the ones who have been to the moon

aP 4.4 vi< )17, I -%L

10. na qu-quo huo-Xing de Wang-Xiao-jie kan hua yi-ding shi jia de

That Miss Wang who has been to Mars looks at flowers should be false

Iral)/"04'1).6 fir '
11. qu-guo ha-fu-jie de li-xue-sheng zhui-qiu yi-fu bu shi zhen de

That student Li who has been to Harvard Street goes after clothes is not

true
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12. wo shi chi-guo jian-nan ku-tou de ren

I am one who has tasted the bitterness of poverty
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The opening speaker of the third session was Mrs. Ching-yi Dougherty,

who has been involved with the Chinese Machine Translation Project at the

University of California at Berkeley since its commencement. Research

efforts there have been concentrated on the analysis of Chinese syntax,

the work being done in sufficient detail so that the linguistic data derived

from it can be formalized and manipulated by the computer. Three purposes

have been achieved more or less satisfactorily: 1) classification of

lexemes, 2) formulation of syntactic rules, and 3) differentiation

of sememes. Chinese characters usually have more than one meaning. The

different meanings cf a given character can be differentiated by their

end.ronments. Where this is possible they are differentiated by different

grammar codes, or by listing with their environments in the dictionary.

There is now enough formalized linguistic information on Chinese to experi-

ment with automatic parsing, which is being done with the help of the

automatic parser at the Linguistic Research Center at the University of

Texas. Simple and compound sentences have been successfully parsed; only

the embedded sentences with de(s) produLed many ambiguities. Once a

sentence is successfully parsed by the automatic parser, the syntactic

function of each lexeme in that sentence is determined. It is feasible now

to devise a system to bring out the English gloss which corresponds to the

syntactic code of a lexeme which is used in the structure of the sentence.

How an English sentence can be generated from the given information is the

object of future research. The groundwork has thus been laid for machine

translation in Chinese. But a great deal of detailed work must be done

before this becomes a reality.

The next speaker was Prof. Fred Fang-yii Wang, Seton Hall University,

who has been concerned with the problem of character recognition by computer.

He distinguished at the outset between character recognition and character

production, which is a more complicated process requiring a more sophisticated

technique of analysis. In dealing with the difficulty of problem components --

that is, those cases where distinctions exist on the basis of different stroke

order or different stroke form -- these were exhaustively listed. Before

going on to coding, the encoder would learn and eliminate such cases -- thus

cutting down the number of code numbers. Coding the characters affords a

close analysis of them, and points out where problems, and areas for further

study, lie. Mr. F. Wang discussed the attempt of the Japanese to reform

the writing of Chinese characters through standardization, limitation, and

simplification. The Chinese Communists, beginning 9 years after the Japanese

effort at simplification, made a deliberate attempt to differentiate their

method from the earlier one. Nevertheless both systems used traditional

etymologies and had many similarities. Mr. Wang urged that the present

coding problems be attacked using new, independent etymologies.

In discussing the report Dr. William Wang suggested that the speaker's

method of coding for recognition went beyond the limits of analysis by strokes

only and was involved with the general configuration of the Chinese character.

Ona problem in this extension of view is that the more general the view, the

greater the intrinsic ambiguity. On the other hand, a system with less

ambiguity would increase the encoder's difficulty in learning the coding system.
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It was pointed out that a researcher at Bell Laboratories has employed
cathode ray tubes to describe a page of printed matter (in English) by a
photographic process, and that this might have value for character recognition.
In answer to a response that the number of distinct Chinese characters is
too great to lend itself to this process, it was suggested that the computer
might be used to List all the possible ways of writing the characters that
have variant forms.

The question was raised whether, given a variety of coding structures,
a nonlinguist (familiar with the Chinese language) could be taught a coding
scheme in a short time. Charles N. Li at Berkeley had informally tested
several rather unmotivated people in this respect and found that a modified
Sino-type system could be learned in 2 or 3 days. IBM also trained an
individual -- unfamiliar with the language to code 30 Chinese characters
per minute, with the use of a dictionary am without regard to grammar, etc.

Mr. Richard See (NSF) emphasized that, in thinking about coding systems,
it is important to remember the particular purpose involved in the develop-
ment of the various systems of identification which have been under discussion
here. For instance, the Chicoder, an RCA machinelwas developed by Army
contract, not to select Chinese characters, but specifically for printing
them. He warned against the frequent tendency to link techniques of printing
with those for selection, which is not necessary. The two processes should
be divorced.

Stromberg-Carlson has built a printing machine for Chinese characters
which puts codes in an electronic tube. Thus far, however, the task of
coding up and entering the code on the tube has only been done on a sample
basis. Dr. Chao queried the cost of encoding 1600 characters for this
printing system. In his system of general Chinese, tons tzyh4.. which is
a system of substitution by phonetic and etymological principles, one
character could be used for all cases in which a word may be written
variously but identically pronounced in the major dialects. The result
is a list of 1400 distinct syllables, representing 1650 characters which
would do the job of all Chinese characters. Mr. See answered that the photon
equipment is immediately available for coding 1650 characters at a cost of
about $10,000. Dr. Chao added that tong tzyh is a visionary system, not for
immediate use. While it makes easier the task of the beginning language
student, it increases the burden of the advanced reader in distinguishing
ambiguities.

Prof. Fred Wang concluded by pointing out the problems facing a teacher
of Chinese: In the morphology of Chinese characters, what are the inter-
changeable elements? What elements are distinct, not interchangeable. The
teacher must analyze which components are used most frequently in Chinese
characters and start to teach these elements. Coding systems and code
analysis of components will be of great usefulness.

The next speaker was Prof. Francis Lee, of M.I.T., who presented an
engineer's point of view with regard to the value of the computer in the
study of Chinese linguistics. Reality, he stated, requires some compromises
with intellectual theory in such cases as parsing and character recognition.



The machine demands a precision of linguistic concepts that may not be

necessary or desirable in a classroom. He emphasized that the computer

language used should be oriented to the field of research in question.
One new computer language, SNOBOLI is easy to learn and has already been

used by linguists. The language can be learned in a week, although it

may take longer to become proficient. SNOBOL was designed for use with

strings of symbols and would prove cumbersome if one sought to break down

symbols, say in a phonology study.

In speaking of computer memory, Dr. Lee said that high-speed cores are
too costly for lexicon storage because of the very large capacity needed.
Discs or drums, with their greater capacity, will give sufficiently fast

access to lexicons.

In the ensuing discussion, it was suggested that the major problem
in computer study of Chinese linguistics is the creation of a lexicon or
series of lexicons with data structured so that, according to the questions
most likely to be asked, the parameters permit easy access to the data.
Commenting on this, Mr. See urged caution in setting up large .;tores of
data before anticipating the questions which will be asked the computer.
()Le should proceed gradually in setting up the data bank.

Professor Mote asked whether an input of separate Chinese characters

does not provide the greatest flexibility in retrieval? If lexemes are

the unit of entry, the coder's decisions on linguistic issues may be
challenged by other users of the system, and thus the system may not be
generally acceptable to the widest range of possible users. He feels that,

to construct a system useful for all purposes, the individual caaracter
must be the basic unit of entry and retrieval. Others agreed with him

but suggested that entries need not be limited to individual characters:
for example igonq would be a single entry; chih, che, and chihche might be
three separate entries. Since it was agreed that, for purposes of storage,
a slow speed core would be adequate, the size of storage is not severely
limited and can include the basic characters as well as their compounds,

all as single entry units.

At this point, Mr. See remarked that there seem to be two kinds of
information being discussed: raw data -- drawn from a text -- and refined
data -- drawn from a dictionary. The latter type is the more difficult

to deal with because it is already in a refined form and may require
transformation in order to be used in the computers. Do scholars need raw

data? Studies in storing Russian concluded that it is not at all certain
that a very large store of running text is useful to scholars. This does

not necessarily apply to refined data. Discussion of storage problems,

thus, should distinguish between these two types. Professor Martin doubted
the advisability of large all-purpose stores of data -- as tending to cause
the machine to dominate the man in usage.

Suggesting that it is perhaps useful to start research from a problem
orientation, Dr. William Wang proposed two experiments:

1. To analyze a collection of raw material as it comes out
of China; for example, the Hann Yeu Tzyh Hucy 4 al



The indexing system of this lexicon, however, is rather
complicated since it uses yunn muh 441 q in the modern

Peking pronunciation as the index for the Chinese charac-

ters. If one were to use the Jong guu cl? t coding

scheme, which takes the deeng lp, .§11.92g ft, faanchieh

etc., and phonetic representations in the seventeen dialects

contained in the Tzyh Huey, then the computer can analyze
combinations of initials and finals in a given dialect and
their distribution throughout various dialects.

2. One might put the Jyi.Yunn 4 4 in the computer
to replicate Ch'en Li's experiment in connecting faanchieh
characters to establish homonym classes.

All of this data might form part of a larger corpus available for future

work.

Hao Wang reported his experience in using computers in the field of

rathematics. He found that learning to program is easy and even enjoyable.
With regard to the accumulation of results, he stressed that the computer
work should be repeatable, as it is in other scientific studies. That is,

the methods used to obtain results must be presented in reports of those
results, and they must not be ad hoc. Whereas the computer can be readily

used by mathematics students for certain types of problems, Professor Wang
warned of the difficulty in evaluating new results of a linguistics student
who does a computer research topic instead of a theoretical topic. In

general, one should be certain that computer usage is relevant to the
research problem; the computer should not be used just because it is available.
The scholar may find computer results frustrating in that they do not have

the clarity of theoretical results.

In concluding the Conference, Professor Mote expressed Ole hope that the
East Asian Linguistic Project will become a clearing-house for information of
interest to Chinese linguists and, with its group of resident researchers, a
ground for continuing basic and applied research in the field.
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THE SECOND CHINESE LINGUISTICS CONFERENCE

October 10-12, 1967

PROBLEMS OF CONTENT AND FORM IN THE TEACHING OF CHINESE

The Sessions:

Tuesday, October 10: Some Problems of Lexicon (Afternoon session)

Wednesday, October 11: The Teaching of Classical Chinese (Morning and

afternoon sessions)

Thursday, October 12: Problems of Vernacular Chinese -- Blind Ends and

Open Roads in the Teaching of Modern Chinese (Aorning session)

PREFATORY NOTE

In editing the transcript, we have adopted the strategy of using

Wade-Giles romanization for names of persons and for titles of books or

sections of books, and Gwoyeu Romatzyh ("The National Romanization")

invented by Dr. Y. R. Chao for the romanization of Chinese words or

expressions cited in the course of discussion.

The sessions of the 1967 Chinese Linguistics Conference were held in

the Senate Chamber of Whig Hall, starting at 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, October 10.

Professor Frederick W. Mote opened the first session with a general welcome

to the part'rApants and observers.

First day, afternoon: Some Problems of Lexicon

The agenda subject for today is lexicology. I have already given most

of you, I think, a copy of my written apology for having failed to clarify

that topic better in preliminary communications with you. Many of you have

come here with serious and large problems of lexicology in mind, and there

are some distinguished lexicographers sitting around the table We hope to

draw on that experience and upon the serious thinking which you have done on

the problems of that field. At the same time I suggest that our immediate

need is a narrowly focused and practical one, and we have a house interest in

getting that sort of direction and advice from all of you. I think I won't

say anything more about the definition of the problem, hoping you have read

the statements and will feel strongly moved to disagree with our own point

of view or react to it in some way or another. But I will ask Jerry Norman

to make a summary statement about the problems that have emerged from

reviewing the sample entries which had been submitted as of late last night,

The present idea for compiling a student's glossary has grown out of

the experience of teaching Chinese here at Princeton and out of discussions

within the Linguistics Proje,:t. The members of the teaching staff and some
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of the participants in the Project feel that such a glossary, containing

perhaps three thousand characters, more or less, and giving the sort of

information that the second- to fourth-year student would require in his

studies, would be an undertaking both useful and manageable within a short

period of time. Such a glossary would he expected to get a student from the

beginning level to one where he cpuld use Chinese native reference works,

such as the Han-y'd Tz'u-tien, and others. And with such a glossary available,

the compilation of various types of teaching materials could be made easier

avd more systematic. The glossary would contain those characters which the

student would meet most frequently in his classroom reading. In the sort of

teaching materials we have in mind, there are edited and annotated texts for

intermediate and advanced students, nctas which would have to be provided

for those items not adequately accounted for in the glossary. This is all

explained further in Professor More's paper, which you have. Sample dictionary

entries were solicited from the participants of this conference. As of

yesterday, only five such entries had been received. This is at least partly

due to the vagueness of the original solicitation. We hope Professor Mote's

written explanation [Attachment A] will have cleared up some of that vagueness.

The five samples which we did receive are most interesting because of

their diversity. Before I summarize these, I 3hould mention that we received

from Dr. Paul Kratochvil of Cambridge University a letter which raises some

very basic questions about the idea of a Chinese-English glossary or dictionary.

Not even a sample entry can be attempted until these primary issues are

discussed and decided, according to Dr. Kratochvil. The pertinent parts of

this letter have been reproduced [Attachment B] and we commend his comments

to your attention.

Only one of the sample entries was limited entirely to classical Chinese.

This is the entry of Professor Yang Lien-sheng of Harvard. [Attachment C] His

entries, and I say entries because he added two other characters in addition

to the character shu in order to illustrate different types of lexical

difficulties, are constructed so as to give the student reader a very detailed

view of the usages of the characters in literary Chinese of various periods

and in various types o2 writing. Colloquial meanings are not included,

presumably because these have already been treated in his and Dr. Y. R. Chao's

Concise Dictionary. Professor Stimson's entry [Attachment D] is similar,

and he gives numerous examples of usage in classical and literary texts.

Unlike Professor Yang, however, he includes colloquial meanings. The entry

composed by Professor Moteis of somewhat different nature. He has illustrated

various semantic aspects of the character shu with compounds drawn from both

the classical literary language and from modern vernacular. Somewhat like

Professor Mote's is the entry sent in by Professor C. W. Shih [Attachment F]

In her entry meanings are mainly illustrated through compounds. In fact

Professor Shih's entry is essentially a presentation of forms compounded

from the morpheme shu much like a Chinese traditional Isyrdean. The samples

of Professor Malmqvist [Attachment G] contain both classical literary and

colloquial meanings of the characters. He also includes an extra character,

I believe to demonstrate the sort of difficulties that one encounters with

the so-called function words. In his sample character, the meanings are

* Attachment E
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illustrated in well-known compounds. Professor Malmqvist's samples contain

the most elaborate grammatical treatment of the five entries which I saw

yesterday. Every separate meaning is accompanied by designation of grammatical

class taken from Y. R. Chao's Grammar of Spoken Chinese. "Measures"

(classifiers or numerary adjuncts) are given in the case of colloquial meanings,

as they are also in the entries of Professor Stimson, Professor Shih, and

Professor Mote.

All entries include simplified characters where they exist. Most entries

use the G. R. romanization for the main entry, but the the Wade-Giles

and Yale were also given in some of them Professor Mote and Professor

Malmqvist thought that the four-corner system should be included, no doubt
because of the numerous reference works which still appear using that system.
Professor Maimqvist suggests a rather elaborate apparatus containing an
introduction with information concerning important lexit.al sources such as

the Dai Kanwa Jiten of Morohashil Han-0 Tz'u-tien, v..uo-yU tz'u-tien,

Grammata Serica and so forth. He would also have references within the body
of the dictionary to various of Karlgren's works, such as the Glosses on the
Shih-ching, and references to a compendium at the end of the work for function

words in both ancient and modern languages. It would thus be almost a guide

to sinology for students at the elementary level.

A reading of these five entries raises some interesting questions about
Chinese-English dictionaries and glossaries in general. Some of these

questions are very basic. The content of the entries will depend largely on

the person for whom the glossary or dictionary is written. For students in
a program which stresses modern Chinese, and in which the teaching of classical

Chinese is considered secondary, a dictionary which stresses the colloquial
is obviously required, and the reverse is also true. I think the sample entries

illustrate this problem very well. Another question is to what extent the

glossary should be a guide to other works or even a general elementary guide

to sinology. What should be the principle on which compounds are entered, if

indeed they are to be included at all? In all the sample entries, except

those of Professor Shih, the compounds are used for illustrative purpose only.
Another very basic problem is to what extent the dictionary can serve as a
student's guide to usage. Yesterday in a conference I had with Professor
Mote and some of the Chinese teaching staff here, we aiscussed, for example,
the students' frequent misuse of the two words niann 4. and shyue. I

myself suspect that the solution to a problem of this sort is probably more
complicated than one would think at first glance, and that dealing with such

things might lead a dictionary compiler far afield. How many characters

should the glossary contain? This is another basic question. What criteria

of selection are we to use? This last question cannot be simply solved by

saying that we are going to do a frequency count, since the frequency will of
course depend to a large measure on what material is used. To what extent

can we use the material in Wang Li's Ku-tai Han-yU? These are all questions

we hope to d.scuss today. The differences in the sample entries have
undoubtedly arisen from the various experiences of their compilers, both as
students and as teachers. We trust thal among the participants of this

conference today there will be still other ideas which have arisen from
different experiences.
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It is a slight misunderstanding to call my entries completely wenyan.

I do stress the wenyan use, in that the two new characters I selected do

happen to have more or multiple meanings in wenyan, that is why I selected

them. But for the character shu, I don't think that even people who want

to stress collcquial could add more definitions. And also for shu, like

shuo-shu It that kind of early bairhuah, was used originally in

speaking since Sung times. A number of compounds, like shenchiingshu

1,47
are obviously modern. You do not find such a compound in pre-

19th century documents, as far as I know. It is very difficult to distinguish

wenyan from in chuah in many cases. So it is actually arbitrary to draw the

line in too clu,acut a manner.

Also I want to explain that, wherever I use the square brackets, I imply

that the information may be excluded if you think the whole thing is going a

little bit too far, giving too many details.

I also rake a distinction between the compounds that are rough equivalents

to the definition there. For example, I define Shu as the Book of History or

the Book of Documents. Ancient texts use shu by itself to mean the Book of

History or the Book of Documents; dnd Shang Shu or Shu ching are actually

later expanded forms of the old term. Therefore, shu should be defined in

that way.

In certain cases, as after the Book of History or Book of Documents and

after "to write" shushiee 1.77 the explanations preceded by "as" are
,

illustrative definitions and not intended as equivalents. So "a history",

as Ch'ien Han Shu or Hou Han Shu, can occur in many other compounds. I know

there are limitations in using this technique because sometimes you simply

cannot find a compound very close to the definition. Actually we used this

technique to some extent in a small dictionary, the Concise Chao-Yang

Dictionary of Spoken Chinese. I believe use of this tool can be helpful to

students who want to .xplain the term in Chinese by giving a compound roughly

equivalent.to the definition.

There are various problems of method and principle involved in compiling

such a dictionary or glossary. One, which we have been discussing, is the

separation of the literary and the colloquial. One way to mark it, as I have

been doing in connection with some reading material I have been compiling,

is to mark the whole item of vocabulary with an "L" if it is used only in

wenyan. Thus any item unmarked is a spoken form.

However, a great many compounds used in everyday speech consist of

parts which are not free, or are not used in the same sense except in wenyan.

For example shu as "book," is spoken; but as the verb "to write" it is

definitely capital "L". However, if you talk about calligraphy, the only

thing you can call it is shufaa it . Even though shu is thus used

in the literary sense, as "writing" in that compound, the active term is

part of the spoken vocabulary. Likewise, , a

letter of application, an application: That is the only way we can speak

of shenchiinr,shu in everyday speech, even though shen is not used independently

in the spoken language or shu in that sense. These compounds would be left
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unmarked, even though some of the parts may serve in meanings which would be

wenyan and therefore marked "L".

There are of course compounds which, as compounds, are still only used

in wenyan, not in everyday speech. Such compounds would be marked separately,

as "L". Let us take iiaw-shu R. (literary: "correct proof") for an

example; but it also means "sing-song girls". In present-day speech you do

not speak of them as iiaw-shu any more. So if you include such items at all,

then the compound as a whole should be marked "L". What I am driving at is

that one must make a distinction between compounds which are used in everyday

speech (unmarked), even though parts of them may be learned or literary, and

those other Tprely literary compounds which are never spoken.

Another supplement. On my submission I have also used some minor signs,

as in the -limn, 4 where the 'j' should be underlined because it's voiced,

as we have done in the small dictionary. Under jie there should be a

dot (a "sharp" to indicate the dental origin of the initial) and a small

"t" at the shoulder (to show that it originally had a final "t"). Such

features can be very helpful to students; and such additions as the dots and

small 't' at the shoulder won't cost very much.

This raises a quest-ion Professor Malmqvist has also raised. How much

phonological information is useful to a student at this stage? You and Dr.

Chao, I take it agree that at least this much should be retained. Is there

discussion of this point perhaps?

I should like to see it retained too. But for your first example, jiin,

I would like also to see an exclamation point in parenthesis afterward to

show that it irregularly retains the third tone. That would at least point

out to the students that something is funny here and they would not get too

confused.

Discussion on this subject continued briefly, essentially

concluding that phonological signs are useful adjuncts to

glossary markings.

Are we thinking to include such marks, then, because they are useful

to the students in these years of their language learning, or because they

commend themselves for some other reason? Practically speaking, do students

use this sort of information at this stage?

Certainly they would use it for classical poetry ...

True, that does come into second-year wenyan, in the sequence of courses

we have in mind.

As soon as you talk about older Chinese or dialects, you run into this

sort of problem. Many writers still use systems of transcription that preserve

distinctions on which such information would help the student -- Karlgren,

for example -- and there is also the peculiar arrangement of the Mathews

dictionary due to such factors.
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By the way, Mathews has had a very special history of publication.
Among other things, it was the first time a book published in Shanghai was
pirated in this country by Harvard. Then Taiwan repirated it. But apart
from that it does have a special history, because when it was compiled during
the years 1919 and 1932, they worked with that artificial gwoin system with
all sorts of arbitrary distinctions, including KI, TSI, HSI and so forth,
separating all such sounds into different groups. Then, before the book was
actually published, they got word that the Ministry of Education was going
to change over to the Peiping pronunciation, not making such distinctions as
between "sharp" and "rounded." So they tried to put the whole thing into
Wade; but a lot of the type had already been set and it would have been too
expensive to reset the whole thing. So they kept the grouping but changed
the headings. Thus the sharp and round are separated but the groupings
follow Wade.

You might, incidentally, be interested to know that in 1962 Mathews,
at the age of well over 90, got an honorary doctorate from Melbourne
University, perhaps in compensation for not having received those royalties.
(Laughter)

Prof. Mote says in his notes here that the vocabulary handbook should
serve the student from the very beginning, from the second year through his

fourth or fifth year. I wonder whether there might be some danger of keeping

him from very useful dictionaries such as the Han-yii tz'u-tien, Tz'u-hai,

tz'u-tien, and Dai kanwa iiten. I think t-he sooner the student can

turn to these works the better. And here is the dilemma: The better this

dictionary, the longer the delay for the students.

Chao So you mean that we had better compile it poorly! (Laughter)

Malmqvist Yes, I suppose that is one way of putting it.

Mote I quite agree. We have said here, we hope the student will gladly

abandon this, sooner rather than later. But is there apt to be a transitional

period in which the student will use the Han-vii tz'u-tien insofar as he can
but would still have to rely on this for certainty at some points? Or am I

over-extending the possible use of this dictionary? In principle we quite

agree: The sooner he uses Chinese dictionaries, the better.

Chao There is one point about using Chinese dictionaries. When I was on the

Committee for the Kuo-yii tz'u-tien in Peking, the question arose what to
include and we tried to include everything. I always reminded the other

members to include those things which seemed obvious for them and which are

items of frequent occurrence in the language. Because everybody knows these

things, they don't bother to include them. For example, the Tz'u Hai

includes those items which a Chinese user would be likely to look up; but

there may be a lot of compounds which Chinese would surely know but foreign
students would not. Such items should be included in dictionaries for the

use of Western students, though they are missing in most Chinese dictionaries,

including the Emaliii_LELtajtin.
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I feel I should really apologize for my written contribution, which seems

to be of a slightly offensive nature. But I think Prof. Mote's statement

renders most of my remarks pointless. In any case, perhaps I should make

another point. The purpose as I understand it from the statement is not

altogether clear. If one should use a label for a vocabulary of this sort,

I think something like "compact initial manual" will do, and I should stress

the word "compact", because I think the desire is to have a highly organized

and relatively small-sized handbook of a very precise scope.

This brings us to the problem which I brought up in my letter: The

question of frame of reference. I understand again that the frame of re-

ference is to be somewhat limited. But it is in any case already very complex

by its nature: Basically it sets out to include the vocabulary of at least

two distinct written styles, which partly overlap in their form and content.

Now to compile a compact handbook on the basis of such an obviously complex

frame of reference is a formidable task indeed. Those of us who have done any

dictionary compiling at all will perhaps agree that to compile a relatively

small dictionary of this sort is incomparably more difficult than doing a

large dictionary based on a homogeneous frame of reference.

In my opinion there is some danger involved in the proposition as it

stands now, since something will quite likely have to suffer in the long

run. Can I perhaps put it in this way? 3,000 basic characters are quite

a lot and I think the number is justified. I wouldn't like it smaller.

Now if this structure of the individual items within the vocabulary is such

as actually to fulfill the tasks outlined in the statement and still remain

clear, this would mean quite a lot of space. Notice, for instance, the size

of the item shu in Prof. Mote's sample, which I think would in fact have to

be even larger in order to satisfy all the aspirations expressed in the state-

ment. This would mean that what starts out as a manual would grow into a

couple of volumes. My somewhat involuntary experience of five years of

dictionary-making is that, in a situation of this sort, the authors do in

fact usually tend to sacrifice something of the original plan; and I don't

think this pattern should be repeated each time a new dictionary is compiled.

In summary I am not at all sure that the statement is absolutely

realistic in its combination of features to include and this general idea

of compactness. I think the purposes are unnecessarily great and too many.

I am not at all sure that the Project could actually fulfill them.

May I ask which of these you would abandon first?

It depends. I think if I am right you would have to give up one of the

two main principles, perhaps the complexity of the frame of reference: Some-

thing like dropping classical Chinese, which I don't think would happen.

Now if this didn't happen, then I think the desires as expressed in the

statement would be cut down in size. The documentation of the individual

items would become very scanty. I don't think there is any other way out of

it.
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In addition to considering this as an exercise in lexicography, we might

also consider something that hasn't come into the discussion yet this after-

noon, and that is its intended function in relation to a body of teaching

texts. With this in hand, the glossing and footnoting in those texts can

be reduced, as the most repetitious items in such glossing and footnote can be

eliminated entirely. I suspect that in order to achieve that function for

it we would make sacrifices in the ideal pattern accordingly. Your fear is,

I suppose, that it would destroy the value of the work.

Not at all. What I fear is that a lot of labor in compiling such works

is often lost in the very beginning because the design is such that it cannot

be brought to a conclusion. The result often is that 80 percent of the first

year or two's labor must be just chucked out.

I wonder whether a good deal of the complexity would come from the

phonological and graphical details. These two aspects really concern, in

most cases, just single characters rather than compounds, so that you wouldn't

need to repeat all that information for compounds.

Yes, but wouldn't you agree, Prof. Chao, that intrinsically, as the

project is outlined here, it does involve materials of great complexity?

When you were compiling the Concise Dictionary of Spoken Chinese, you were

actually operating within a very homogeneous frame of reference, relatively

speaking.

Chao Yes. Strictly speaking, that dictionary has no compounds except to

illustrate the use of single items.

Kratochvil I think in the long run, what you might end up with might actually

be something like a revised Mathews, if you were not careful.

Mote If I may describe it a little differently, what we may have in mind, as

my sample entry here reflects, is really an abridged version of the

Han-yii tz'u-tien with English notes. To a certain extent, that is. That

work makes no distinction between various levels of Chinese: Vernacular

and literary, for example. It does not divide the compounds into groups

that illustrate the different meanings or definitions of the words. But

all the material really comes from that. I would prefer that to a revised

Mathews myself.

Liu

Mote

Mei

How about simply translating the Kuo-yii tz'u-tien?

Well, you have perhaps heard the history of that project. An idea, not

a product on paper to date. Would Mr. Mei make a statement?

Yes. To try to translate the Han-yq tz'u-tien, based on my preliminaly

estimate, would require something liKe 20 man-years, and this would be too

expensive in t,rms of manpower and money. And most of all the patience of

those whoinitially will participate enthusiastically would probably run

out towards its end. This 20 man-years is a very optimistic estimate. For

such a project one must usually add at least half again to it, and that comes

to 30 man-years. There simply are not 30 man-years willingly available.
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Could I ask a question? Do you think that a dictionary which gave under

each entry the chief meanings with one or two illustrative examples would
help the student to read a Chinese dictionary, which would be his actual

main source for translating texts? This would, in other words, be a sort

of guide to another Chinese-Chinese dictionary.

Chao A large ZH Guide?

Stimson Right.

Mote Could that function with respect to this body of teaching materials in

the manner I have set forth?

Stimson

Dien

Mote

Dien

Mote

Dien

I suppose what I am suggesting is that you have two: One the compact

affair we are talking about today and the other Chinese-Chinese, and then you
could use both as backup for your notes and just give extra glosses fcr things

they don't specifically cover.

I wonder whether you mean that through the fifth year the students will

be reading controlled texts that are assigned to them or that oy the fifth

year the students will be reading freely on the basis of personal judgment

and interest. In the second eventuality you cannot foresee what he will

need, nor use such unassigned texts as the basis for such dictionary.

This wouldn't be planned to satisfy all the student's needs for five

years. It is only planned to accompany certain formal courses that he may

take during as long as five years.

If it is to accompany a controlled course and you know what materials he
will be reading, the number of entries, for example, would be a function of I $

the materials that you meet in that course.

,

That doesn't mean that all the material accompanying the course will be

listed in the dictionary, but only that of highest utility. Of course, the

text will still be glossed for the other items that go beyond the specific

scope of the general glossary.

I wonder also about the lexical contents of the dictionary. That is,

what are you teaching the students by the etymological investigation of the

individual character? Should this be the depository of know/Bdge of that

sort or should that be kept for the glosses that go along wail the text? Or

do you intend to have the information available in both places?

Mote We have been discussing just that and I don't pretend to have a set

answer. It is an area where we are soliciting your opinions.

Hanan If this glossary is tied to a body of texts, does it mean that you have

abandoned the idea of a frequency count?

Mote No. What is the difference between the frequency count analysis of

Chinese lexicon and a closed body of texts? We have been using the term

"characters of highest utility". How is "utility" determined? Wang Li in



his ch'ang-yung tz'u r l uses a purely subjective standard --

probably rather accurate, but purely subjective. If you match that list with

objectively-derived list, you will find some very surprising omissions.

Hanan Yes, I see. The original amount of data comes from a specified text?

Mote Not so. We plan to define "highest utility" by a computerized count

of very large samples of running text and we plan to match that against

Wang Li's list. Exactly what principle we will then use for deciding what

to include noy not be strictly mechanical. That is, we may decide that to

be strictly mechanical in listing only the 1,500 characters of the highest

frequency would be self-defeating. We may adjust it somewhat, but it will

be determined more or less along those lines.

Chao

Mote

As far as objective standards of selection are concerned, they can

sometimes be misleading, too. I remember when I first looked at the

ILLEm_shIlmlaLitil of the Chung-kuo ta tz'u-tien (Commercial Press), it

had something like 5,837 compounds, but I couldn't find iseel

(insistently) -- because it's not in the text they happeted to be using.

People don't write the term very often, though one says it all the time.

(In further discussion, Prof. Mote clarified the fact that the

frequency-count will be of MV.L, that no immediate plans are set to do a

comparable objective count of wenyan, and that the objective results will

certainly have to be supplemented for various reasons.

Prof. Yang suggested that some indication of priority among characters

can be derived simply by a rough scanning of existing short Chinese

dictionaries, to see how relatively extensive the entries are.)

But I am reluctant to trust the judgment of the editors of the Commercial

Press and Chung-hua Shu-chil of thirty years ago to understand our needs

completely; and secondly, isn't it possible that the length of an entry

is a function of the complexity of meaning it has acquired rather ...

Yang That is important. If one can use so many meanings, obviously they

must appear in so many contexts. That is one thing you have to assume.

Mote Well, as a practical point it is well worth considering and 4,.hat we

should check against that method ...

Yang

Mote

Dien

Kratochvil

I have no doubt at all that computer will prove this point.

We hope to be able to subject it to just that proof.

Can we start laying our bets, by the way? (Laughter)

I think when it comes to using mono-lingual dictionaries as a basis

for consideration, this is probably also related to the possibility of

translating modern bi-lingual dictionaries. We should be extremely cautious,

whatever we do. Translating a dictionary is a lexicographer's nightmare.
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Mote

Stimson

Chao

If the bi-lingual dictionary is based on a word list in language "A",

and is to be translated into language "B", then language "B" may well
require, let us say, greater stress on some items than language "A" does.
When we use such dictionaries as Hsiieh-shmjk tzu-tien or Hsiieh-sheng tz'u-tien,
the complexity of some items is presently right for th_ speaker of Chinese
who uses it and for whom it was designed; but a much greater or much lesser
complexity may be required for language "B". We have problems like this all
over the place. Thus we should be cautious in translating mono-lingual
dictionaries.

I might call your attention to Prof. Kratochvil's article on the problems
of compiling a Chinese-Czech dictionary in Archiv Orientalni. It is a very
useful discussion of problems of this kind.

I have a feeling that many of you would like to challenge the project
itself in more fundamental terms than you have yet done.

(Mr. James Liang discussed problems of correct usage and how such a

dictionary might set about protecting students against solecisms.)

We're still getting back to exactly what kind of book this is. It

seems to me there are three questions: Is it to be a dictionary that will
help students in composition and in speaking Chinese? Is it a dictionary
that will help in a particular project? Or is it a general dictionary?
Or, of course, is it some combination of these?

In connection with the matter of adding illustration, which some think
may take a lot of space. Perhaps one can choose between using illustration
and getting the grammatical categories of various items, whichever is simpler,
more direct, and shorter. For example shu iyi -- we could very often ha,ye

an abbreviation for collective nouns -- there are so many of them which cannot
be used with individual classifiers; and if you mark it "collective", then
it means "books" in a collective sense and you don't particularly need an
example. In other cases, possibly a phrase containing the term would
automatically define its grammatical function unambiguously.

Malmqvist If this is meant to be a guide to students, why not ask the students to
give us some comments cn what they expect to find in a dictionary?

Mote Mr. Baron, what do you want a dictionary to do for you?

Baron I want it to give me a good idea of pronunciation -- entries which have
several pronunciations are confusing -- and what meanings are associated with
those pronunciations. I want it to give me more compounds than most dictionaries
do now. And of course grammatical category, and what sort of context a given
meaning occurs in.

Mote Mr. Barcl io beginning third-year Chinese here. Pow about Mr. Edgren,
though he is hardly a student.
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0: very much so. It depends again on the purpose of the dictionary.

If it is to accompany a set of texts through a period of study to be used

consistently, then the scope should be very easy to determine and in that

case more space could be devoted to explaining the use of really difficult

or obscure words, or expressions, as Wang Li does in his books. But he is

discussing specific texts and talking, after each section of his words,

about what differences or divergencies are encountered in using certain terms

or groups of terms. If the dictionary is limited to a programed set of

texts, then, it should be much easier to prepare a handbook for it. If on

the other hand it is for students' general reading, rather free, unrestricted

or undetermined readings, then of course the scope is practically unlimited

and probably the project impossible to accomplish, no matter how large it

is. Again I am not entirely sure what the purpose is, but I would think that

anything but a handbook to accompany a fixed group of texts would be almost

impossible with respect to man-hours required. I think that people have

been talking very seriously about the problem of compiling a nearly complete

dictionary; and that may be something which can never be solved. If the scope

is limited, then it shouldn't be too hard to determine what data should

accompany particular character entries and compound entries.

I would like to point out that, in Prof. Mote's sample of shuiyi

and shujivanq it 1 he did make some attempt to classify them as generic

terms. Thus, you cannot say i-been Ant/Li simply because shuiyi is a

generic term. No matter how many sentences are used to illustrate a word,

if you don't use the right one, you still cannot achieve the purpose.

I have learned from the Chairman that this Project is envisaged to be

completed in a year or two. I find myself strongly in support of the views

expressed by Prof. Stimson a moment ago, that the dictionary should include

all the possible definitions and grammatical functions of the form, but with

very few examples illustrating each function; and it would help the students to

go to other dictionaries, already possessing some basic knowledge to guide

him around in those other dictionaries. If you can do that in two years,

you will really have done a lot.

I think some basic knowledge of how a compound is formed should be

given rather than numerous illustrations. For example, in shubeen lt 4L

been is a measure word, and there are numerous other compounds formed that

way. I doubt very much that it is necessary to list them all. In particular,

for terms like shudiann lt7,5 or buhdiann lp , it would be much

better to explain tne cnaracter diann than to list all the kinds of commodities

a store might carry.

We have a witness here to a problem, our third year student of a few

moments ago, who doesn't want to use two dictionaries. BR should be encouraged

to use two, but it's very hard to get students to do this. If Mathews is

around, with all those listings, they will use that as their first dictionary.

This is too bad, because it keeps them away from the Chinese dictionaries

that much longer. That's just the problem.
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I very much agree with Prof. Malmqvist, but I fear that this would in

fact mean -- aside from compiling a dictionary -- also writing two or three

grammars. Very soon, I hope, we will have a grammar of spoken Chinese --

if a copy ever appears. (Laughter: Prof. Chao's grammar has been in the

press for several years.)

To sum up at this point, our discussion has covered the problems of how
many compounds a dictionary needs to include, how they should be selected,

and how to indicate grammatical function of words. If anyone has a statement

which could help us in coming to a position on any of these issues I would

appreciate it. There are also many matters so far not touched: The problem

of format, for example. We solicit comment from anyone experienced in format,
whic.h might make the dictionary easier to use and more meaningful.

Robert Ruhlmann and James Liang and I dreamed up an idea that might
help compromise the issue of how you illustrate what you mean and still keep

things relatively compact. If you had one or several very fully covered
characters, where you try to be as exhaustive as possible, like the Harvard-
Yenching fascicles, and then within this very full definition, by diacritical
marks or other notations, indicate which items you would select for the
dictionary, you could tills encourage the user to perceive how you have tried

to hit the center of the semantic range of that character as a compound form.

Then, whether that is done as a part of the introduction, or as one of the
actual definitions in the glossary, or in a separate companion volume -- the
ZH Guide type of thing -- this would perhaps make it possible to use a re-
latively small number of examples while at the same time illustrating the

way in which those examples could oe understood for the general body of

characters.

Mote Are you speaking of semantics only or also of grammatical function?

Kierman Both.

Mote We have thought that it might be a useful device to have something like
an inner dictionary for words of the very highest utility and outer one for

words of the second rank, dealing of course with the former more exhaustively.

I don't know how practical that is. Perhaps the decision will have to be

deferred until after we have set up some kind of experimentation with models.

Chao

Kratochvil

For grammatical function, I still feel that on the whole you will probably

save space by giving suitable brief examples except for some characters of

the very highest frequency and most obvious importance. You can also make

certain marks like 'vi' and 'vt', though even this does involve theoretical

problems.

I think that we are basically in agreement concerning the two most use-

ful ways to indicate grammatical category: Either by giving it a label to

place it in some sort of abstract general category, or by giving an example.

Now I wonder whether the two ways might possibly be combined. That is,

giving the abstract grammatical category wherever possible, when one doesn't

feel he is getting into a dangerous position by committing himself; and when

this is not possible, solve the problem by giving examples. If you assign a
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category, you are saying that this item has all the features of all the other

members in that category. This may be true or not true; or -- true or not --

you may be in no position to assert it. However, if you give an example,

you are telling the user of the dictionary: This item has certain features

in this particular sentence, and if you want to draw a general conclusion

from the fact, that's your business. I really wonder if these two could

be combined by giving general direction where possible and where it is not

possible, simply retreating into example.

Mote Do you have an example in mind? Is there any dictionary that seeks

to follow this pattern?

Kratochvil

Chao

Mote

Dien

Chao

No, I don't know of any that do just what I suggest. Of course, there

are dictionaries which follow either way; and then there is Kuraishi

Takeshiro's ChUgokuo Jiten, which more or less does both at the same time.

He has examples for most items, and for all -- both those he gives examples

for and those he doesn't -- he gives a category. So he does both.

The Commercial Press in the past put out a Chinese-English dictionary

with tzuoh-wen chyou-iiee in the title, a double-function dictionary to

explain what things mean and then to show how actually they are translated --

the two things are not always the same. The tzuoh-wen part, that is the

active part, is expressed more clearly by the grammatical function. As I

said some time ago, if 'le example given implies the function clearly enough,

yol: can omit the categorization.

(Mr. James Liang pointed out that the protean quality of Chinese syntax

makes strict grammatical labeling risky and sometimes misleading; Prof. Mote

pointed out that, this glossary not being intended either for elementary

students or for self-study, that risk should be minimal.)

It is assumed that the students have learned the basic idiosyncrasies

of the language through an extensive first-year course in which a considerable

vocabulary has been introduced and grammatical patterns are well learned.

This book will function in such a way as to allow the students to extend

their knowledge by analogy to a larger vocabulary rather than supply them

from the beginning with this knowledge about the stuff of language.

Dr. Chao mentioned synthesizable compounds which can be logically

analyzed by the students: Once you know one such, you needn't look up

others. When you ask how many compounds should be in the handbook, there

seems to me a kind of assumption that if a student knows the area of meaning

of A and the area of meaning of B, he will be able to understand the meaning

of A plus B. If this is the assumption, then the number of compounds needed

are only those which need illustrations. My question is: Is this true? And

if so, what percentage of compounds can be thus analyzed by students on the

basis of such knowledge?

It depends on which you think is more important, composition of compounds

ol comprehension of them. If it is for comprehension, perhaps few compounds

are needed. For instance, like t jg , if you know the meaning of shu and
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diann then you know what shudiann is. If it is for composition, possibly

students will make up compounds that simply do not exist. In my experience,

the percentage of compounds in texts which can be readily analyzed by students
is less than 50% of any dictionary. Considering this discussion, would it
be suitable to have two or three, maybe four or five of us, work on some
sample entries for a brief period? And see how it could work out.

Mote Do you mean during the conference?

Chao No.

Mote Good -- I could see us staying up all night. (Laughter) That seems an

excellent suggestion and if the guidelines can be made concrete enough, we wifl

try to meet them very specifically.

Dew

Mote

Chao

Yang

I'm having a certain amount of trouble changing focus, since I've been
thinking for some weeks about a dictionary and am now asked to shift to
thinking of a handbook. I wonder if this sacrifice is necessary. Can't

something be done with all the work to serve wider purposes than just a hand-
book largely limited to serving a single curriculum?

(Prof. Malmqvist asked what had happened to a Columbia project for compiling
a dictionary out of the Chao-Yang product and two others. Prof. Dien said

it had been finished and showed a copy, plus another shorter -- 1500-word --

high school dictionary. Prof. Yang recommended that the format of certain

very compact Japanese multi-lingual dictionaries be studied.)

Getting back to Mr. Dew's point, I think it obvious that the need for
dictionaries of many kinds and of several levels is very great. I'm inclined

to think that any steps we take in the direction of such a practical project
as this will contribute to the other in some way. The suggestion is ,:.n

ingenious one: To take an existing dictionary of very high quality, that we

approve of, and supplement it to serve our needs. However, the strategy of

problem-solving must be investigated, partly using Columbia's experience to

guide us. But wheth,!r or not we could at this stage enlarge the purposes and

try to create a general dictionary, even by that method, I am doubtful. I think

that it will take more time than we calculate. We have a practical need which

must be served first and hopefully it will also contribute to the larger

problem you pose. If Michigan has more manpower available and a more ingenious

strategy to apply in compiling a general dictionary we may never luve to do

this.

I have another idea, which I don't recommend. (Laughter) If I were a

commercial publisher preparing to publish a small-scale dictionary of two or
three thousand characters, I would add almost twice as many characters with
very perfunctory definitions and then advertise it as a dictionary of five

or six thousand characters. (Laughter) You 5iet a more saleable product with

very little effort.

I am in favor of a readable dictionary, containing readable entries,
which will readily give students who read them the feel of those characters.

This is the most urgently needed item among students, especially in their

third year.
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Mote Are you thinking of format or content?

Yang

Stimson

Mote

Both. I belilve there already exist a number of pretty good dictionaries
for compounds, both mono-lingual in Chinese languageand bi-lingual. But there is

not a single good Chinese-English dictionary for classical Chinese, not even

anything remotely comparable to Couvreur. So I think if you start with

Wang Li's ch'ang-yung-tz'u sections and expand these characters VO something
between 1,500 and 2,000; give basic definitions of them; and then force
students to memorize about one tnird of them in classical Chinese, their
knowledge of modern compounds will improve correspondingly. I believe this

is the most strategic and urgent thing to do, even if you start with only

1,500 characters. You can leave out the obsolete definitions. And this can

certainly be done in two or three years.

Two features of the Couvreur Dictionary are well worth considering: One

is quotation from the ea:liest source for a given meaning, so that you know
at what time a particular usage begins; another is that everything he gives,
whether compound or quotation, has a transliteration so that you can read

it at once.

However, I think Couvreur accomplished this simply by cribbing from the

P'ei-wen Yun-fu. And since then many of the points he sets out have been

overthrown, challenged or supplemented.

Yang Couvreur is not that bad. I think you are doing injustice to him.

Stimson I was speaking in principle, anyway, not suggesting wholesale use of

Couvreur.

Mote

Edgren

If there is any easy source to crib from, I quite agree that we should

do it. If there isn't, I don't think we can have much new input, new problem-

solving, at this point. We can't ask anyone to do new research into the

history of a particular word just for the needs of this dictionary-

mapiling effort.

I would like to know if it has been decided or suggested that the

glossary or handbook be divided into at least two categories, one dealing

with literary Chinese and the other with colloquial Chinese, rather than have
the distinctions made within the body of definition of one character. It

would perhaps be desirable to have them separated, since the courses are

taught separately. If the glossary for literary texts were concentrated

upon, this might be easier to cope with, since the number of items could be

smaller. Although the methods of teaching are quite different, as someone

has just suggested, it would seem difficult to derive something applicable
to all situations; but the texts that are used to teach literary Chinese are

quite limited and rather regular. People don't stray too far from a limited

array of texts. Perhaps it might be easier to cope with this first step by

itself. And I should think that mcst educators might feel this more
fundamental and important to beginning students, especially undergraduates.

(Long silence) I didn't mean to shatter the proceedings. (Laughter)



Mote I guess nobody can think of anything equally profound.

Ruhlmann I have something profound. (Laughter) The distinction you propose
between an inner dictionary and an outer one, or an inner and an outer set
of materials: I wonder if we might agree tomorrow on defining a set of

myan texts for students of various levels. Once that corpus is agreed upon,

one could do an inner dictionary of limited scope which could be the common
dictionary for all those texts. As for words or compounds which occur in only
one or two of those texts, or in ancient or odd contexts, they would not be
in the dictionary at all but in glossaries appended to each individual text.

Mote You have anticipated some of what we plan to say tomorrow, regarding the
Ku-tai Han-ITU.

Ruhlmann

Mote

Chao

If we decided on that, it would mean that the committee would publish
two things: One is a textbook giving a number of sample texts, each one with
its glossary containing rare words, and the other would be a dictionary with

relatively common ones.

The main diffe,cence is that you have thought to use the readings actually
in the Ku-tai Han-yii as your control. We had planned to use another kind

of control which might be more widely useful.

What I'm going to do next is not fair, but I notice that Dr. Chao has
made a list of notes which may represent a kind of summary of the points we

have talked about today. I would like to ask Dr. Chao to make a summary state-

ment if it is convenient to do so.

No, these aren't summary notes, but items for comment, and I've covered

them all. However, I have the impression that most people have not objected
strongly to our proposal of giving examples if the grammatical function is
sufficiently implied in them, so as to save space and include more items.
As for the inclusion of the colloquial and literary, there are some differences

of view; but I hope I am right in getting the impr,:ssion that we would like

to im:lue.1 both. As to the individual items, whether single characters or
compounds, it seems generally agreed that both literary and colloquial com-
pounds should be included, except that -- in terms of the corpus we have in view --
compounds which are rare, with not only the characters but also the compounds

falling outside the corpus, could then be excluded.

The two aspects, cs2 active and passive, tzuoh-wen chyou-jiee,
tzuoh-wen or active knowledge of writing or speaking, would in many cases

emerge out of the explicit grammatical definitions or out of definition by

example. But I would recommend that some attention be given to active use
just because so far dictionaries have emphasized the explicative aspect

perhaps too much. As for the phonological part, this has to do more with
individual characters and graphical variations, rather than compounds; and it

would perhaps not involve too much expenditure of space. In all these points

it seems that I recommend inclusions rather than exclusions. I hope this is

a general summary of points that we have just discussed.

1



Kao

Mote

The idea of compiling a glossary handbook was initiated by a group of

faculty members led by Prof. T. T. Ch'en. The handbook was meant to be

something like Modern English Usage or The King's EnglIsh. That is why it

was intended to include 1,000 or 1,500 characters. We planned to make it a

readable dictionary that people could enjoy and benefit from. But now it

seems to me that this vocabulary handbook has become larger and larger and

has deviated from our original idea, though still very useful.

It seems to me that the principal unsolved problem is that of size.

(BELL, outside) But the bell tolls (laughter), and I think we had better

adjourn.



Mote
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Second day; morning:

The Teaching of Classical Chinese

I should commence by expressing gratitude to you all for yesterday's
discussion concerning dictionaries; or glossaries; or whatever name we

finally decided upon. I myself feel much better informed on the subject
than before; and I think it was in general an interesting and useful
discussion; giving much more focus to our own thinking about the practical

problems of our enterprise than we had before.

Afterwards several people mentioned things that we had failed to bring

up. A number of people praised the Walter Simon dictionary and wondered
why it hadn't been mentioned; since it has been used a good deal in American

universities. Professor Ellegiers mentioned the new Chinese-Latin dictionary;

the first item in the quinta-lingual series from the Jesuits at Taichung.
He is fortunate in having students who can use a Chinese-Latin dictionary.

Most of us don't. In fact; most of us teachers of Chinese would hate to have

to pass a test on using one ourselves. It is; however; the first of a series;

two of the others being Chinese-French and Chinese-English; and that does
add a large body of dictionary material recently and competently compiled.

Today we will turn to the subject of the teaching of classical Chinese
and try to focus on the problems raised by the experience of using the Ku-tai
Han-yii. I should like to impose the following format on the discussions;
so if you have comments that are going to fit one part of it or another;
perhaps you can plan them accordingly. First; we'll simply discuss KTHY as

a book; a sinological work; and second; we'll go on to the subject of how it

might relate to our problems of teaching classical Chinese.

Several people have asked how the reprinting of this edition of the

KTHY was accomplished in Hong Kong. I think it might. be an interesting

subject to begin with. As you all know; the two parts of Vol. I appeared

in 1961. It was readily available in Hong Kong bookstores; and became
widely known then in Europe; America and Japan; and widely used as a text-

book. We didn't adopt it here until 1965. In 1964 the two much fatter parts
of Vol. II appeared in China and we read about the considerable discussions

of them in the Chinese press. Such a debate aroused our curiosity; but we

never saw the book itself. We wrote to friends in Europe who had better
contacts with mainland sources of books than we have; and to Japan; but

everybody insisted that it had never been seen. We wrote friends in

Hong Kong; but there was simply no scent of Vol. II even there.

It then occurred to Dr. Kierman; who had attended the Junior Sinologists
conference in Denmark during the summer of 1966 and had there met Professor
Malmqvist; that in view of recent Swedish book-buying trips to mainland China
and their known bibliographical interests; Stockholm might be a likely place

to look. It turned out that there were in fact several copies of Volume II
in Stockholm; and through negotiations with Professor Malmqvist and Mr.

Edgren we managed to borrow one with the express purpose of having it photo-

copied and republished for general use.



As soon as we were assured that we had a copy in our hands which could

be used for reprinting purposes, then a copy mysteriously appeared in Hong

Kong. I have no doubt that, if we hadn't found a copy ourselves, that copy

would never have emerged. Ac a precaution, we photocopied Professor Malmqvist's

copy but simply held it here in case pages were missing from the Hong Kong

volume or it were needed in some other way. It wasn't, in fact needed.

The Hong Kong awner made his copy available to Lung Men Bookstore for re-
printing; and we subsidized this republication.

Lung Men, as you know, is a very reliable reprinter. They use good

paper and do their work very carefully. They spend lots of time and trouble

collating the works that they reprint; but they are expensive, and without

subsidy the book would have been priced out of sight. We felt it was of

sufficient value as a teaching tool and of sufficient interest to the sino-

logical world that it merited our subsidy; and with that subsidy we got a
number of sets which we are not permitted -- by agreement with Lung Men --
to sell but which we can use for our own students; and we have taken gift

copies for you from that small stock. Otherwise, the book is now available

at $12.001 which is reasonable for Lung Men prices. I think we should

express our gratitude to Prof. Malmqvist and Mr. Edgren for their help in

this.

At the same time the Lung Men people, realizing our interest in the
debate this book has produced in Mainland China, have produced a small

collection of essays from the Chinese press regarding the KTHY. This isn't

all the essays: Many of those not included were much more critical than

those reprinted here. I think Lung Men wanted to protect their investment

a little. (Laughter)

Prof. Yang Lien-sheng has made a critical examination of this volume,
and he followed the debate on KTHY as it appeared in the press. He has

agreed to make some remarks on the nature of the book.

Yang The book in my hand is called Ku-tai Han-yU ti chiao-hsUeh-fa ho

shu-p 43<, 4 tc 4:0 * and it is a collection

of articles from a periodical called Chung-kuo yU-wen 1117 4 0;
Nos. 122, 136, 137, 138 and 140. The first article is written by Wang Li

himself. The other four are all pretty good -- although highly critical,
also complimentary of KTHY in many ways. Anyone who wants to use the KTHY

must read this collection of reviews.

As we would expect, the firsi: part of each review starts with the usual

ideology: How much consideration has been given to Marxism and Leninism and

Maoism; what is the ideology of the contents -- the standard of selection,
whether the contents tend to be too pessimistic, particularly towards
literature and art, or whether the doctrine is overwhelmingly shvh-guu fei-'in

AL 1; 4 /i; [affirming the old and negating the new]. On the other hand,

each of the reviews,but especially the later ones, are largely devoted to
the scientific side; and some of their remarks are very good indeed, including
textual criticism, comments on vocabulary (whether it is over-sophisticated,
overdone, or underdone) and on whether the selection of the Ch'ang-yung-tz'u
[often-used words]was just right or whether they include too many unnecessay

characters ( such ls ne/ Ou and waY 1 koou a and eel g. dih it and

how Ag ) that don't need any explanation or should for other reasons be
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eliminated. They also point out lots of minor mistakes, including incon-
sistency in punctuation (sometimes the same text is punctuated three or
four different ways in different places). On the whole these points are
quite well taken.

I would like to add a few remarks of my own on the KTHY. In the first
place I have the notion that Wang Li probably changed his mind about the
definition of the KTHY in the course of compiling tbe three volumes. If

you read only the first volume, you have tne feeling that he will deal only
with Pre-T'ang and T'ang texts; but suddenly in the third volume you find
much more recent literature, such as Yuan diama and Sung or even later
texts. My first feeling was that he is not going to deal with the older
bairhuah of the Sung and Yuan periods. As a whole the third volume is
rather weak as compared with the first ane second.

One of the general weaknesses is that each unit tends to cover just
one book; but the books are not all of the same difficulty, and some of the
more difficult works tend to appear early, while some of the easier ones
may appear later. And for some of the items they select too few samples.
From Mo Tzu, for example, I think they select just one passage. On this
score the book is rather uneven. Also the assumption that in any one book
the style will be uniform, that any one book is by a single author -- that
is a very dangerous assumption. Some scholars want to distinguish the
early Analects from the later Analects -- the first ten chapters of the
Lun YU from the second ten, where you can find certain differences. If I
were to make use of KTHY, for teaching Chinese to foreign students, I would
probably move back and forth instead of following the original order.

Also I have the feeling that, although the comments are very good,

somehow they fail to call attention to works done by modern scholars, and
of course they completely ignore the works of Western scholars. For
example, in the discussion of the particle ian and yan [as two words both
written by the character A ]

,
all of us know of George Kennedy's contri-

bution: That is a landmark. Such articles as those by Prof. Simon
(especially the short ones, such as that on bii b ) are excellent articles.
The definitions of certain terms in KTHY are not so good as those in such
articles. Ian could be simplified as 'where' or, in most cases, 'there',
and this is a much simpler way of handling it than what Wang Li has done.
Even modern Chinese scholarship has been slighted, as for example Ting
Sheng-shul whom Wang Li doesn't mention.

There are certain additional questions for which Wang Li's discussions
are not the best available. In Meng Tzu there is wang,wenn chern EE

(Your Majesty has asked me) rather than wang wenn yu chern gi

which would have been common for the Lun YU. You will find numerous examples,
in translating Buddhist texts from the Six Dynastiesand T'ang periods, of
ordinary transitive verbs plus /eIN then taking objects. In Yuan drama
there was tzay yu menshoou 1 and those who love Chinese opera
should remember chivanniieeyu ta

-1);- 4t-1
You can say

chivann ta 44, but on the stage it has to be chivanniiee yu

4t.).



I think it is the duty of the teacher, even at the high school or
college level, to call the attention of the students to the peculiar usage
of such characters as this Similarly, the difference between hu
and la ijit is that hu is used for ordinary questions and y_u_ is

used for endings like "Isn't that so" These are the kinds of character
which often baffle students. Also hu 4 : 90 out of a 100 times this
means yu iy . If stress is laid on these rather than on
things which I believe the commentators have over-done -- like rituals --
students would definitely be benefited. I think if KTHY is to be used as
a textbook, studies made by modern scholars, both Chinese and non-Chinese
(Western and Japanese), should be incorporated so as to make it A still
better tool.

Mote Are there any other comments regarding the KTHY.

Malmqvist I should like to return to these criticisms of the work in the reviews.
I should think it would be highly useful if a list could be made up of all
the mistakes pointed out in these reviews, a list that could be handed out
to students so that they could carry over the corrections to their own
copies. This could be done very easily; but without it there might be a lot
of needless difficulty in having them use the volume on their awn.

Stimson How about errata?

Mote The errata sheet appeared only for Volume I; and Lung Men did bind
this in, at the end of that volume. As you know if you followed the
controversy, Volume I wqs thoroughly revised by a working committee on
the Mainland in the course of its compilation. But the two parts of
Volume II were not subjected to that process of revision. As soon as
that appeared, it was criticized in a manner that seems to have stopped
activity regarding it. So we didn't even have an errata sheet for Vol. II.
I don't know whether the number of errata even for Volume I would be
sufficient so that we could say that the major mistakes have all been
pointed out; but it would surely be well worth while to draw up a list of
them and this could easily be done.

Chao

Mote

I wonder whether we have in view some sort of a student's aid; with
errata and other things, so that a student can use that and then use the
KTHY directly or whether we envisage some more ambitiuus project, which
would somehow further process the KTHY.

That belongs properly to the second phase of our discussion, to which
I'll now proceed if nobody has anything further to say about the book itself.
Are there any further comments on it? Professor Stimson described KTHY as
".n elegant textbook". Does anybody disagree, perhaps considering it an
inelegant textbook?

Stimson I will say that, after lugging it around, I'm prepared to revise that
a little. It's heavy.



Mote Well, if you buy the newspaper edition, which costs $7.50, that's

somewhat lighter.

If that's all about the book itself, I'll point us in the direction

Dr. Chao has just indicated, by making a summary statement.

I should like to point that there are two kinds of persons around
this table: There are linguistis, who are producers or generators of
linguistic knowledge; and there are consumers, who simply demand a better
product -- the category I fall into. My interest is simply that of the
teacher, who is constantly looking for a better product to use; and I
don't want to pretend to be a linguist or a producer, or someone who is
going to generate the linguistic knowledge that will lead to these better

products. The approach I am suggesting here is thus a practical one.
The remarks I am going to make are not entirely my own, but rather a
summary of the opinions which have appeared through the practical use of

teaching material here at Princeton and in other places.

As consumers, we are constantly trying to stimulate more supplementary
teaching materials and more approaches to the presentation of Chinese

language. We were delighted when Mrs. Pian's A Syllabus for Mandarin
Primer appeared a few years ago. We have encouraged Prof. T. T. Ch'en to

draw up materials he was preparing for first and second year levels as he
has recently done in Tarn Butyng, a book of readings which will appear
as Item 1 in the Linguistics Project searies of -,eaching materials. Under

Prof. Ch'en's direction, also, Mrs. T'ang of the Project staff has prepared
another teaching aid, a compendium of all the particles which appear in the
Fifty Stories volume, arranged under analytical headings to show their

grammatical use. We have used the Fifty Stories., and will probably continue
to do so, as a transitional text for the point when a student leaves his
second year of Modern Chinese and begins study of clas.ical Chinese in the

third year. Our drill instructors demand more pattern drill sentence
materials and we are trying to encourage compilation of this kind of material

also.

The point is that we would like to achieve some day a large body of
classroom materials which will adopt a consistent approach throughout, which
will stress spoken Chinese as the medium of learning of all kinds of Chinese

at all levels, and which will have consistent explanations of grammar and
structure. This would be a coherent body of materials, and a cumulative one,
in the sense that each part builds on the last and isn't unnecessarily

repetitious. When it comes to classical or literary Chinese, or whatever
name we give it, this too, we think, should be taught as a living language,
or at least as an active extension of the language In the minds of living
Chinese; and we think its study should begin after a considerable foundation
in modern spoken Chinese so that classical Chinese can be taught in a bi-

lingual situation. By "bi-lingual" here, I mean that classical Chinese is
the subject of study and modern spoken Chinese is the medium through which
it is studied, the other language to which fundamental analogies are con-

structed. The third language, then, would be English. It would be all

right to use it minimally, though precise translation is also a discipline
that should emerge from this course of study.



In our scheme of things, we begin classical Chinese in the third year,

and it can either be taughtsimultaneously with contiaaation of the modern
spoken Chinese or, if the student chooses, he can switch to the classical
Chinese track at this point and do no more with spoken Chinese, except that
he'll have to use it in classroom situations, as I have indicated.

The reason for doing this is perhaps a controversial one. At any rate,

Chinese is not normally taught that way. I don't know how many of you do

in your own institutions. I would like to call your attention to Chang K'un's
review of the Tifty Stories which appeared in the journal of Asian Studies

in 1961. Please allow me to quote a assage of Prof. Chang's review: "r s

important remark on the use of this book also deserves our attention. Th .

student should read out repeatedly the whole of the classical text as a

preparation for the assimilation of the text. The assimilation consists
in committing to memory not only the pronunciation and the meaning of the
isolated characters, but in attempting to retain at the same time a clear

recollection of the contexts in which they occur. By making a determined

and prolonged effort to assimilate whole lessons in this way, the student
will greatly intensify the reading experience which he can gain from the

study of the story. It may be well for him to remember that his ability to
deal with untranslated passages will depend almost exclusively on the
reading experience which he will eventually have accumulated." That approach

seems consistent with the way we try to teach the first two years of Modern

Spoken Chinese. It is that consistency of approach which we would like to

retain in going on to classical Chinese.

Beyond the Fifty Stories, there hasn't been any extensive or comprehensive
body of materials in classical Chinese with modern Chinese paraphernalia which
could form the basis for a full sequence of courses. That is, there hadn't

been until Wang Li's text appeared. Its virtue in our eyes is that it gives
as now a textbook designed by a well trained leading linguist, a man whom
many specialists in Chinese studies have helped as he compiled the work,by

contributing the insights derived from their experience as classroom teachers.
This does for the contemporary student in a Chinese university about what we
would like to do for his counterpart in our universities. I think when you

see the level of annotation in this you will be dismayed, on the one hand,

that it is now necessary to tell a Chinese college student so many of ths
things which this book has to tell him; but at ,he same time, it is helpful
to us because it means that the situation of the Chinese student of university
level now is more analogous to that of our students than it would have been

20 years ago. It still isn't completely analogous. There are many ways in

which this book usefully serves the needs of a Chinese student but isn't
adequate for ours. And yet, the levels of the two are drawing much closer

together. That a group of scholars of the capacities of Wang Li and his
associates would, at this point in history, devote themselves to this problem
means that Chinese expertise has now been focused on a level of problems
useful to us, in a way that has not been true in the past.

The impact of the book in China, then, was very great. Within the first

year Volume I was printed and reprinted in 150,000 or more cr ies, as the
publication data in them shows. The two parts of Vol. II were printed, but

in more restricted fashion for reasons that we have hinted at earlier; but
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they did have an impact in China. I think we can now look to this book as

providing the basis of courses th t will solve many long-standing problems

for us. It is for this reason that we have encouraged reprinting with the

help I have spoken of; and we predict that it may well become a basic tool

in Japan and in the West.

Looking forward to that, we would like to propose a manual, a tool

book to use with KTHY, which will make its use more convenient and more

consistent in our universities. There are many problems with it. Its

reading selections, as Prof. Yang has pointed out, are often too brief.

In the case of the Analects and the Shih Chi, for example, there isn't

enough to enable the students to gain an awareness of the style of Chinese

represented by these books. In the case of the Mencius, the selections

are unbalanced for obvious ideological reasons. I do think that Mencius

is a very important teaching text and that this portion of the KTHY should

be vastly expanded for practical use in classrooms here.

Therefore, we are not simply suggesting that this book should be

adopted as it is but rather that, if its best features can be retained, it

can provide a core around which a consistent sequence of courses could be

established. It has so many linguistic and pedagogical points of excellence,

and they offer so much convenience, that we think it merits the preparation

of a handbook to facilitate its use. Our purposes, then, would be to take

advantage of its coherent, laternally well-integrated approach to the

problem of language and to no. succession of styles it presents; and to

build oa that by using elements of it as a core providing four successive

terms of classical Chinese, a two-year sequence. These courses should be

designed so as to permit considerable flexibility by using further portions

of the KTHY, or preferably by expanding the reading selections in certain

sections (for example, more Mencius, more Shih Chi, more T'ang and Sung

essays).

At the same time, we hope to utilize the supplementary materials, the

introductions to aspects of Chinese civilization in the "T'ung Lun" Ak ,

which has been in part reprinted by Lung Men Bookstore in a separate volume

called Chung-kuo wen-hua ch'anK-shih t a st 4t1 117 [rhis

reprinting is unfortunately not complete.] I think we can fruitfully use

the portions which appear in the various "Ttuag_ka" chapters as excellent

essays in modern Chinese on these background subjects, to supplement KTHY's

discussions of vocabulary and usage, and similarly we can use all the

appended apparatus on prosody and the like. These enrich the student's

body of cultural information rather consistently and coherently, whereas

otherwise this kind of information tendb to be dealt with piecemeal in footnotes,

never getting the coherent statement that will most aid the student.

Thus we will avoid the piecemeal footnoting on those subjects which would

be needed if we simply prepared random texts for student's use.

On the basis of experience in the classroom here, the following proposal

aas been made about the precise use of the book: We propose still to use

the Fifty Stories, or at least part of it, as the bridge to classical Chinese

for a period of weeks at the beginning of the first wtnyan semester. Then,



as Prof. Yang has po".nted out, the KTHY chronological arrangement of Chinese

texts is not necessarily the best one. Even though in the main we want to

preserve a sense of how the styles deve]oped chronologically, we can do some
skipping back and forth. In our experience, the Tso Chuan and Chan-Kuo Ts'e
are too difficult for a student to begin with. He may come back to these

after a period of training in classical Chinese. He may well find, if he
wants to take up those styles, that the KTHY selections would still be the
ideal introduction to them. But for his beginning, in his first semester
of classical Chinese, we would use the Analects and the Mencius as prose
materials and the Shih Ching section (rrHY sixth unit) as a kind of balancing
item in the realm of poetry. In each semester we intend to combine a major
focus on prose styles of the period with a minor one on ehe poetry, so that

both are systematically introduced.

The second term we will focus on the Shih Chi, which wo-1.d have to be

greatly supplemented. The selection from the Shih Chi in KTriY is excellent,

but it is simply not enough. The Han Shu (Unit 8) selections might well be
added to that, or others from KTHY, Unit 9 (Ran prose). Thus, the second
term would probably use Units 8 and 9 plus Unit 13 on Ku-shih, ancient poetry.

The third semester would stress T'ang and Sung prose as the main item,
perhaps two-thirds of the time (that is, Unit 10); and one third of the
time would be the supplementary Unit 13, on T'ang and Sung Poetry.

The fourth term would utilize Units 11 and 12 on parallel prose and
rhymed prose, Wien-wen and fu, supplemented by the two parts of Unit 14

on tz'u and ch'U, for poetry.

To review the contents of the book in order, then Unit 1 on the

Tso Chuan and Unit 2 on the Chan-kuo Ts'e are considered too difficult to
be incorporated in the sequence but, as I said, having these two units
could still be valuable to students, who can later on (and perhaps even
through self-study) use them as introductions to those styles. Unit 3 on

the Lun YU is a good selection and includes a little bit of the Li Chi,

which might be used, though we feel that expanding the Lun YU section
would be more useful. Unit 4 on the Mencius is a biased selection of
materials but well presented; and if you simply added to this by balancing
it with the full range of Mencian thought, you would have an excellent
body of material. Unit 5 is on the pre-Ch'inphilosophers -- Prof. Yang
objects that these are quite often too short -- and yet they are repre-
sentative selections perhaps and quite interesting to the s,udents. Unit 6

on the Shih Ching is regarded as a good selection. But Unit 7 on the
Ch'u Tz'ul although a good selection, is in our opinion too difficult to

be included in the central course. Unit 8 on the Shih Chi and Han Shu

contains too few entries in any case. There is always some question of
just which chapters of the Shih Chi to use; everyone has his favorites.
But we would in any case plan to expand that considerably. For Unit 9 on
Han and Six Dynasties prose, the selections are good, but whether they are
too advanced or too difficult to use extensively is something we will try
to prove through further exposure. Unit 10 on T'ang and Sung prose is very
useful; we give it a very high rating for Itility. Unit 11 on Six Synasties
and T'ang parallel prose is also excellent. Unit 12 on rhymed prose from
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Han through Sung fu is also excellent. Unit 13 on poetry from Han to Sung

is interesting but perhaps neither so balanced nor so large a selection as

our teachers would like to have. Considerable supplementing would have to

be done. However, the supporting paraphernalia here, on prosody, is so

useful that we think the XTHY should be the doorway through which this field

should be entered. The same is also true for Unit 14 on Sung Tz'u and

Ytian Ch'ii.

How would we build the course, then? What would we try to accomplish

in a handbook for teaching purposes? We have experimented quite a bit with

this. We have set up some models; we have sample lessons here which we will
distribute to you. We pass these out with some trepidation. They are so

energent and tentative that we don't want them taken away or circulated
generally, but simply want to use them as examples and as starting points

for discussion. As for the sheet on the shiutzyh (particles), this is a

sample of something we will be printing up fairly soon. If any of you want

copies, we will be glad to send them to you.

Let's look at the Xerox copies of the workbook sample [Herewith].

Obviously the format of the sample lessons could be improved and, if actually
printed, it could be reduced considerably, so that much more could be put

on a page. The selection from KTHY appears at the top on the left. This

is the object of study; and all the other materials aprearing here are
simply tools for the student. We follow the format esta'Aished in the
Mandarin Primer and accept the notion that it is unproductive for the
students to upend classroom time indicating to the teacher that they have
figured out the meaning of a passage. In other words, we think decoding,

deLiphering, or nAting in the classroom word-by-word solutionS to the
basic problem of ttanslation is unproductive. Therefore, we try to solve
those simple problems for the student without wasting his time. We give
him the romanization of the complete text immediately so that he can read
it and hear it with ease and fluency, and can begin that process of
assimilation which Professor Chang K'un mentioned in his review of the
Fifty Stories. We would stress memorization in many cases and in all
cases encourage reading to the point of great familiarity with the passage.

Then we present two other study tools. First, the bairhuah translation
(in this case, the translation prepared by the Committee for Translating
and Annotating of the Mencius set up at Lanchow University, a very impressive
item of scholarship). Where a good bairhuah translation exists, we will use

it. If it doesn't exist, we will provide it, though we could seldom provide
cne of this quality.

On the bottom of the right hand page, there is an English version.
Here we have simply given you the Legge translation. We think it important

for the student to know about Legge, thou& there are inconsisencies
between th,: Legge and the bairhuah version. But if both are seen as tools
for the sLudy nf the original material, such discrepancies, which are going
to be a fact of life for the students' experience of Chinese texts anyway,
might as well be frankly introduced at this point. We won't necessarily
limit ourselves to Legge. We would like to use examples of all the
monuments of modern scholarship in presenting English or modern Western-
laAguage renderings: Couvreur, for example, or others. In this way we
could give the students a knowledge of the state of the fiold, of the sine-
logical tradition that has accumulated in the West.

fp

p.

N
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Then there is a body of notes, some of which are Wang Li's, but wit',

these supplemented by other notes which seem peculiarly necessary for the
Western student. Thus, for this very small selection of Mencius, we have
two full pages of supporting material.

I'm not suggesting that we have solved all the problems. We have
really only begun to look at them, in fact. And I'm not sure that this
format is the best possible; indeed, it could certainly be improved. If

we produced a handbook far the portions of the KTHY I've touched on, we
could almost abandon KTHY; but we wouldn't come to that. We wouldn't
prepare all of the KTHY in this fashion. We would simply prepare certain
materials which would be the core around which a semester's course would
be built, and expect tc use the remainder of the KTHY, plus other materials,
freely beyond that point. We might well suggest a list of further readings
in the Mencius or the Shih Chi and even process some of those in this same
manner. But we wouldn't expect to control all the texts completelylbecause
we think maximum flexibilit- and freedom on the design of courses should be
retained.

For the "T'ung Lunn, the very valuable section of the KTHY which gives
background information on periods and on problems, we have experimented
with the idea of translating these for distribution to the students in
order to encourage them to read these also. Whether we will translate them
in full, we don't yet know. If we did, the idea would be that, if the
student wants to talk about these subjects in modern Chinese he shouldn't
have to begin by simply solving the problem of meaning -- he should have
more assistance in getting into it, so tha, classroom discussion of these
problems conducted entirely in Chinese will be easier for him. Rather than
having classroom activities reduced to the level )f simply decoding those,
he starts off at a higher level immediately, and higher demands can be
placed upon him. He finds the course more stimulating intellectually than
simply proving that, yes, he can figure out this or that sentence.

(COFFEE BREAK)

In this folder we have, in one copy only, other portions of the
Mencius, including a section that does not appear in KTHY but which has
been prepared as an example of a further selection from Mencius, and with
a slightly different format. Anyone who is interested in seeing this may
have a look at it. Several people have asked whether those who have
actually used the KTHY for teaching shouldn't say a few words about their
experience. As far as I know, Prof. Malmqvist, Prof. Kao and Prof. Ruhlmann
have used it.

Malmqvist I haven't really used it extensively in teaching as yet. I wonder,

however, which book would be simpler for the student to use. I am speaking
now of the very ambitious anthologies called Hsien-ch'in wen-hsUeh-shih
ts'an-k'ao tzu-liao 4. 51c 1 07_ 5k.. /*and Liang-Han wen-hsUeh-shih

5
ts'an-k'ao tzu-liao 4 J.: Or. 5 k. 1. 1! 41-4. which have a completely

_
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different objective from the KTHY. They have very extensive annotation and

the editors discuss each point very fully. They give five or six varying

interpretations of each difficult passage, and so on. I feel myself that

the clever student would benefit more greatly from Hsien-ch'in wen-hstieh-

shih ts'an-k'ao tzu-liao than from KTHY. And from the teacher's point of

view, I think again it might be easier to teach from the fuller treatment.

I have the feeling that when Wang Li actually wrote KTHY, he wanted to do

something that was a good deal simpler and less complicated than the

Hsien-ch'in wen-hsiieh-shih ts'an-k'ao tzu-liao.

Mote Do you suggest that such works might be used as a supplement for KTHY

where you wa7:t more extensive exposure to a particular author?

Malmqvist I should think so. One could use passages from KTHY but which could

also be found in the other and I would at the same time refer the student

to both.

Mote That is an interesting point, a useful bit of advice.

Kao

McCoy

Kao

Mote

For good students I think such more scholarly anthologies may be better,

but for average students in their first year classical Chinese the reference

material in them is a bit too difficult: The footnotes are very extensive

and most of them are not really for explanation but rather for historical

background.

I am curious whether any statement could Le given on how much of a

student's time was spent on the classical text as opposed to the bairhuah

notes. The one qualm I have here is that we might end up with the

student speading maybe two-thirds of his time doing translation exercises

in the bairhuah notes instead of working on wenyan, .
which is what the course

is supposed to be. The notes are in effect made fo l.. the person who had the

good fortune to be a native speaker and has probably had eight or ten years

of bairhuah. So the notes are no problem at all to him and completely

helpful; but for the rest of us it would be a two-stage exercise, first

translating the notes to get at the classical Chinese. At the end of two

years ii the courses most of us give, how much time does the average

student spend on the notes, as opposed to the classical text? Can any of

those who have worked with this text answer that?

One of the reasons why I prefer KTHY to Hsien-Ch'in wen-hstieh shih

tzu-liao is that the notes are extremely easy. I think the studens don't

have to spend any large amount of time on the notes, which usually start

with a very simple summary explanation at the beginling, leaving the

historical background to the end, so that of course it can be omitted if

you want. For instance, here is xawa_juayaw de dawlii 1 A.V tti3

(Yaw, 'the chief reason'). I think students like this kind of explanation.

It alsc offers good practise for later use of Chinese dictionaries.

I feel that there is some general sentiment of doubt regarding the

practicality of using modern spoken Chinese as the means of instruction.

Of course one must establish this as a normal and natural affair, not

an artificial exercise in which one engages only through pressure. The

students will do it naturally if you do it too.
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A couple of the comments seem related to the use of analogous texts

set up in a similar way. For example, Meng-tzu Shih-i 4. g
which we have been using for a couple of years and with some techniques
which I think are very similar, relying really on a sequence of events.

If you begin by reading an English translation; so that you know
generally what the content is -- and there are excellent reasons for using
Legge and, where other translations are available, some of those as well --
then read the bairhuah notes; and at the same time look over the text; a
lot of that comes through pretty quickly with a little bit of work. If a

textbook or a dictionary is also written quite simply, the students can
understand a very substantial portion very rapidly. The basic problem is

to explicate the original text and to point out the discrepancies that

exist sometimes between the two different styles of writing. It is a

problem in the beginning -- it takes a month, or perhaps two months --
for the students to understand the complementary role these two styles

play, working one with the other. After a while, however, by the end of a

semester and certainly if they have worked on material like this for more

than that, they don't really feel there is a problem. They read things

and absorb them, and go on. But it does take a while, perhaps a month of
disjunction while they establish internally the style-mix for the bairhuah

explication and the original text.

Chao I think there's room for flexibility in the program of teaching,
depending upon the teachers and the institution where the program takes

place. It is useful to have the bairhuah equivalent in the handbook.

I suppose most of you know that I lean more towards having the bairhuah

well established in the students' heads before they go on to wenyan.

On the other hand, I have actually had the experience of teaching starting

Chinese with wenyan exclusively, using it as if it were a living language;

supplemented a good deal by the audio-lingual approach, but without any

recourse to bairhuah. In that case, of course, the additional study of

bairhuah could be an additional burden.

Malmqvist I am just looking at the passage goaren iy yugwo yee
It occurs to me that it may be somewhat dangerous simply to hand the
students Wang Li's explanations of certain terms without indicating that

other interpretations are actually possible. I'm referring to Professor

Yang's point, that things have been done in Western scholarship over the

last 30 or 40 years.

If you look at point 2 on page 3, under (a), on eel yii, deengyu shuo

yii yii 0
*1# it 6 . It would be preferable

here to supplement Wang Li's explanation (eel yit is the same as saying

yii yii ) by stating that eel" " is a fusion form of erl yii jf *

and then you can refer to the articles discussing this. You have Kennedy

and Graham and others. If this is the first given instance of a fusion
word, you could have a little essay on the concept of fusion words; and

also on the particular instances of fusion words. You could even go

further and put all the fusion words in KTHY in one section.
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Then if you look at the first line jinn-shin van eel vi4 itiefj044
( incidentally, should be pronounced in the second tone, not the
first as given in the sample workbook) and compare Legge's translation:
"I do indeed exert my mind to the utmost." You can see that Legu has
missed the point of mla. He wrote before Kennedy, of course. (Laughter)
I think it would be useful here to refer to the differing functions of
yen2 and of yenl, and also to the polemics between Mullie and Kennedy on
this point. What I mean is, I think it is dangerous to present Wang Li's
notes here on a page for the students with the idea that this is the
final truth. You must give full references, so that good students can
go to Keanedy and Graham and so on, and make up their own minds.

This is an excellent idea. We weren't sure whether to do that sort of
thing as footnotes, as these problems occur, or whether they should be in
an introductory compendium of some kind. You are quite right, it is our
responsibility to make the student aware of the present level of scholar-
ship on problems of this kind. We will have to solve that, one way or
another.

Kratochvil I think there may be a more general problem involved here, if I may
comment on something which is completely out of my range. I am referring
to the general way that grammar -- general grammatical categories,
perhaps -- are treated in Wang Li's textook. First, it is true that
classical Chinese grammar is presented more or less in terms of modern
standard Chinese -- not only in terms of the medium of modern Chinese,
but also in terms of one particular interpretation of modern Chinese. I

am referring now to the traditon that has developed on the mainland,
particularly after the Stalin denunciation of Marr. There have been a
number of books which have created this tradition -- an example would be
LU Shu-hsiang's and Chu Te-hsi's YU-fa hsiu-tz'u cbiang-huaaA-014tit,
The same sort of thing is carried over into more popular books and into
materials designed for teaching grammar at the secondary level.

The point is that a certain tradition of handling Chinese grammar or
conceiving Chinese grammar has developed in the Mainland, and in my opinion
the way the grammar of classical Chinese is presented in Wang Li is a

direct reflection of it. I am not trying to evaluc..- here; but, there isa
comparable tradition which has been developing over the past twenty years
or so of looking at modern Chinese grammar in the West, particularly in the
United States, which is in certain respects quite different from this tradi-
tion.

The problem arises that the same terminology is sometimes used for
slightly diverging categories. To put it bluntly, when Wang Li uses the
term donntsvr, he doesn't necessarily mean exactly the same thing that
we mean when we say "verb" or "verbal expression" in referring to modern
Chinese. If we want to compare the traditions on the same ground, I think
we can compare, let's say, the books produced in China on modern Chinese
grammar in the early fifties with the translation of dhe Mandarin Primer --
I don't know whether authorized or unauthorized -- which was published by
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Li Jung under the title of Pei..ching K'ou-yU
*
We can than see exactly

how completely different these worlds are. I don't known t what degree

this creates a danger: I think if we look at the xerox copies here, we will

see that the terms are cimply translated and no consideration is given to the

possibility that there may be diverging traditions, diverging conventions,

diverging undertanding on the level of categories. It all gets overlapped

in the term. Now I wonder whether this offers any problems at all.

Would a glossary comparing recent usages be helpful in this regard?

There are at least two fairly recently published grammars of classical

Chinese on the Mainland, done by Liang Po-chUn and Liu Ching-wen. I've

forgotten the titles, but one is Wen-yen YU-fa, the other I think Ku Han-yU

yil-fa. Both are based on the Bloomfieldian tradition: and one finds there

the same sort of grammatical terminology as that in Li Jung's translation

of Prof. Chao's Introduction to the Mandarin Primer. It would be extremely

worthwhile if either or, since there are significant differences, prererably

both could be translated into English. They aren't very extensive, the sort

of thing that would perhaps take a scholar the best part of a year to do;

but it would be something worth considering. I'm sure there is nothing like

it in the West, no grammar of classical Chinese that even approaches the

competence of these.

Are you suggesting that, say, this Project undertake such a translation?

Yes, I think ii would be very useful.

I was just thinking that a good preliminary step would be to make a
glossary for different usages between Mainland writers and scholars in the

West dealing with both classical and modern Chinese grammar.

What about a full-scale translation of Liang Po-chUn and Liu Ching-wen?

Well, of course that would contain observations on the differences.

I don't know how much of a job it would be.

Over 200 pages.

Even if we could just translatethe grammar part of Wang Li's T'ung-lun
and give to the students for reference, things like the note on doncitsyr,

it would be a great help.

Al Gleason at the Hartford Seminary Foundation has been working for
the past couple of years on a dictionary of linguistic terms, which is a
beautiful model for solution of just this kind of problem. It presents

all the various usages by a number of different authors for particular
terms, nicely cross-referenced and with certain in-vocabulary checks --
e. g., to make sure that any word that is used in a definiton is actually

defined somewhere in the text -- and with a review of articles on comparative
usages citing the various authors involved. However, it hasn't yet actually
been done for certain of the terminology in Chinese linguistics.

It was so unauthorized that they did not even put Dr. Chao's name on the
book as author.
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A second point that is related not so much to this as to Prof. Malmqvist's

earlier comment: The problem of using poor citations. Two or three years

ago, we tried using Dobson's Late Archaic Chinese as a focus for the Mencius,

as a text and guide. We found it absolutely impossible, just too confusing

to the students; but we did compile just this kind of annotated list of

citations, submitted it to the students and left it in the library for them

to refer to. We found it worked out better if they read the article before

they went on to dhe selections. If they knew, for example, that ian/yan is

going to turn up, they they could go over the two sections on ian/yan before

reading the text. If they know the two particles enough beforehand, then

there could also be a little discussion in class.

I agree with Prof. Malmqvist that those two important Chinese grammatical

books should be translated into English. Since it's going to take some time,

I would like to suggest a first step which could be done in a shorter time:

That forty pages, more or less, of grammatical introduction to the structure

of wenyan could be compiled out of Wang Li's grammatical notes. If this

were put in the students' hands before we start working with them on texts,

it could furnish a helpful introduction. It shouldn't be too hard, in each

of the chapters and paragraphs of this forty pages, to mention the differences

in terminology between current usage in the US and that elsewhere. This is

a point on which we should seek to help the student beforehand. Such an aid

could be as useful as Prof. Chao's Introduction to the Mandarin Primer is

for bairhuah.

When I look through the work-sheets presented here, I find the way it

is set forth extremely interesting. But, if they are for use by students,

I just wonder whether the comments given here for a formula like that in

the first sentence iy yu lee i-1N is really easy to understand.

Wouldn't it be necessary to hint, to explain this grammatical formula to a

student, to tell him that such kinds of introductory clauses have three

possible constructions, and eventually to give references to works where

he can find these explanations?

Then, always considering grammatical difficulties, I don't see any

explanation of the particle tzer 91 which introduces the principal

clauses in the second sentence. Also the reason, for example, why Legge

translates ran t#4 in its causative meaning.

Also there are grammatical difficulties in such constructions as

wu ru goaren ty yong-shin iee 4 41 W. A M I LW % ''' : The formula

wu .. itt 040 ) and then why -lee is used to indicate an object

clause following ru. I think students will ask why jet can be used in

this vay.

I agree with you that the compiler of this material must have a system

of Chinese grammatical structure in his mind. The teacher in the classroom

must have something to refer to. But should grammar then be extracted out

and taught systematically, as a study in itself, or should it be taught through

the student's acquiring it inductively from exposure to the materials them-

selves? Both are done. There are undoubtedly things to be said in favor of

both methods. But, for a workbook of this kind, which do you think is the

more appropriate means of solving this problem?
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Very often textbooks have in the second half parts of the text itself
used as examples, and this provides a form for introducing each of these
characters with an explanation, not so much of the grammar as of their
meaning in particular passages, together with each of the separate meanings.

This jet is explained there. Similarly, the definition of the term goaren

is taken out of the Meng-tzu tzu-tien section in the back.

If you were to teach classical grammar solely in relation to the text
read, the student would have to read a great many selections before all the
grammatical points occurring even in this first sentence here would be

covered fully. I think it would be a lot easier to start with a concept of

a sentence) and to discuss such matters as sentence suffixes and clause

subordination before you really get into the text. Having done this, the

student could proceed much faster.

Just give the students sheer basic usages of the particles and basic

construction, like(bu woo iy) . I think this

wouldn't take more than three weeks.

I am not sure whether the people who teach the Fifty_Stories as a
bridge find that it serves this purpose satisfactorily or not. We are not
sure ourselves that we will retain the Fifty Stories always, but we've
hitherto used it for that.

I have four or five pages of notes, using examples only ;m the Analects
and Mencius. Then by going through the selections of Mencius, with some
additional remarks, the students should be able to grasp the general
idea. Later on you can give them more advanced things, but start with the
basics.

Ch'en, T.T. After two years of bairhuah we immediately begin wenyan texts, using

the Fifty Stories romanized text and bairhuah translations, so this isn't
too much of a plunge. In a very short period, say four weeks, we finish
the Fifty Stories and then switch to KTHY. By the time the student has

finished the Fifty Stories he knows all the basic particles. When later

on these are discussed systematically in , KTHY, in the light of what
they already know, the students will regard it only as a kind of review.

Mei I think there are actually two questions here: One is how to give

enough grammar to the student so that he can operate with wenyan, and the
other is how to set before him a clearly, critically and linguistically
adequate grammar of classical Chinese. These two questions are on
different levels of difficulty.

In regard to Prof. Ruhlmann's suggestion of providing a 40-page intro-
duction, I think if one just reads Chou Fa-kao's attempt to set up form-classes)
or Kennedy's abortive attempt at a Mencius grammar, or indeed Late Archaic
Chinese, then we realized how difficult it is even to make the first beginning
of a form-class, not to speak of larger units. It therefore seems to me that
quite a few years will pass before we know enough about Chinese grammar to
write that 40 pages. I remember that in Dr. Chao's Preface to th Mandarin
Primer, he notes that Li Fang-kuei's comment made him postpone his deadline.
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I was also thinking about the possibility of just making a glossary

of terms used in the Mainland and those used in America. It seems to me

that the difficulty is not only terminological differences but also

differences due to the conceptical framework. That is, I think in the

Mainland there is a ,:ontinuing tradition of using both structural and

semantic criteria together, whereas in the post-Bloomfieldian period

American linguists have been trying to get away from semantic definitions.

For example, in this Wang Li text, it says: " "

A VP* lp tt t 4cr 4i- is a particle expressing

change of state, indicating the change or development of a thing.] This,

to me, is pretty semantic. Offhand, I would say that yil is in comple-

mentary distribution with Hal so that both of them have some sort of

completed-or-not-completed aspect; and I would thus go about it structurally.

It seems to me that it is not simply a matter of terminological dis-

equivalence between American and Mainland China. That does not really tell

the students what the problem is.

Such a glossary as had been suggested would indeed help the first

question (the practical problem of giving the student enough to help him

operate with wenyan) but it would certainly fall a long way short of

teaching him to understand why these terms are used. Eventually, I think,

the student will have to be his own grammarian; and, unless he knows within

what framework these people are operating, he will -ot be able to do so.

The problem will of course get a good deal more complicated yet when we have

a transformational grammar of classical Chinese.

Kratochvil I very much agree. This is just what I tried to say. In the problem

of content versus form, and the categories set up by the Mainland linguists,

which are of course mainly based upon the Marxist dialectical theory of how

content and form are interrelated, and the contradictions and all such

trimmings -- of course everything is defined in terms of meaning and form

and they are in a certain relationship -- all this is reflected in Wang Li's

def-nitions very beautifully. Read tha whole passar3e beginning on page 313

of Vol. I on word-classes and what follows. All this apparatus is reflected

in practically every sentence.

The problem is not just one of correlating terminology. I think in

the long run it would be necessary to reformulate everything in the textbook

in terms of a more formal approach. This is not because Wang Li's approach

is better or worse than another. The main thing is that, in the whole

course of his study the student, particularly in his approach to modern

Chinese, has been brought up on categories of the more formal post-Bloomfieldian

nature. These categories are reflected in practically all the textbooks

available to him. Without any warning, he then has to switch, still using
terminology which very often overlaps, to categories which are conceived in

a completely different way. He gets no warning of this. He is just given

a note like: "Daytsyr is a substitutive pronoun." What can he make

out of this if he is not a trained linguist?

(Miss Liu asked about Prof. Shadick's book on the
grammar of classical Chinese; and Dr. Bodman answered

that it is to appear soon, though it cannot be said

how soon.)
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I am not a linguist, but I have had the fortune of teaching this stuff

for several years. As a teacher I have found that there are really three

problems involved: there is the linguistic problem, which I think is

covered to a large extent in tois text; there is also the cultural problem,

which I think is even more important than the linguistic problem in trying

to impart enough about it to handle classical Chinese; and, above and

beyond that, there is dhe psychological problem, the rroblem of the student

who comes in and looks at a page of Chinese, of which he can recognize

practice:11y every character but it's absolutely meaningless to him. He

doesn't know where a sentence begins or ends because there is no punctuation.

There are simply notes, which are written in a technical jargon he can't

understand and which has nothing to do with bairhuah notes; but this is

what the student has to cope with. He is not going to cope with something

that is beautifully punctuated for him, has beautiful bairhuah notes, and

so Oh. This is why I have grave questions about the kind of appraoch given

here in the workbook.

When I started out this summer teaching a course at Stanford with

Fifty Chinese Stories, I was very grateful for the bairhuah translation

because it made the class run smoothly. But as soon as we got off that

material and got to the point where the student had no crutch, I found

that he was not psychologically prepared to deal with unprocessed materials.

Furthermore, I found that the bairhuah translation in Fifty Chinese Stories

is often misleading to the student because it covers up a tremendous

number of problems that exist in the text. And in that particular text,

there are very few notes which help bring out this important fact.

Let us say this: Generally we have a student, say, for three years
of classical training before he goes off to Taiwan, and is pretty much on

his own. Assuming that he has already had two or three years of bairhuah

before he took classical Chinese training, if he spends two years on what

in many ways is pablum, what chance has he in one year of developing the

kind of psychological attitudes that will give him the independence to

approach a task, figure it out for himself, and then in class discuss the

various frames of possibility?

What I have had to say has been rather on the negative side. But I

also find that there is a tremendous amount in this material which I feel

is very valuable: The discussions in the bairhuah and the notes, the

cultural materials added, are examples. My problem then is: Is there a

way in which we can cover essentially the same range of materials, to give

to the student an experience of different types of material (such as you've

outlined for your two-year protam), while at the same time also giving

him the opportunity to seek on his own and to come to grip with texts, with

the type of material with which he will have to struggle when doing his own

research; so that he does not develop a habit of relying upon translations

into eiLher bairhuah or English; so that he develops a kind of flexibility

of mind that lets him look at a sentence and -- when he finds he has boxed
himself in, that this translation really doesn't work -- enables him to go

back and start over again. These are some of the things that concern me,

since we only have three years to deal with. While this program I think

is effective in adding such things as grammatical notes and so on -- it
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deals with the linguistic aspect very well and also the cultural aspect --

it is only the psychological aspect that I don't feel has been handled too

well.

About the psychological aspect, I think something similar occurred

even among Chinese Children, when they went to school in the old days and

studied nothin3 but the classics. The teachers explained everthing in

bairhua, but after a while they had to be on their own. Of course, though,

they had more years to study Chinese than Western students, who want to

get somewhere in three or four years.

There is one thing which could be of help. For example, here the

original s2aren iy yu gwo yee 4. A. -Yz 10 is translated as

1.7.22Au2/51_02iia A It 1.10 rg (I with respect to my country);

and iinnshin ian erlyii lt mr7 g. is given as ien.shyh fey

shinlih.le 4 AL it IL iu t . But if you translate it structurally,

perhaps you could start something like Woodih duey.yu gwo ah titit*g orq,

(actually translating Lee as ah), on 'inn.le shin tzay 14.i.tour 'iowsh h.le

Aq tE g ist (...have simply exhausted my mind

within). (Laughter) This is more structural, you see.* I have been doing

this to some extent, whenever desirable in my forthcoming Grammar. When it

seems useful I give this sort of translation, even though it may not be

idiomatic English or even readily understood. I first give the structural

translation, explaining what the original text is; and then I use the

symbol comma-dash (,-), which means "in other words" and which is then

followed by a normal translation. That technique may perhaps be of some

help.

Probably a "crutch" does spoil the student; but my feeling would be

that in the long run, considering the total number of hours and years, you

may save something by having the right sort of crutch.

Oh, I would think that for perhaps the first semester the crutch would

be needed. In fact, perhaps the better the crutch available for the student,

the better the situation. But after that time I begin to wonder whether you

don't reach the point of a diminishing return for the crutch in terms of the

final goal: That the simdent should go to the library, take a text he has

never seen before, work on it, and be able to handle it. Of course this is

our key problem and our ultimate objective.

The structurality may be emphasized by the following three-phase analysis

(wenyan / bairhuah / English):

Jinnshin
Yonqjinn.le shin

(I) exhausted-have (my) mind

yan
tzay lii.tour

in it

erlyii

jiowshyh.le
that's all

Put into more idiomatic English, this would be: "I have simply exhausted my

mind therein", as compared with Legge: "... I do indeed exert my mind to the

utmost", which contains nothing corresponding to the original yan.
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The other ehing is there has been a great deal of work done in bits

and pieces. Somebody just mentioned Prof. Shadick's book, which I have had

the pleasure of looking at. It is useful in its range of materials, which

goes from the earliest texts with the last selection being, I think, Liang

Ch'i-ch'ao's early writing; and it is supported with quite good notes. He

has a discussion of grammar which may be controversial among linguists.

But I think it is a valuable piece of work which ought to be looked at.

Another thing: Hans Frankel many years ago put together something

which I find very handy in helping students. That is, he has taken the

major particles and given whole lists of examples of how these particles

are used in various texts. it is too short, and the explanations need

to be rounded out and so on; but it is a helpful piece; useful as a guide

line. There are in existenLe many grammars prepared by people of what

we might call the past generation,such as Father Mullie's grammar, waich

I consider a superb piece, though that is unfortunately written in Flemish,

which cuts down on its usefulness. There is also some of Hirth's work. I

would like to see some of this made available, through reprint or other-

wise.

On the subject of crutch, I should make it clear that we don't expect

material processed in.this manner to occupy tha stent throughout an

entire term. This would be offered as the core item around which other

things will be offered to supplement it. We do not expect to package the

entire four terms, everything the student is going to encounter during

that time. Rather, this would be meant as an introduction to the work in

,aach term, for successive levels.

Mei I have never taught wenyag before, so what I am going to say could

come perhaps better from Mr. Kao; but he is not here right now.

The Princeton program, as I understand, gives quizzes every week

covering all the passages that have been gone over in class. There is

no punctuation of those test passages, though I'm not sure if this is

true in the first term. Then there are sight passage, which are punctuated.

I also saw an examination given by Achilles Fang for second year

wenyan at Harvard. The examination was just a xerox of a Chinese wood-

block print of a Han-shu passage. The student has to punctuate, translate,

explain. That is a way of conquering the psychological block. It is

also a test, not only for the student but also for the teacher, since the

teacher must prepare the student for this kind of text.

It seems to me there are two questions here. One is: What sort of

text should be given to the student? Here I think the more crutch in the

early stage, the better. The other question is: Having these crutches

and texts; what else can be done to help the student? Well, there could

be sight passages, unpunctuated pAssages, and so on; and this applies

also to other baithuah wenshyue. Always in tests given at Harvard, there
will be at least 30% that the student has never seen before, taken out of

a Chinese book and xeroxed just as it is.
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And in addition a student normally, while he is doing this course work,

is involved in seminars in history or literature, in which he doesn't have

the kind of crutch he uses to begin his contact with such problems. So this

doesn't i.epresent his total exposure to training in handling materials. The

language classes should be understood in the context of that larger experi-

ence which the student is undergoing.

Rickett May I ask, have you used this?

Mote I haven't myself taught from the KTHY. I've only been observing the

experience of my colleagues.

Rickett I'm not sure my concern is a valid one. Maybe not. But if you feel

that having used this approach has enabled you to produce results, this is

useful proof. Of course, there are some students who will in any case do

well, in spite of us. (Laughter)

Mote Yes, if one takes persons who have never learned to swim and shoves

them intc a lake, occasionally some will survive. (Laughter)

Liu

Shih

At the University of M:nnesota students are required to speak Chinese

in class at an early stage. In more advanced Chinese classes, the romanized

portion of the text is not given to the students; but tapes are made for

them to practice their aural abilities. Although this is a modern Chinese

course, such kinds of teaching method can easily be adapted to Kenyan

classes so that students at least can learn something subconsciously by

continued drill.

On a rather different point, after having listened this morning to the

very impressive experience and knowledge of the Princeton group and also
Professor Yang's analysis and illustration of his points, it seems to me

that it might be good for some of you to secure a grant and have a six-week

workshop for teachers of classical Chinese.

Mote Miss Shih, would you give up six weeks of your summer to attend such

a course?

Shih But I said, you should get a grant, so one could (Laughter)
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Second day, afternoon:

The Teaching of Classical Chinese (continued)

I forgot to make one or two things clear this morning; so I beg your

indulgence while I add a comment or two. The sample lessons before you here

are not products of the Princeton classroom. Mr. Kao, who has had the most

experience among the Princeton teachers using KTHY, has his own material.

During the summer he was doing other research elsewhere and, more or less

under his and Mr. T. T. Ch'en's guidance, we asked Mr. Chao Pao-ch'ul who

is not here today but who was working as a staff member of the Linguistics

Project, to prepare Lhese materials. They represenc his first-stage working-

out of the problem, not really incorporating Mr. Kao's experience and his

own supplementary material into this. It is one temporary solution; con-

ceived to provide you with something concrete to speak to this afternoon.

It does not represent the final form in our minds nor the embodiment of our

own particular experience.

The supplementary materials for the Fifty Stories compiled by Mrs.

T'ang under Mr. Ch'en's direction have just been worked up and have never

been used in class yet. They are just being used in this form for the first

time this year. So they, too, have not had the benefit of practical ex-

perience in the classroom and still represent an unfinished, untested

product, in that we haven't decided what kind of romanization, English and

further explanation should be attached to this, so as to make it an independent

product.

May I ask, though, is this complete as it stands, for what you had

planned to do?

No. It is complete for the five or six sample particles that are in-

cluded here. The complete text, from which this is a selection, exists here

in one copy only. Anybody who wishes may see it. It's about to be duplicated.

For the purposes of the discussion today, we simply selected these two pages

to duplicate for you so that you could see the form it has taken. If you

would like to see some of the materials referred to here -- either those pre-

pared here, or in cooperation with Harvard, or those for use at Middlebury --

please leave a note with us, and we will make sure that you get sample copies.

If you have any further corrections or suggestions on bow to improve the

final product, or anything you may think of, we would be grateful for them.

Now we might turn to discussions of this general problem.

(Prof. Yang noted the importance of pointing out and

giving students guidance in how to understand con-

structions more extensive than just one or two characters,

such as "buh yih....hu?" or "al....hu?" used to convey

the idea of a tentritive suggestion: "Shall we do such

and such?")



Mote Prof. Yang, you said that you spend three or four classroom hours

giving an outline of classical grammar. Do you have some notes for this?

Yang Yes, I have some. You are welcome -- anybody is -- to have them; but

they are so simple and elementary that I feel ashamed to pass them on to

you people. Each one of you could prepare the same thing by spending perhaps

five hours or less yourself.

Chao And if twenty of us all spend five hours, that's a hundred. (Laughter)

Yang Certain very simple notes on grammar are clearly helpful to students,

especially if they have good examples; but if they become too detailed,

there is some risk that the student will get tired of them and just be bored.

Mote

Ellegiers

We would like very much to be a repository for such materials, generated

at Harvard or at other places. We'll promise not to sit on anything but to

share it out as widely as possible.

At this time, I should like to call upon Prof. Ellegiers.

I should say first of all that I come from a particular linguistic frame

of reference, since our studies in Belgium are still heavily weighted towards

the classics and our approach to linguistic analysis is affected by this.

So I think it inevitable that we must continue on the same course for classical

Chinese. Here we have the monumental work of Prof. Mullie -- it's 1100 pages

in three volumes, and it is really a gold mine.

As far as the thirteen classics are concerned, you find all the answers

in it, for the kind of problems our students have. On the basis of this) for

example, I have brought with me a chart, covering the particle jz for

hanging on the wall, so that we can point to items as questions arise. May-

be we can unroll it. It's rather long. You can see we're paid by the yard.

(Laughter)

Now with this, we can point out to the students the functions of each

use, starting with verb, demonstrative pronouns, as a particle indicating

qualifying clauses, pronoun, subject of a subordinate clause, and so on.

We are used, on the basis of our Latin, to talking in terms of nominative

relationships and accusative relationships, datives and ablatives. Now the

fact is that even for classical Chinese we can use this terminology and it

fits completely in that kind of study we are used to. This chart is an

example of it: This is the use of di in the subordinate clauses, this is

what we call the latent relation, with examples and translation.

We have worked out the same essential system for study of modern

Chinese and Japanese, both published. And a book whIch won a Japanese

government prize on the analysis of subordinate clauses in classical

Japanese.

(Prof. Yang observed that over a third of the examples

on the chart are not classical but modern)

Unfortunately, we in Belgium are quite isolated, so we want very

much to work together with others who are more in the main stream.
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We do not consider this in any way the last word, but we think it has some-

thing co offer; and we hope over time,through cooperation with others, to
produce something yet better.

Mote How would this serve the student who doesn't come to classical Chinese
with the set of questions you answer here?

'Lang Well, these basic structures are what we all teach, only we don't make
ail these differentiations, just the more important ones. Most English-
speaking students are happier with simpler structures. Actually, of course,

some of the older Chinese scholars, like Ma Chien-tung, who had a Latin
education, approached analysis this same general way.

Stimson Is this based upon Mullie's grammar?

Ellegiers No, this is from Le mot particule Tche. It is merely codified for the
convenient use of the student, covering only that one word.

COFFEE BREAK, during which the chart is also examined.

Mote I wonder if I can get Professor Kao to outline the way we approach the
teaching of classical Chinese at Princeton.

Kao We have a two-year program, really a sort of package deal. The student
has to take two years. More or less the first year is for basic training
using the Mencius or the Analects for the first term and Shih Chi for
the second term. Sometimes we use Fifty Stories to introduce students to
the classical style but not necessarily always. When I taught this course
two years ago, I didn't use Fifty Stories, but started with Lun YU directly,
The second year is an advanced course. We hope that all the students in
Chinese, even those in modern history, will take this course; but they don't
have tc. I think it is for the students themselves to decide whether they
should take thz second year of classical Chinese or not. Most of the students

in the course tend to be primarily interested in literature or ancient history.
I think in either case they should know something about parallel prose, though
whether or not they become proficient in handling it will of course depend
upon'their future training.

Mr. Dien's question, about whether it is advisable to use Mencius as
a beginning text, has been discussed many times before. Mr. Bodman pointed
out that the graphs in Mencius are found also in a lot of other texts. I

think this is one reason we pick Mencius. Also both Mr. Yang and Mr. Dien
hav2 mentioned the importance of unified style, and Mr. Yang mentioned that

even in the Lun YU you have different types of style, If you use T'ang and
Sung prose, you will also probably find variations of style -- They are not
really so unified as you think. Han Yii and Ou-yang Hsiu are stylistically

different, even more so than the differences we find among the chapters of
the Mencius. That is another reason why we use Mencius.
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However, I think you can learn classical Chinese beginning with any

kind of textbook. Therefore what Prof. Shih and Mr. Dien have said is

relevant: Miss Shih proposed that we shall produce a sort of paperback like

whet other foreign language departments are using, in German or Greek or

Latin, a pamphlet with perhaps two or three selections in each book. Then

the teacher will have more flexibility to choose the text he wants. I think

right now we probably don't need very bulky books of introduction to classical

Chinese, because each teacher has his own theory. If we have ten or twenty

choices of paperback pamphlet, the teacher may start a class in Chinese with

any of these selections. So if you want to start with T'ang and Sung prose,

you may pick, say, Vol. 15 instead of Vol. 1.

My own supplementary text is substantially different from the text Mr.

P. C. Chao prepared, which you have in front of you. My own text has un-

punctuated Chinese text with punctuated Y. R. Chao [G. R.] Romanization side

by side, much like Mr. Chao's. It would be helpful if we produced small

pamphlets with all glossary items in the back arranged in alphabetical order

so that student can easily refer to the glossary for new 7ords rather than

finding them with great difficulty in many different dictionaries. Gram-

matical notes should be underneath the text and in English. If we want to

use Chinese to explain terms, I would use only the most high-frequency words

for such explanations.

Thank you. I am glad to report that even in this very small university,

with a small number of students and limited resources, the students have many

alternatives to this particular package. It should never seem that we are

setting up an ultimate or rigid solution containing everything within it.

I have a basic question. Is this handbook intended for students or for

teachers? If it is for stuau :-.s, for example, you give the Legge's translation

and, as our colleague from Stockholm pointed out, there are some mistakes in

it. Shouldn't there be preferential translations, indicating the mistakes?

For example, the particle ianLyan that was mentioned this morning: Legge

missed the meaning of that completely. If you give this to the studeni.s and

if, as you said this morning, it is not intended to be worked out completely

during a course, that means that the student will continue on his own with

this handbook. At least there should be corrections of the translation.

Otherwise how can a student of first or second year classical Chinese find

out by himself that Legge is mistaken?

This is a very good point. We've talked about this. As a matter of

fact, there are disagreements between the Legge translation and the bairhuah

translation. This bothered us, and we wondered if we should underline all

such discrepancies or not. But we decided that these things are all tools

for getting at the original Mencius and that Legge at least represents a

kind of tradition which it is useful for the students to know about. To

reconstruct the way in which Legge got to his particular translation is some-

thing the students should learn about. We do not intend to limit this to

Legge. We hope to expose students to all the important translations of

Mencius and are going to print them, not all of them for each selection but
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examples of each of various points, to enable the students to becom- aware

of them all. The Legge translation is historically important, because it

represents our English rendering of a tradition that dominated Chinese
scholarship for a thousand years and with which the student would have to

come in contact anyway. It may make occasional mistakes, but it is neverthe-

less an important reference point. I think it justifiable for the students
to have some experience in using it and comparing it with the original.

We wouldn't regard any as "the correct translation", but simply as one
of the tools which exist within the accumulated scholarship on Mencius,
which the student should know about.

You use Legge, of course, because it's in English. There is also one in

German, an old translation by Faber, and that is very close to the text

grammatically -- closer than Legge.

(Professor Yang observed that other translations betray

discrepancies: In Fifty Chinese Stories, the Japanese

rendering is different from the bairhuah, and the
Japanese is correct.)

I still feel that I much prefer the format that Mr. Kao has. For the

very beginning, perhaps, these translations are useful. After that I am not

sure that a translation is required. The student should be encouraged to

use his analytical ability to tackle the text rather than relying on all

sorts of help. I hate to use the word "crutch" again, but if the student
has something like this to look at, he's going to look at it first, no matter

what you tell him. He won't use it to check back on his own work. I really

think the important problem the student faces is using his own analytical

ability. If he gets too many kinds of help, you are settin: up the wrong
sort of psychological at-itude, and he will simply rely on somebody else's

analysis. Admittedly, at the beginning stages, anything that can get the
student into this easily is fine; but it can easily be carried on too far.

I really feel it is best to have the unpunctuated text accompanied by a
punctuated Romanization text, so the student gets used to looking at an
unpunctuated text but does have the aid of a punctuated Romanization. From

those he can easily refer to a glossary in the back of the books for vocabu-

lary and notes.

Mr. Kao has raised the question whether the English is necessary at all,
whether it might not better be relegated to an appendix, to get it out of the

way. But you are not making any comment on the presence of the bairhuah

translation.

Rickett Well, I don't like the bairhuah either, to tell the truth.

Mote Do you teach Mencius in English?

Rickett Yes, I do.
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Well, if you don't teach Mencius in English, it is very useful to have

a modern Chinese model established, a version on the basis of which the

students can more actively talk about it.

I would not be against having such material perhaps appended in the back.

Or having it for the teachers to refex to, that is very handy. But for

Fifty Stories, which is my main experience with using such things, I felt

that the student, starting out with this, had something to cling to. But

also I found that the students' translation invariably followed the bairhuah

translation, which on several occasions was not correct, or at least chose one

of several different versions which are equally acceptable. But the students

didn't think about those. Their approach was to go first to the bairhuah,

no matter what I told thanin the class, then to go back and try to figure out

how the classical got to the bairhuah, rather than anything else.

Well, this text would in any case not really be designed for your purposes.

If you're going to teach Mencius in English, you don't really need to worry

about discussing Mencius in still another language, modern spoken Chinese,

or about getting textual material that would facilitate such an exercise.

Rickett Well, frankly, I don't think I could teach Mencius entirely in Chinese.

Kierman Aren't we establishing an either-or situation, quite unnecessarily? The

thing that seems to me perfectly obvious is that, if it is a good Idea

gradually to wean (let's get away from that "crutch") -- gradually to wean

the student away from such aids, that is perfectly easy to do. Just start

gradually taking these facilities away or make them a little more difficult

to get at. For example, you can take your English tcanslation and put it on

the back of the sheet rather than on the facing page or the same page, so that

it isn't right there for him to look at immediately. You can do the same

thing with the bairhuah. And you can perhaps simply dispense with some of

these at a later stage. You can figure out which of such items you want to

leave till the last, which fig-leaf is to be the last thing you're going to

drop. And finally, at the end of the course you'll wind up with the student

face to face with ...

Chao

Kierman

Kao

Pian

... the naked text? (Laughter)

Exactly. And unpunctuated, too.

Mrs. Pian has some ideas on how to compromise in matters of aids. May-

be she will be willing to speak for herself.

For the sake of efficiency, some of the explanations should be done in

English and some of the drilling or practicing with Chinese be saved for

special drill sessions which can be used for the student's memorization,for

pattern drill, am', also for explaining the Haman in bairhuah. Leave this

sort of thing for a special drill-hour. That was my suggestion.
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I recall when I started Shakespeare in high school, I found the
thorough annotation very helpful, but I certainly don't want Shakespeqre
translated into Chinese and printed by the side of the English. I think

this would hinder my appreciation of it. For example: "To be or not to

be" is translated by Liang Shih-chiu as " A. 4, "
. (Laughter)

If I had difficulty understanding the sense of a certain passage, I would
perhaps go to a Chinese translacion like Liang's; but you cannot get the

feeling from any translation.

Mote When you read Shakespeare, were you learning English or studying literature?

Shih Learning English; we studied Shakespeare in high school.

Mote

Shih

Well, it's a great question whether the English belongs in our text

at all, and if so where. But the important thing for us right now is

whether, with the compromises Mrs. Pian speaks of, modern standard Chinese
should be there for the student's reference.

When I used that technique at Po-.1nal the students liked it. I tried

to play the bairhuah down by giving 0-,e students a supplementary vocabulary

list with which to pursue their discussion of the text. But the students

still wanted the translation. I like Dr. Chao's structural translation,

which is much more meaningful although it is not elegant Chinese.

Mote Do you suppose we can get Dr. Chao to undertake this?

Yang When I was in junior high school there was the Ssu-shu chin-i
twhich was almost a word-for-word translation. Sometimes

you would even have to reverse some words in a sentence so as to get a

sensible meaning. This has been tried several times with varying degrees

of success.

Chao This point about structural translation applies both to translations of

wenyan into bairhuah and wenvan into English. If the structural translation

is too unwieldy, you just add an idiomatic equivalent.

Shih I think we need very good and thorough annotation, rather too much than

not enough. That saves time -- class time.

Mote

Ruhlmann

I think we're all pretty well agreed on what we want and still more

clearly what we want to avoid: Sitting in class and having students recite

slowly, proving only that they can decipher the text, We want to have the

most efficient means of limiting such waste of classroom time -- that is, we

want a crutch -- but we don't want to have the student become excessively

dependent upon it.

When I was a student myself and was reading Meng Tzu and LunYti, in
the Couvreur translation, you have on the same double page the Chinese text,

the romanization, the Latin translation, and the French translation. The

Latin translation happens to be more faithful to the Chinese than the French;

so I as a beginner found it easiest to go from the French to the Latin, to

the Chinese text, withreference all the time to the romanization.



Gould May I ask a question? Would this greater faithfulness of the Latin

translation to the Chinese be due to any similarity between those two lan-

guages; or is it just that Couvreur felt under no compulsion to write idiomatic

Latin,whereas he had to write idiomatic French?

Yang I think then.'s something to that, definitely.

Ellegiers I should like to comment further on the possible use of Latin. It has

many possibilities, due to its inherent flexibility. If you come across an

accusative case, you can put the word anywhere and thus you can come much

closer to a Chinese text because you can put an accusative case where you

have it in Chinese.

Mote Are you suggesting that there is an accusative case in Chinese? (Laughter)

Ellegiers Nods (Louder Laughter)

Ruhlmann

Gould

I think there is a perhaps somewhat deceptive similarity between

Chinese and Latin, because in Latin one word corresponds to one character

in Chinese, whereas in modern European languages the correspondence is

simply not so close, word for word.

I wouid suggest that the only reason why you can put the accusative

case wherever "accusative cases" go when you're writing Latin is that there

is no Latin today. In other words, there are no people who would look at

that accusative case and say, "It is in an ungrammatical position". That is,

there are no people for whom Latin is a native language.

Ruhlmann What we mean is that Latin has now become an artificial language.

Gould That's right. It would be quite wrong to draw any conclusions about

interrelations between Latin and Chinese, or French or Chinese.

Mote Professor Malmqvist?

Malmqvist

Chao

Mote

Chao

I would suggest that it would be useful to the student if, for each

selection, we gave a list of existing translations. Very often you find that

students have difficulty finding out whom to consult for their work. You

can list all the available translations (Couvreur, Legge, Dobson, and so

on) and also give your comments under each title, and thus it will be easier

for the students to know which one version we considered good. This is

especially true when one comes to poetry. I find it useful sometimes to

confront the students with several different translations of a Chinese poem

and ask them to criticize them in comparison with the original.

Have you considered the possibility of an annotated Legge or Couvreur?

(Laughter)

What sort cf annotation would you like,Dr. Chao?

Just something that will be more structural in its approach, as I

indicated earlier.
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I I

Well, there are occasional cases of this. For example, there is a

very extensive commentary by Karlgren on Franke's translation of passages

from tb: 3hih Chi.

I want to bring up something entirely different. In the sort of little

book that Mr. Kao mentioned, I wonder how many people think would it be use-

ful, either in the vocabulary or in the transcription itself, to have a

transcription of some nature that would show the ancient phonetic featutes

of Chinese. This wouldn't have to be used if you just put it in -- if a

teacher didn't like this or didn't understand it or didn't think it was

important. But I think it is an important part of the study of Chinese to

some people.

If we had a little !-Tok on T'ang poetry, indicating the sounds of that

period, that would be ver: helpful. I really hope that Prof. Chao's new

romanization and transcripuion called tongtzyh will soon be published. In

that case we could really put T'ang poetry into tongtzyh.

Not only T'ang poetry but also the classics, pre-Han prose. Even though

the transcription may only reflect the T'ang dynasty or even later, at least

it's that much closer to the original; and that is sometimes extremely re-

levant to the interpretation. Certainly the whole question of the fusion-

words often doesn't make much sense unless you know some form of Chinese

ott.wr than Mandarin.

Chao The tongtzyh is only in a very rough draft.

Ch'en, L.

Kao

I asked Prof. Chao this morning whether we should introduce wenyan

immediately after spoken Chinese, or should introduce such wenyan as

Liang Ch'i-ch'ao's work before we start Meng Tzu or the Shih Ching. Most

of our students, we have found, like to read journal or magazine articles

and some such later work. So on our campus now, we first introduce them to

a number of particles, basing ourselves on Lu Shu-hsiang's yell2:222..hsU-tz'u,

and then we give them a group of short passages from magazines, going back

only as far as Liang's work. If any of the students would like to study

more wenyan, then we give them the Shih Ching_or Mencius, Shih Chi and

Tso Chuan. My question is whether we should introduce them to the Shih Ching

immediately after, say, the Fifty Stories or should give them more modern

wenyan.

think either is all right. You can do it one way or the other. Our

students generally prefer to go right away to ea:ly classics because they

are mainly interested ia Chinese civilization. Many students, who are more

interested in modern literature, would probably oant a short cut. It is

very much a matter of the teacher's and the student's interest.

do not like to irtroduce students to the Fifty Stories to start witL.

At the very beginaing they tend to proceed at a very slow pace; and under

such conditions they would like to have something of tremendous value, such as
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the Analects. They even like to memorize some passages. I don't ask tl-em to

memorize but I usually do give them dictation, which is pretty close to the

same thing. I have found that they like to memorize a few passages of

Lun YU and a few lines from the Shih China. This can be very useful in their

future. Later, when they can proceed at a faster pace T introduce them

to the Shih Chi and Han Shu.

I use English translations at the very begin, 7r,,

which they can find themselves. I think Waley'

the students can find many translations and can

these. You don't need to help them with this.

,..%t not Legge's,

opn is better. Usually

mparative study of

I don't encourage students to go to translations on their own; but

sometimes do give them sets of varying translat!ons in class and present the

problem of how the translator got this particular rendition. I think this

is helpful, because it does get them thinking .ibout the various possibilities

and using their own analytical ability. I think this kind of approach again

is better than one in which they tend to bk bound by something that is

presented, even though they are told that it is wrong. Since they haven't

done the work themselves but have gone to a translation, either surreptitiously

or openly, thiL. tends to set up a pattern in their minds. But certainly using

the various transla, ans as a teaching tool to get them to use their heads

and come up with something -- good or bad, right or wrong, it doesn't matter.

The important thing is that they reason it out for themselves.

Professor Ch'en, world you like to respond.

Well, many of the students taking Chinese language courses at our campus

are majoring in Political Science or International Relations or History.

They would like to get a basic knowledge of Chinese so that they can read

books in their subject fields. And eFpecially, there are so many articles put

out in modern wenvan that our students don't want to spend too much time

studying MenaLUzu (Mencius) or the Shih Chi. They have a limited time to

spend on their language courses and they feel that they should become able

at least to read articles in the newspapers. We are not trying to train

sinologists at our campus, and so far people seem reasonably well satisfied

with our approach. I am not saying that we are not interested in KTHY. It is

very much worth while. We do have some students interested in the classics,

but the majority have a different program in mind.

Well, you know, I don't think our students at Princeton really want to

become sinologists, either. I think they just want to become Renaissance men.

(Laughter)

One of the things that strikes me about Wang Li is how much background

he apparently does not assume on behalf of the presumable Chinese students he

writes his notes for. There must be a great change in the preparation of

Chinese students coming to the universities now.
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I think that both Liang Ch'i-ch'ao and Hu Shih were once asked to furnish

lists of literature that a Chinese student of medicine or technology would

need if he were to commence reading in Chinese traditional culture. I think

one of those lists included the Ssu-ou pei-yao 0 443 444
*

. (Laughter,

loud and prolonged)

I think Prof. Malmqvist's remark does throw light on another aspect. In

reading, in order to do any research work, one has to read ptetty fast. It

does seem to me that if a student is given the work in the beginning without

any supplementary crutches, he may deveop a habit, whenever he comes to a

wenylp text, of doing a sort of deciphering. That habit is one which I

think we should discourage in the very beginning. Getting back to the

truism: There are some things which the student should read with care and

some with speed. The habit of reading with speed in a foreign language is

something which has to begin rather early.

I have been somewhat disconcerted by a. number of remarks: That is, you

have talked about a list of reference books, and a list of translations, and

so on. If I were an American undergraduate, taking four or five courses --

and they have girls on their minds and other things to do -- with all these

distractions, they have to learn Chinese. These all seem to me very urgent

reasons why they should be given some "crutches" and conditions under which

they can read with enough speed eventually to turn the language into a

serious research tool instead of a set of paragraphs.

In my own experience, : find many things which I am supposed to have read

and enjoyed; but when I try to explain them, in the process of teaching, I

find there are many things I don't know. Now of course in part this is care-

lessness on my part; but I do think that when a person gets to the point of

really doing research work, he will have to be -- A.12 # . I
Get the passage, read it quickly, get the main points,

and then use it. I thi_k the sort of preparation which we ought to provide

should commence at the very beginning to inculcate this habit of reading

texts at a certain pace -- five or ten or even fifteen pages an hour, which I

take as a minimum requirement if classical Chinese is to be a useful tool.

On the point of X *. 4 g I always insist, both for bairhuah and

wenyan, that we should teach timerican students to follow the old Chinese

custom of just doing the text from the audio-lingual approach and sooner or

later -- we seem to be demanding sooner, but in any case sooner or later --

they will understand it. (Laughter)

1,11111

* A collection of several thousand volumes comprising virtually the whole

of Chinese traditional culture.

** The first of these two quotations means different things in different

contexts. Here it might be translated: "Understand the whole but only half

explicate it". The second quotation, from T'ao Wan-ming, is somewhat less

chameleon-like, meaning something like: "Read without seeking extreme

clarification". Either expression can be used in a more or less peiorative

sense to describe persons whose understanding is less than it might be.
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One important thing is that if you really get the hang of the thing,

whether wenyar, or bairhuah you acquire the facility that one does in reading

a language: When you read the first half of a sentence, you anticipate how

the second half is going to go. You have a feel for the structure. This

makes you read faster and also makes you understand better. If every word

comes as a surprise, something new, then you really find it very difficult

to extract meaning. The kind of feel I am talking about may come, I suppose,

either before or after the stage of close analysis.

For a student's first contact with any linguistic fact or style, we have

U., choose between two approaches, which I will exaggeratedly define. One is

reading very little material but trying to understand it fully. The other

is reading much more material superficially but fast. Perhaps we should

choose the second in the hope that, in the long run, the student will work

his way back to some middle ground. Certainly if the ultimate aim is, say,

to read Liang Ch'i-ch'ao and understand it at the first contact, rather than

Lun YU or Meng Tzu, we should adopt the second way.

Chao You can read Meng Tzu and Lun YU fast, too. (Laughter)

Kao That is my point, too. You can teach Meng Tzu and let students read

slowly; but you can also devise a kind of textbook that will enable the student

to read Mencius reasonably fast. For instance, you can tell the students,

"I want you to answer the following questions from the Mencius." Ask the

questions first, then pick the text and let them read through. With those

questions in mind, they will certainly read faster. I prefer myself to hae

students read the original wenyarc but I think maybe some real scholar such

as Prof. Yang, who can write wenyan like Meng Tzu or Ssu-ma Chien, should

produce some kind of text with controlled vocabulary for the students to

use as a text supplement for rapid reading only. Not for recitation, but

only for rapid reading outside of class.

Mote A liezyslyLjuntell? (Laughter)

Kao

Yang

Mote

Yang

No, not a text like lienlytniu-mall but rather supplementary texts just

for outside reading. Much like T. T. Ch'en's Tarn Butym. Only this would

be in wenyark. You can use the vocabulary of Mencius, for instance, to read the

supplementary materials. And both those and the Fifty Stories are very useful

for the students wishing to understand modern wenyan.

You can use ancient texts but remove rarely-used words or compounds and

substitute later and more easily-understandable ones. In other words, you

could produce a modified version, an easier version.

This comes dangerously close to the doctored bairhuah texts, which I

for one highly disapprove of.

But if you do have a large round of agreement, among people who

practise writing in Chinese, that this is still pretty good stuff, that it is

still a living language ...
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Chao But if you doctor up a classical text; you have to make very precise

use of particles and such characteristic words.

Yang Surely.

Chsen; T.T. We at Princeton have one basic assumption: That we are going to use

spoken Chinese as a medium of teaching classical Chinese. Thus many of the

aids we need would be designed to facilitate that means of teaching in the

classroom. Also we believe the assimilation of text is a useful means of

learning wenyan and that the romanized text is also useful for that purpose.

We also hope to have some tapes made from the text; to serve as a students'

aid in assimilation.

Mote Yes; that third dimension;of sound; is a very important one; carried

over from our methods in teaching modern Chinese.

Well; I thought that it was very useful yesterday to hear Dr. Chao's

summary notes of wisdom on what emerged from the day's proceedings. I

wonder if we might do that again...

Chao Well; the wisdom has come from everybody. I've just been noting them

down; and not all of the ideas; at that.

However; it does seem that after these discussions many aspects which

were not explicit before are now much clearer in our minds. We asked such

questions as whether we should teach the avagiat style first or Liang

Ch'i-ch'ao first for wenyan. It seems that different institutions may have

different programs. And; in either case; if you have started with an in-

tensive colloquial program; of course you might as well make use of that

fact and thus approximate the approach of Chinese students to wenyan; which

would be a great advantage.

I mentioned the audio-lingual approach; which is emphasized everywhere

in connection with the teaching of bairhuah and which can be applied to the

study of wenyan; with or without crutches. I believe that in some cases and

at some stage the two approaches (the 7,r, A( 4. procedure and the close

analysis procedure) can perhaps be used either at the same time or one before

and one after the other. In other words; bincishyng bubey Ai 4:1 AR 11

["Parallel but not conflicting's]. One issue I meant tc mention is whether --

when we come closer to the preparation of texts -- words; idioms; or compounds

which are now no longer used in wenyag should be included; if our text is of

limited extent. Obviously; this is a choice that will come up during the

actual compilation.

Mote Could you perhaps expand a little on that?

Chao Well; for example; some of the items we were looking at in our examples

of dictionary entries yesterday are hardly used in wenyan now. Some of them

occur; in fact; rather infrequently even in classical wenyan; so unless they

happened to be in a passage you particularly wanted to use as a text; there

would be no reason to include them.
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As to the division of periods, I am personally inclined towards empha-
sizing the later period materials rather than the older because the later

includes the older by its cumulative effect. Also the later will be useful

both for students seriously interested in philological studies and also for

those students of Chinese who want to read modern materials on current

affairs n wenian.

Could you give us some dates for what you call the later period?

By later period, I mean post-T'ang and Sung. Liang Ch'i-ch'ao would

be included. (Laughter)

Finally, there remains the question of what scale, in terms of manpower,

we plan to use in order to turn out teaching materials. Will we serve the

needs of oae kind of students or of several kinds? This of course would

require our getting some idea of how many students are likely to be interested
in learning classical Chinese and what their purpoces are likely to be.

Mote Thank you very much. (Meeting adjourned)
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Third day,. morning:

Problems of Vernacular Chinese

I had originally intended to call this session "Our Failure in Teaching

Spoken Chinese", but I abandoned the idea because it seemed an excessively

pessimistic way to start anything. Nevertheless, I do still feel that we

have failed, perhaps not so much in teaching the spoken language as in de-

vising ways to maintain the student's skill once he has acquired it.

We here start off with a great emphasis on spoken Chinese in the first

year; and we have excellent institutions for teaching the language intensively

which are highly successful -- the Mide.,ebury summer school and the Taiwan

Center, both of which you will hear about later on -- but the sad fact is

that students who take advantage of those fine programs then return to a

curriculum shared with others whose understanding of and feel for the language

is infinitely inferior to theirs. I am sorry to say that the usual adjustment

is that the superior student simply loses the fine edge and fluency of his

spoken Chinese and retreats into the herd, content to devote most of his

energy to the written language and literature.

I find myself sounding pretty pessimistic in spite of my resolution

to accent the positive, so I had better desist and turn things over to some-

body who is doing something positive about teaching modern spoken Chinese,

Mrs. Pian of Harvard.

Since it seems best to discuss this subject using concrete examples, I

shall commence with an outline of one of our third-year courses. Mei Tsu-lin

and I organized this course in 1964 and one or both of us have taught it

since then. The outline in the handout gives a general picture of its

content procedures, and allocation of hours, though small adjustments have

been made from year to year.

As you see, we have grouped the materials into units which are intro-

duced roughly in this order. We staggered the schedule on the longer works

so as to provide relief and variety for the students. For example, Shui Hu

Chuan is read every Monday and Wednesday, but on Fridays we discuss current

events articles. After the Shui Hu selections, we take another longer work

in the same way, alternating with other materials of a very different nature.

The classes are conducted entirely in Chinese. Many articles(given in

brackets on thc: handout) are read outside of the classroom, with class hours

devoted to discussion of the subject-matter, There are regularly-assigned

compositions, three to five pages long. We try to provide very full vocabulary

sheets for all articles except the few works (including,for example,a

movelette) which are assigned towards the end of the year, for speed reading

or "guess"-reading and for which no vocabulary is given at all. In compiling

vocabularies, we do not attempt to avoid duplication. As a guide for deciding

what to include on vocabulary lists, for all works, we have simply used the

level of our intermediate course'.
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You can see from this list that we are trying to give the students a

sample of journalistic and functioncl styles, the styles of traditional and
modern fiction, the highly individual Lu Hsun style, as well as the .!olloquial
but very technical piece by Chou Fa-Rao.

Methods in our class routine depend largely upon the contents of these
articles. Lu HsUn is popular with the students, both as a writer and as a
subject of study; for us it is a good opportunity to impress upon the students
the difficulty of his style. In order to make it possible to talk in class
about what we read, we have had to compile a concordance of sayable equivalents
to the numerous unsayable expressions Lu HsUn used.

In Unit II we wanted to send the students to the Chinese Library to
acquaint uhem with reference works. Last year, we happened to have several
linguistics majors in the class, so our questions were weighted heavily in
this direction. As a matter of fact, we feel that students who have gone
this far in Chinese studies ought to have some superficial knowledge of Chinese
historical phonology and know at least some names and book titles in the
sinological field. Oral reports force them to talk in an organized fashion.

In Unit III, Shui Hu was selected to give the students something that
holds their interest over a longer period of time. In class we read the
text closely and often have very detailed discussions of grammatical points.

In journalistic materials (IV, V, VI ) we try to choose controversial
topics simply to stir up arguments among the students. Class discussion is
always lively. One year a freshman from Radcliffe was the only Goldwater
Republican in the class. You can imagine her position when the subject of
the Great Society was discussed. Like a good Republican, she held her ground
firmly and delivered some eloquent speeches in Mandarin.

Unit VII is an attempt to give the students some feeling of wenvan
rhythm. Ideally, I would like to include a little more material of this sort.
I understand that Kao Yu-kung is making his 3rd year students memorize some
pyan-tii wen pieces specifically for the sake of acquiring a sense of that
rhythm, which is so common in Chinese prose.

In Unit VIII, the contents are more involved and provide the basis for
lengthy discussions. In Unit IV we pretend this is no longer a language
course.

Once such a framework is established, it would be desirable to have alter-
native pieces for variety, for example, SOME complete San-Yan stories could
replace Shui Hu occasionally. Some Ku Chieh-kaag articles would be useful
for sinological topics; Ts^ao YU's play, Jih Ch'u, Lao Sh'e's novels,Lo-t'o
Hsiang-tzu or Li Hun are suitable for longer, speed reading material., on this
level.



In third-year Chinese we have not so far tried to do anything about

pronunciation. I have often thought, however, of having a clinic for those

who still need drill to correct bad speech habits.

Students at this phase still make errors of usage, of using locutions

that are rooted in English idiom rather than Chinese, or of style.

(At this point Mrs. Pian gave a number of varying examples

of typical student gaucheries.)

I think that all such problems should be considered on the third-year

level. Although we spend our time discussing the content of what we read,

it is after all a course t help students improve .their understanding of the

language, even if they cannLt be expected to master it. One of our troubles

now is that, while on the one hand, we want the students to come in contact

with a variety of styles, on the other hand, we also want them to write

coherently and idiomatically, something best le ' by imitating a single

acceptable style. One reason why we require cc don is that we believe

the students learn vocabulary more efficiently by active work. However, new

vocabulary occasionally involves new structural problems too and certainly

some words are more suitable than others in a particular style, which is

often difficult to explain to students. For example, t..ajato., AN. 'to

divide' or iianruey-huah 4E A it, 'to intensify' are used in more re-

stricted ways than their opponent English equivalents. Our vocabulary sheets

will have to give much more information than they now do if we expect students

to use such words correctly.

If our concern is to have the students learn to write in a clear,

functional style -- not even necessarily always sayable -- we really should

concentrate on more works in a single style for the students to imitate.

But it is difficult to find many texts that satisfy our needs in both style

and content.

In a way, our students are like students in China, who are constantly

dealing with works in unsayabie Chinese; but our students lack the stabilizing

influence of a standard daily speech outside the classroom. I have often

been annoyed to see a student adopt some awkward expression from a modern

Chinese writer. I sometimes wonder whether it would not be wiser to keep

students from writing compositions before their spoken foundation is firmly

established. Perhaps it is just a matter of reaching a proper balance.

Since the chief aim in such a course as ours is the study of.the modern

Chinese language itself, even acquiring a wide vocabulary or learning to

write intelligibly are relatively secondary considerations; and this should

be our guide in selecting materials. Nevertheless, I still think exercises in

composition are important. It involves the students deeply in the basic

structure of the language, and this struggle with the problems of style and

word-usage is as rewarding as it is difficult.
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(The question of rapid reading, raised the previous day
was mentioned again)

I haven't done any theoretical study in this regard, but I have made
some approaches to it as a practical problem, with regard to how many pages

one can reasonably assign a student.

My experience of teaching fourth year Chinese, which I have done for the

last three years, is that when the students come into the fourth year,
expect them to read five pages an hour with prepared vocabulary; and during
the second term of that fourth year, I expect them to read about ten pages of

Hu Shih, without vocabulary. This is obviously a potentially misleading
measure, since some students will simply spend more time than others. How-

ever, perhaps the general frame for estimating is set by the fact that the
final exam for third year always has a sight passage of five to eight pages,
and the student is expected to read it in about 45 minutes to an hour. Thus,

about five pages an hour, uncle: the sort of pressure one finds in exams.
Naturally some do it and some don't, but that is the standard.

The students are tested by being asked to summarize the main idea of

each paragraph. Alternatively, true-false questions are used. Thus about

five pages an hour of text that is not too difficult, but not too easy
either, is what one might reasonably expect to achieve. And on the fcurth

year, perhaps over ten pages. I don't know whether this matches others'

experience.

Mote How does this match up with what you do in Sweden, Professor Malmqvist.

Malmqvist I wish it did. I mean, I wish we could effectively demand that our

students meet this same standard.

Mei Of course, what you really need in order to do effective research on a
topic of any significance is up to thirty pages an hour,possibly not ab-

sorbing every single character, but understanding the sense. After all,

that's what you need in order to do research with reasonable efficiency.

Here too, cf course, individual needs vary. I feel, however, that anything

less than this would not give the student the kind of critical mass to

really extract the relevant information he needs.

Ellegiers

Ruhlmann

Kao

This is the first time I have heard about speed-reading. I don't see

the use of it. On the contrary, we insist on close and essentially slow

reading. Isn't the real test whether one is able to get everything out of

a document that is in it?

Perhaps in the 22nd century intellectuals will all be educated from the

age of 5 to 50 rather than, as now, from 5 to 40. (Laughter)

We give the students a number of different speeds, or try to. I have a

program somewhat similar to Mr. Mei's, but I overlap all these. I let the

students read a number of children's books, which are really very easy and

wLich they can read for enjoyment and for meaning. We have weekly discussions,

a
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just of the plots, not of the language; and we also let them read things like
the little red book and "Diary of a Red Guard". Then after perhaps ten
minutes of this, I get them to read a good solid academic article, which they
must read much slower. I have speed-reading but I also have poetry, which
nobody can effectively read fast. I think such variation of pace keeps the
students from getting bored.

When I taught vernacular Chinese in the fourth year, both MX. Kao and
Miss Liu were my colleagues. I gave the students assignment to read plays
of Lu Hsi:n and then Lao She's Lo-t'o Hsiang-tzu. At the time they were
used to reading one or two pages per assignment; so the first week I gave
two and the second week I gave four pages per assignment, and the third week
ten pages. Then we proceeded to 40 pages per assignment. In the middle of
the semester they said, "Slow down," but they could read and translate. I

talked with Miss Liu abouc this, and told her how well they were doing. She
told me that one of the students who happened to be her neighbor spent from
ten to twelve hours to prepare the assignment. But anyway we finished the
novel in about three weeks and the students enjoyed it.

Of course that was a very remarkable class: They all had their master's
degree in Chinese. I could play on their sense of competition because one
student came from England, two from Stanford, tvo more from Berkeley, and
so on. They really competed and did very well. I am sure they didn't get
everything from the novel but they could understand and translate. If we
had stuck to the speed they had been used to, one ol two pages per assignment,
perhaps we wouldn't have finished it in a year.

Mote And they would long since have become bored with it.

Shih Yes. In addition to Lo-tto hsiang-tzu and three Lu Hsiin plays, in one
semester, one student read Ts'ao four-act play Jih-ch'u and we made tape
recordings: I invited Mr. Kao and Miss Liu and also had some of the students
take part, and we read part of the play. The next year, I understand, the
student who had read it all was at another school, teaching Jih-ch'u.
(Laughter)

Mate

Dew

I think the real answer to Mr. Ellegiers' question on speed reading is that
one must frequently, in doing research, get over a considerable body of
material quickly. That doesn't mean that you limit yourself to that sort of
reading; but it is a very useful capacity to have.

I think I'll ask Mr. Dew to talk about his experience during his tenure
as director of the Stanford Center.

I will outline what I see as the problems we face in this country, that
is, outside Taiwan, in the classroom situation teaching spoken Chinese, and
the ways the Taipei Center fits into this program. In terms of one, two, three,
I think the principal problem we face in teaching spoken language here in
the classroom is one of exposure. There isn't enough time to teach spoken
language at the first year level, at the second year, or even at the third
year level; because the student has five hours a week for Chinese and the
rest of his time is spent on something else. Even if he has ten hours a
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week for Chinese, the other half of his time will be spent on something

else. There isn't sufficient exposure because of class size as well as of

limited time. We deal with students in groups of from five to fifteen. In

my second year course at Ann Arbor this term we had 22, though I did split

that into two drill classes. The students in a large group do not get

sufficient exposure in terms of listeniug or of his own production. We are

also hampered in our attempt to teach spoken language by the students'

need to get on with reading. They don't have the time to spend two or three

intensive years of 10 hours a week learning to really handle the spoken

language because their primary interest and need is learning to read.

Outside the classroom there is no exposure to Chinese except of course in

the laboratory. There's nothing on the street. I think this is the

principal voblem. The simple inadequacy of time available to do what must

be done if the student is to acquire rec.1 competence in the langunce.

Beyond the problem of exposure, there is the problem of materials.

We have several good texts now for first year Chinese. Once we get beyond

that level, the number of good texts decreases rapidly. So the principal

significance of the text problem is at the intermediate level and the advanced

level. There is also the problem of finding well trained teaching personnel.

I den't think there is much to be said about that problem, except that it

exists and must be dealt with.

These are the three aspects of the problem which I had originally noted

downs. During our first session, while we discussed the student's glossary

for teaching literary Chinese, I got a fourth which I think we have over-

looked: The problem of dealing at the same time with the good student and

the ordinary student. When I hear people at Princeton talking about teaching

third and fourth year courses, which are on literary Chinese, and carrying

the classes on in Chinese, and there seems to be no questions about it --

well, I wonder how much better your students are than mine, whether you are

thinking in terms of what you can do with outstanding students rather than

in terms of what you have to do with the ordinary students. This is a very

brief outline of what I see as the problems.

What the Taipei operation does now is to meet several of these problems

aud I think meet them quite well. There the students have sufficient exposure.

When the student goes there, he goes only for a year's work on the language,

spoken Chinese, to a point where he can handle spoken Chinese, read general

colloquial materials with a fair degree of competence, and then go on into

reading in whatever his special interest is.

The set up is such that each student is dealt with individually. The

classes are almost entirely individual student tutorials. The student has

four hours of class a day, or more if he wants more. When he gets to the

point where he does not need that much time in class, then he has less. The

situation is highly flexible.
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Outside the classroom, of course, the environment is Chinese, and

depending on each student's inclinations, there is ample opportunity to

go on developing his competence outside the classroom. I feel that in

America one of the problems in term of materials is tapes to give the

student more to listen to than what he has time to hear in class; and

obviously more can be done than is now done with tapes by way of practise

in production. In Taiwan this is not a problem either. There is a language

laboratory there and student.s make use of it,being encouraged rather than

required to. However, the students can carry on their practice on the street

just the same.

Now let me say in a few words what the Taipei Center doesn't do, but might

do for us. The number one problem that I mentioned, the lack of opportunity

.Eor ample exposure in teaching l.nguage here, is met simply by the situation

in the Center there. The thing that hasn't been done up to this point for us

here1 the feedback we have not yet had from there, is in the area of inter-

mediate-level and advanced-level spoken language teaching materials. You

have a large and very good staff for classroom work, but there hasn't been

sufficient talent there to initiate and direct production of good inter-

mediate level spoken language materials. Much has been done in production of

reading materials, but nothing of spoken materials has been coming home.

The significance of this problem to each of you will depend upon how

much you agree with my view of the need for these things. If you can go on

confidently in a.third year course and can proceed with teaching Mencius in

Chinese and building up your ltterary Chinese courses on a base of only two

years' spoken Chinese, then maybe I am wrong about what we reed, I should

certainly like to have some discussion of it at this point. This does at

least comidete a brief outline of what I see as the situation.

Do you think the Taipei Center actually could be made to serve this

function, if the board perhaps set them up somewh3t differently? Is that the

proper place to do it, in your opinion?

Dew Yes, I think it is, because you have the basic work-force, plenty of

people to produce things if you have somebody to tell them what to produce.

Chao On this problem of manpower, I suppose everybody has had the experience

that it is more critical to have the right approach and accent, and so on for

te3chers of beginners than for the more advanced students who can stand

more variations of style and pronunciation. Maybe students should get used

to variant styles and vocabularies fairly early.

Mote

COFFEE BREAK

I think the problem Professor Dew mentioned, tnat of how you accommodate

to wide disparities of ability and motivation, is important but one that we

have basically to disregard. If you lean over too far in, for example,

teaching them in English, you're only making bad students into worse students --

and you certainly don't help the good students.
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The problem of the mixed class exists everywhere. You have students on
all levels of interest, competence, native ability in the class and we all
have to make a practical adjustment as to where we should pitch the material.
It seems to me that it should be above the mid-point.

The preparation of elaborate materials giving them "crutches" in
English and bairhuah translations and so on -- this is not done for the good
student. They don't need it, really, the very good ones. Such materials
represent a kind of compromise to keep the general pitch of your presentation
as high as possible, while at the same time preserving principles we consider
basic for anyone learning Chinese.

Well, I think I ought to say something on behalf of the bad student. We
certainly don't have "the good student" at Minnesota. (Laughter) After all,
it's a university of 40,000 and everybody who pacses high school with a B
average is entitled to a college education, and we draw our students from
that pool.

We do use the Mandarin Primer as a text, so by the third year, when we
reach clnssical Chinese, we can explain everything in Chinese. We also have a
vermacular Chinese course, which can be taken concurrently with classical
after two years of the vernacular. I think that anybody who finishes all of
the Mandarin Primer would have an excellent foundation and would have a very
good feel for usage and syntax. Thus I think it is not so much the quality
of the student as the quality of the textbook that insures good results.
So much on behalf of the bad student.

Lest I be misunderstood, I don't want you to think that I don't approve
of conducting the third year course of literary Chinese altogether in Chinese.
I've always in fact hoped that it could be done that way. I simply remain
a little skeptical about how it will work out -- that is, conducting a third-
year literary Chinese course entirely in Chinese.

Of course, the student also has the option of a third year course in
bairhuah. We're all experimenting. I'm not suggesting that we here have
any final answers; but as a clarification, I think I should point out that
our situation is not significantly different from yours.

Well, not to turn this discussion but rather to continue it, I wonder if
Miss Liu and Mr. Chien could make some comment on this new summer school
which now exists at Middlebury. As you know there is a tradition at
Niddlebury College of having summer schools of total immersion in language,
though up to now this has been limited to modern European languages. The
students have to take an oath that they will not speak any English in class
or out of class, day or night. There is one refuge halfway across town where
they can go to get rid of their tensions, but otherwise they can be expelled
from elis program for being overheard speaking English in any circumstances.
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They have decided now to extend this to Chinese, and it has produced

a facility which I visited this summer. I was amazed to find students I

had known here conversing quite fluently after six or eight weeks there,

discussing quite profoundly problems of :listory, politics, athletics, what

have you -- all the things one talks about in a day. I think we ought to

know a little more about this as an addition to our arsenal of supplementary

programs.

I was telling Professor Ch'en at the coffee hour that I was going to

11 sell melons", because I really feel that the Middlebuty summer institute

an example of an "open road" in the teaching of modern Chinese and also

vely useful as a place to test approaches and materials, We have been

extremely fortunate in our staff: The first year we had Mr. Kao and Mr.

P. C. Chao from here, and they prepared the classical curriculum; Mr. Mei

and Miss Chou were there; and the lecture series was headed by Ho Ping-ti

from Chicago and also included Yeh Chia-ying, now at Harvard;. so really

we had an all-star cast -- and good teachers at the same time. And we had

good students too, good students from Princeton, Columbia, Harvard, George

Washington. We also had some bad ones -- from the Midwest. (Laughter)

But the students got a lot, that's what I want to stress.

Two aspects of the available material deserve mention: The language

labs and the course structure. The second first: The first year we had a

very interesting experiment -- it was something like Mrs. Pian's third-

year Chinese -- except that with the environment of Middlebury it was done

slightly differently and also incorporated what was mentioned earlier this

morning about team teaching. This was what we called Chinese 3-4-5-6,

four courses. Everybody who was taking Chinese 3, 5, or 6 must take

Chinese 4, which was a lecture course .7.omp1etely conducted in Mandarin on

Chinese history. This was actually no brain-child of mine; the idea came

from Mr. Freeman at Middlebury and came out of his years of experience

teaching at this kind of language school. As an illustration, we had a

requirement from the Office of Education that in order to hold any NDFL

fellowship we must have a course in the social sciences. So we decided to

teach Chinese history in Chinese so that it would not conflict with

Middlebury College's basic philosophy that all courses must be taught in

Chinese.

That was really a task for Mr. Lao from the University of Washington. He had

to give lectures on ancient and even prehistoric Chinese history to students

who had only had two years of Chinese. They had to take notes. The third

year students had individual supervised discussions afterward to check and

see if they understood all the lecture. The first two weeks were very hard

on everyone. Mr. Lao threatened to resign if the students wouldn't be more

prepared to follow his lecture and the students were trying to commit

sucide; but nothing happened and after the third week everybody went to his

class quite happily.

Even the second year students were encouraged to do so. They didn't

do it for credit, and it was never more than a semi-requirement, because the

second year classes had a lot of other work to do -- grammar and other

exercises from the text book -- and a lot of the second year students had not

come particularly well prepared and needed remedial work befoie they could

really take up the curriculum.
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But my point is, after three or four weeks, even second year students went

to Prof. Lao's class also. A student from Minnesota was assisting me in the
office and he had the permission to attend all the classes. This student

attended that whole course on Chinese History. He had had only one year
of Chinese, but said later that he had really learned a great deal from it.

This framework structure is very intelesting because it is really a

bridge from the kind of artificial classroom Chinese situation to experiencing
Chinese with content, and it would alo give the students a feeling that they
are getting ideas and facts, if they were interested in political science
or history or any social science. They have a feeling that learning the

spoken language would not be all lost. They became eager to read newspaper

Chinese and documents. With a course like that, it gave them a better feeling
towards learning the language and speaking it, and that opened their minds to

other things.

As to the language laboratory, Middlebury had perhaps the best language

lab I have ever seen anywhere. The laboratory is airconditioned but not the

classroom. Also the students had complete privacy there; in fact) there was
a rule against two people in %he same room. (Laughter) We had :equests from
students, asking whether it wouldn't be all right for two of them to stay
in the same booth to practise conversation; but the director of the language
lab gave a firm No.

Because of that facility, I designed an additional language lab exercise.
I asked Mr. Ma, who was helping me on first year Chinese, to think up some
questions based upon both the vocabulary and the grammar of the lessons they
were studying; and we put these questions on tape so that the students would
go to the language lab with those questions and try to answer them, recording

their responses on tape. Then Mr. Ma would correct the tapes afterwards.

This turned out to be quite efficient for the first year students. They

went there knowing nothing at all about the language, and in ten years --
I mean ten weeks (Laughter) -- by the end of the session I gave a closing
speech all in Chinese and all the first-year students could understand it.
Also they were able to go and follow the lecture of Professor Yeh Chia-ying,
who gave a lecture on Chinese poetry, mostly Tu 7u's poems. That was also

in Chinese. The first year students of course could not be expected to
understand it all, but they could follow it generally, and that was really

quite a success. I don't know whether Mr. Ma was just a good teacher or

whether the students were just especially bright.

At any rate, I tried the same sort of thing when I went back to Minnesota;
but Minnesota doesn't have the same kind of language lab and you can't make

the same sort of recording; so I modified it a little by asking the students
to make their own tapes of the exercises in the Mandarin Primer. In past

years I had often spent long times correcting minor defects, especially for

some of the less able students; but last year's class really was far better
than the one we had had before, though I don't think there was any change in

the quality of students. I think this technique really helps. I understand
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that last summer at Ann Arbor the third-year students who had had this kind

of preparation didn't hale any trouble understanding spoken Chinese; but
those who were from Minnesota had never had this kind of taped recording
experience and they had more problems in comprehension.

The third thing about Middlebury is what Professor Mote has called
the atmosphere. There was a sort of osmosis. Everyone spoke Chinese all

this time and we never bother to correct them outside of class, no matter
how awkward their pronunciation and grammar were. In spite of some shock

u, the beginning, the teachers were really very good about it: They would

simply carry on conversations, regardless of how awful the students'
Chinese was, as if it was perfectly clear and correct. And, you know, a

person tends to become what you think he is; and by the end of the summer
they had all become quite good Chinese speakers.

As Professor Mote says, Middlebury has had long experience running these
foreign language schools. What they attempt to achieve is complete concen-
tration upon the foreign language, segregation from outside diversions and
from contact with English and maximum immersion in the foreign atmosphere.

When they added the Chinese school, they tried to use the same method

still. It is of course somewhat more difficult for the Chinese school to
maintain conditions like the other schools, because all the others, such as
French, Spanish, Italian, German and Russian, do not accept beginning students.

Obviously advanced students can carry on more meaningful daily conver-
sations than beginners; but in Chinese they have to accept beginning students.
This made things more difficult, but still the faculty and students tried
hard to maintain the Middlebury tradition; and as a result the students'

ability in speaking Chinese and using the language actively was greatly

enhanced. I think everyone we invited to visit from other universities was
impressed by it; and they wished this sort of thing could be carried on when

they go back to their parent schools. Of course, they would encounter the

same sort of problem as the students returned from Taiwan: Without exposure,

they have no way to keep up their skill, and this is a real difficulty.

I think that, after the total immersion experience at Middlebury,
students feel rather dried up when they go back to their regular institutions.

I think there are a few lessons to be drawn from the Middlebury experience.

One is that on the basis of Middletury's other programs in French, Spanish,
German and so on, their assumption Is what can be done in these languages car

also be done in Chinese. Thus Chinese is not an exotic language, although

Chinese is harder than some. I remember a chart hanging in the Institute of
Far Eastern Languages at Yale, showing that it took a year or two to master
French and German; but for Chinese it took three or four years. But still I

think the problem is the same. Therefore, if in the other languages, after

the second year, all courses are taught in the native language, it must be

polsible to do it in Chinese. Miss Liu also mentioned the fact that there
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instructors threatening to resign and students attempting suicide. I think
this is one of the professional hazards in Chinese studies (Laughter)

But I do think after two or three weeks the students, perhaps brainwashed
or tamed, can channel their energies more into the language learning rather
than thinking up ways of getting out of it. Language learning experiences do
cause frustration, and this is unavoidable.

I think one of the reasons why Princeton, with its mixed student body,
can teach Chinese with such impressive results is that they have an integrated,
coherent, and uniform language policy. As Miss Liu says, the student becomes
what you think he can become.

The last thing I want to say is: In Middlebury it is a highly arificial
environment. You take an English-speaking environment in the Vermont country-
side and then make an artifical environment in which only the native languages
can be spoken. Perhaps in the Taiwan Center, which is a native and actual
environment, in which everybody around speaks Chinese that something can be
done there naturally which is artificial in Middlebury.

The Foreign Service Institute claims that, from a standing start, they
can educate a foreign service officer to speak usable French, so that he can
function as a counselor or political officer, in nine months. They regard
the two most difficult languages as Chinese and Arabic, which would take 14
months in their system.

On the other idea, that of brainwashing, the Berlitz system really is
purposeful brainwashing. The idea is as soon as possible on any given day to
bring the student to such a degree of exhaustion that he is highly suggestible.
So what they do is run relays of instructors to pound at them in a definite
effort to adopt brainwashing techniques so as to submerge resistance.

I'm sorry to contradict you -- and of course my experience in the FSI was
ten years ago -- but at that time, Chinese took three years, and they didn't
get any wenvan, either. I believe that recently, with the Taichung school,
they've been getting better results through spending less time in Washington.

I should like to take up Mr. Mei's point that this admirable feature of
the Middlebury program could be done as well, considerably better, in Taiwan.
I wonder whether it wouldn't be possible to have a summer program for American
students who have already studied some Chinese in Taiwan on the model of the
Russian Program under which a good many students go for the USSR every summer.
I don't think this would really be too expensive; but in any case all summer
programs are terribly expensive already. Perhaps summer would not be everyone's
choice of time to go there but I'm sure good results could be achieved.

* Later check with FSI disclosed that standard cruising
time now, with about 6 or 12 months in Washington and 18
or 12 in Taiwan, is in fact 24 months, following which
they do regard graduates as capable of carrying on normal
duties in speaking and reading Chinese.
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We have been thinking about summer school in terms of busy students who
don't have time to prepare language background in the regular school year,
and also for those who want to fulfill language requirements in a hurry. I
wonder though if it might not work out better if one enrolled students who
have had one full year of intensive Chinese. Maybe then summer school could
better be used by reviewing what they have already learned. During the regular
school year, it is always possible that students do not have time to really
digest and assimilate the materials learned in class. Perhaps in summer school
they could be given expanded materials on the came level.

But the thing I wondered is: If Middlebury summer School can get such
results by using these techniques, why can't we do the same thing in regular
term time?

Mote Well, Middlebury itself doesn't do that with its regular college
language courses.

Shih Oh, they don't have general language programs?

Mote They do, but they can't maintain that regulation which forbids the use
of any language other than the one you're studying. So that kind of total
immersion can't be used.

Stimson

Kratochvil

They do carry on seminars in the languages of their c'liture, but they

can't restrict students all the day round -- you can't, for example, find
physics or chemistry teachers who can work in French.

It may be interesting to see what emerges in England where four or
five major universities are in a sense shunting their students into a full
time intensive Chinese training program before they ever start anything else
in Chinese.

Yes, there are some preparations going on fcr this, but nobody knows
whether it will in fact emerge. It is based on the rather peculiar situation
in England, where the secondary school year is from December to December,
while the university year is from October to June. So that when kids come
out of school, they have about eight months of doing nothing before they to
to the university. The idea was to provide tills sort of school which could
also serve other purposes, or preparation for those who want to read Chinese

on the university level. It could be a sort of eight-month course which
could more or less substitute for the sort of language training the students
normally do in the first year at the university.

Like the other programs that have been suggested, this is of course
intended to make the job on the university level easier, since most courses at
British universities -- theoretically, at least -- last only three years.
London and Leeds are exceptions, but most are calculated as lasting three
years; and of course if you have to spend a lot of your time on elementary
language learning, you dot't really get very far in three years, and it also
takes time away from other things.

Of course England is a small country. It should certainly be possible

to organize some special ?rogram of this kind.
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Harriet Mills had an idea two or three years ago, though it was never
tarried out,of having one academic year plus a summer just for training in
Chinese language. This is primarily for graduate students iu various depart-
ments who need the language as a tool for their work. By this means the
majority of their tool work could be finished, not necessarily sinologists,
in the first year, during which they are expected to learn roughly the
equivalent of three years.

How does that compare with the Middlebury program?

This would be for the whole year, not just a summer.

The policy at Yale is that, if a student is admitted to the graduate

school with inadequate language preparation, he spends his full year just
working on his Chinese. This (loes not count as a year of residence, and he
does not get formal credit towards his course of study. My point is that,
since this rule is applied for all graduate students on a uniform basis, it
may furnish a model which other institutions can use.

I understand that the University of Washington has a fifteen-hour course
in Chinese, most of it just on language; this has been experimented with in
an American university, but it hasn't caught on.

There is a general difficulty about when to teach what. There is also a
particular problem that graduate students, in my experience, are never --
or rarely -- as good as undergraduates in the same institution, in the
beginning-level courses. They have a tremendous pressure for performance.
Nearly always they're expected to do better than undergraduates, but they
rarely do as well. We end up either playing games with them or treating them
as if they were a separate class of student -- not marking them on the same
scale. Another problem, if you're not in a discipline-oriented department, is
that a beginning graduate student who comes in with a language deficiency --

and if it isn't made up, as it was at Yale -- is in rather a special sort of
spot: He s to convince his discipline department that he is an able scholar
or at leavz potentially so, otherwise he isn't likely to hold onto the fellow-
ship he needs. This means that he spends less of his time on language than he
perhaps needs to. Thus, unless he is somehow let off the hook -- that is;
made to make up the language deficiency as they did at Yale or by taking a
year off in Taiwan -- you don't get the results you want out of that first-
year graduate student.

I haven't heard anybody boasting that he has solved this tangled problem
yet. We have very serious problems in this whole field of Chinese studies;
and if we do nothing else this morning than remind ourselves again that this
is serious difficulty and that we haven't found all the answers yet, we will
have done something useful if perhaps not cheering. Professor Chao, do you
have any comment?

In that first Army language program at Harvard, they were supposed to
spend 60% of their time on language and the rest on history, culture, and so
on; but in fact they spent much more than 607 on language. Still, after nine
months -- to be sure, they didn't get characters, or weren't required to learn

them, and there was no wenyan; but by that time must of the GI's could speak

on practicaqyany topic fluently.
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Not only that, but after only a couple months of Cantonese, they ended

up by putting on a play in Chinese. Some suggested that the reason for this

rapid progress was a strong motivation: They thought the- if they didn't do

well, they would have to go back to doing KP work. (Laughter) Nevertheless,

whatever the reasons were, it does give an idea of what can be done with

intensive courses.

Professor Chao, weren't you involved in an intensive course at Berkeley,

too?

That was at the university extension. It was intensive, to be sure, but

it was off the main tra:k -- the students were of widely varying kinds, from

all walks of life, and were perhaps not so serious as those taking regular

courses.

I think there's no doubt that we have enough experience to show

we can teach Chinese rapidly and well through intensive methods. HOW much we

can combine this with life in the university and how to fit it into the

student's regular program and particularly how we can follow up on things

like skills learned in the spoken language -- students coming back from Taiwan

must not forget their vocabulary in six months and start to slip on their

tones in a year -- we must work on the active use of the language while serving

other academic ends, this is something we really must devise some formula

to handle before we can be satisfied we are doing our job.

Perhaps there is a gleam of hope in Stockholm, on this front?

No. (Laughter)

What about in Paris?

One experiment started last year, a summer school for one month, half

private and half government-sponsored. They had language labs during the

morning and two hours of class in the afternoon; but they should have that

Middlebury Path. (Laughter) Much of the time, of course, they were speaking

French, and this was not to the point.

I wovld be interested to hear details from anybody who has been involved

in the Seattle experiment.

I was at Seattle, but I really don't know much about it. It has been

tried for a few years with Japanese, and that set the model for the Chinese

program. They have been very much pleased with the results in Japanese, which

advanced on a broad front so that the student is able to read and write and

speak. I think that's the emphasis for such an intensive program.

Are most of the students undergraduate?

Well, Seattle is one of the places which will accept graduate students

who have no prior training in Chinese or Japanese. So I think maybe at

Seattle there are more graduate students in beginning intensive courses than

there would be at other universities. I should say that my experience at
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Seattle rather goes against Professor Wrenn's representation that the graduate

students were worse. Some 32 or 33 students started with the class I was in,

in 1961; but finishing that first year of intensive Chinese there were only

nine, seven of them graduate students and only two undergraduates. Whereas

I think three or four of the dropouts were,all the rest were undergraduates.

Stimson (?) It still sounds as if the undergraduates are smarter. (Laughter)

Liu

Mote

Shih

Mote

Maybe I had a wild dream last year; and it occurs to me this may be the

time to communicate that wild dream -- of bringing Middlebury to different

campuses. I think it is possible, if we can get the money, to build a
building which is a sort of conditioning environment. With audio-visual aids,

you can create a situation: You walk into a room that is Peking; you can see

Mao Tse-tung and the Red Guards with their little red book. Or you can walk

into another room and see the Empress Dowager; or you can program a different,

more distant time -- the Ming dynasty or the Sung. Why not? With all the

technical aids we have as we move towards the 21st Century, we should make use

of such capabilities. This way the student could go in there any time he

likes; and if you have something that attractive, they will go. Then they

wouldn't have to go to Taiwan or anywhere.

We had an idea here too, and it doesn't involve the need of speaking

Ming Chinese. We wanted to create a China eating club here, bring a good

cook or two to town. (Laughter) Seduce students in this way to eat in

Chinese and live in the atmosphere.

At Pomona College they emphasize humanities and also language training.

Just as I was leaving, they were completing a building with a wing which they

called the Chinese Wing. This housed all the students who wanted to learn

Chinese; and they had a native speaker living there, whose duty was simply to

speak with them in the native tongue. I got them a person who had done radio

broadcasting in Taiwan and wIlo was quite good. Then they have by telephone

wire tied a tape recording from the laboratory, which is several blocks

away, to the dormitory and through electronic devices students have available

24-hour a day program tapes We gave a list of programs to the lab attendant

to be played each week according to the lesson. The students could push

buttons ir their rooms and have the tape repeated to them, a type of brain-

washing (Laughter) In a small college they can do this.

Well, it is now probably time for me to express our gratitude to all of

you for naving come here and participated so intelligently and so constructively

in this conference. I told you at the beginning that I wasn't sure what would

happen. I am more than pleased at what has happened. I hope it has been as

interesting to you as it has been useful to us. If we succeed in having

another conference next year, we hope to see many of you again then.
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ATTACTMENT A
Frederick W. Mote
Princeton University

A Students' Vocabulary_handbook of Chinese: A statement of purposes and

of sugeentions about the focus of the forthcoming conference discussions

The planners of the 1967 Princeton Conference on Chinese Linguistics

have failed to clarify their intention in placing this item (referred

to previously as a "dictionary") on the agenda for the afternoon of

October 10. Within the staff of the Chinese Linguistics Project; the

idea of the projected word book has acquired rather specific definition,

and it reflects a failure of nerspective on their part that they have

Lot better anticipated the need of others, outside the Projezt, to be

informed more specifically about their intended definition of the pro-

blem.

Several of the invited conferees have responded to our request

for sample entries with quite reasonaple queries and doubts, reflecting

at least our failure of communication, and perhaps, more seriously,

inadequacy of the conception itself. We hope the following points will

clarify some of the issues, and lead to constructive and well-focussed

discussions on 0...tober 10.

I. The "dictionary" is to be a students' glossary, to serve the

language learner as a repository of information about Chinese characters

and words, but only the information which he really needs as a student

(information which he may be held responsible for digesting and assimi-

lating?), and only that relevant to the limed number of characters of

highest utility to him at that learner's level. Hence our present
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shift to the more modest name of "vocabulary handbook." To further

define that level, it should include perhaps the 2nd through the

4th or 5th years of his formal study of Chinese, or from the point at

which the student begins to use such a dictionary ta that point at which

he can make the transition to more or less full reliance on reference

works designed for the native user of the language. When a student can,

for example, rely on his Dannyeu tsydean
)

for routine

reference, and use the Peywen yunnfuuitgjOVI. on his own as necessary,

he is no longer the object of our concern in compiling this vocabulary

handbook.

We therefore assume that the student will begin to use this

after one year of Chinese study, and will gladly abandon it after his

4th or 5th year at the latest. But during that learning time, it should

function, (as no existing dictionary known to us at present functions) to:

a. Answer quickly the questions about pronunciation, grammatical

function, meaning, and usage that the student is most likely

to ask in the course of language study and reading;

b. Simultaneously, train him in the use of or at least prepare him

for the transition to more mature dictionaries and reference

works;

c. Anticipate the scope of his needs throughout learning phases, from

intermediate to advanced, that can be assumed to engage him

primarily with MVL (modern vernacular literature Chinese), modern

academic, newspaper and documentary and other recent styles,

as well as the types of classical Chinese that he will encounter
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in the projected 4-course beginning and intermediate classical

based on the Guuday hannyeu 32.

d. Serve as an adjunct to an integrated body of teaching materials

designed to confrom to a consistent linguistic approach and

philosophy of language learning, and to complement those in a

way which will reduce overlapping and redundancy to a minimum;

e. Encourage the development of the intuitive capacity by which he

extends what is known to what is unknown but which can be

grasped by analogy and guided imagination,

f. By embodying in one book the irreducible core of the basic

character and word learning task, to help to define that task,

to set uniform standards for judging achievement, and to serve

as one kind of standard against which to plan the phases of that

learning task.

II. Acceptance of these purposes implies a definite limitation

on the scope of this learning tool. It also places certain general

issues of lexicology beyond the scope of the discussions we hope to

conduct on October 10. To explain further by reference to some specific

issues:

a. Size of the basic lexicon. Between his second and fifth years

of Chinese language study the student, depending on the

intensiveness and the goals of his study, can be expected to

enlarge his vocabulary of simple characters from about 600

(after one year) to a minimum of 3,000. The latter figure may

well be only one-half or one-third of the level reached by



many students. But after learning perhaps 3,000 characters

of highest utility in a body of material that most students

will be exposed to regardless of their ultimate learning goals,

it is probable that individual differentiation of study speci-

alization and interest will make it difficult to find another

2,000-3,000 characters with a very high degree of cormrion

utility to all, and still harder to gloss them in a manner that

will meet common needs. This supposition is open to testing,

and tests of it are planned, but for the time being we are

led to accept it. Rence we presently intend to limit this

students' vocabulary handbook to about 2,500-3,500 single

characters which in fact have the highest utility in MVL and

in the forms of classical Chinese that the student will encounter

at this stage, and to make these single characters the headings

under which all of the information will be entered. In fact,

there is a strongly held opinion among some members of the staff

that no more than 1,500 characters should be included and that

the emphasis should 1:0. on more exhaustive functional analysis of

a small number of words. This issue of size remains to be

considered further, lower and upper limits of 1,500 and 3,500

can be used for present discussions.

The methods of determining "highest utility" include

objective measuring of frequency of occurrence in the types of

materials assumed to be the objects of students' study at this

stage, as well as some subjective judgement about words and

characters selected according to different criteria. A computer



analysis of very extensive bodies of text is an example of the

.1/former; Wang Li's Charng-yonq tsyr 0:1- in the Guuday
T,

Bannyeu is an example of the latter. Both these have their

merits, but the results of each should be indicated clearly in

the projected work, inasmuch as its scope is to be determined

by such disparate criteria of selection. That is, to create

an imaginary example which probably anticipates our intended

working method, for all single characters the number of their

place in a listing according to frequency of occurrence in a

particular body of material should be indicated; if it is found

in Wang Li's list of about 11000 characters, that also will be

indicated; and other information showing the relationship of

characters to these or other standard lists also should be

included.

In short, the Princeton staff have done considerable

investigation of this problem and have come to some fairly

concrete conclusions on most issues, but they would very much

appreciate the opportunity to modify these on the basis of

conference discussions.

b. Scope of Glossing. Not all of the widespread dissatisfaction

with existing Chinese-English dictionaries can be overcome in

any one new dictionary, nor should the present work even attempt

to do so. One experienced teacher has noted that "no dictionary

contains enough titles and proper nouns," that the new Yale

dictionary may be "too bulky to ever get carried into a classroom,"



and that the 2122:121.12Lapsile.21Etatml contains "too few

compounds." The faults of Matthews could not even be listed,

and none of the handy dictionaries is "up to date."

There are reasons to believe that no single dictionary

can aim to serve widely diverse needs. For example, the student

very often needs good accurate translations of tities encountered

in reading, but the historian will note that the same title

usually cannot be translated in one way for all of its uses

throughout history, and that studies accepted as authoritavive

for single dynastic periods are few. Hence these are better

left to glosses on particular passages in prepared reading

materials. But should the elements often used in titles be

indicated in some way, to put the student on notice to look

for such a meaning?

The Chao-Yang dictionary can be considered to be highly

authoritative on pronunciation and accurately analytical with

regard to functions of words and levels of usage; can these

virtues be extended to a dictionary designed to answer the

broader reading needs of 3rd-5th year students?

Can meanings of characters be arranged (either with

semasiological certitude or yerely fcr mnemonic effectiveness,

or both) so as to suggest semantic relationships among different

categories of meaning? Assuming that we cannot conduct enough

semantic and historical research to solve many problems, can

we then utilize existing knowledge in ways that will improve the

arrangement as well as the content of entries?



Can multiple-character entries be arranged and grouped

so as to illustrate probabilities of meaning, thereby encourag-

ing students to extend their knowledge "naturally" by analogy

and intuition, and thereby also to diminish the need for this

handbook to attempt exhaustiveness? Do we know enough about

how people learn to guide this aspect of dictionary design? I.e.,

if -12.111-iyh
is entered under jenq Id- need such items

as jenq-chyuan g: , ienq daangk 1 ieno-iyh dih-lii

) also be included? Where should the line be

drawn to make the dictionary useful without becoming tco bulky?

It is assumed that distinct colloquial, MVL or classical

usages, and their tmplications for grammar, should be indicated.

Do we know enough about the often overlapping levels of language

to indicate these aspects of word-definition and grammatical

functions with greater accuracy and usefulness than has

previously been done? All new dictionaries cannibalize their

predecessors to some extent. Can this problem be readily

solved by that method?

In considering the foregoing and other such questions,

olease keep in mind the fact that in the minds of the Linguistic

Project staff, the distinctive functional feature of the

dictionary is that for all items included it will give such

information that those characters will seldom if ever have to

be explained further (and certainly will not aeed to be explained

repetitiously) as they occur in the teaching materials



coordinated with the glossary in which the student does his

formal language learning. Since we expect that the characters

included in the dictionary will account for 90% or more of

any body of running text that the student (or the mature scholar)

will ever encounter, removing at one blow all the need to gloss

these for the student will greatly simplify the preparation of

teaching materials coordinated with it. [The outstanding .

exception will be the occurrences of these single characters

in titles and proper nouns; mar.' of these will probably have

to be glossed as they occur.]

c. Arrangement and form of entries. Since the dictionary is to

be an integral part of a set of teaching materials all of which:

1) use G. R. romanization as a basic learning tool; and 2) assume

that spoken Chinese will be the actively-employed medium of

instruction throughout, G. R. will provide the primary form of

pronunciations, and modern standard colloquial pronunciations

will be given precedence over other kinds of alternate readings.

Does this then lead to the conclusion that arrangement

according to sound should be followed, or is the radical system

or some other based on the graphs more useful to the student?

If sound rules over form, should the sequence be determined by

the alphabet, or by that of the National Phonetic Symbols

d ?

Accepting the broad usefulness, or at least, the wide

spread use of Wade-Giles Yale romanization, On-yd



the National Phonetic Symbols, and perhaps some other ways

of indicating pronunciation at least as secondary systems,

these will also have to be included. Can this be done in a

format that will make the dictionary almost as readily usable

by a person who knows one of these others and not G. R.?

A standard typeface should be employed, and recently

standardized mainland simplified forms also must be included.

Should standard typeface variant forms current in Japan also

be included? Should hendwriting variants of kae-shu
1;1 .5-2

forms be indicated, or perhaps other handwritten examples of

all characters? We can safely assume that archaic Chinese

forms, seal characters, etc., need not clutter up this dictionary,

but where does the inclusion of variants reach the point of

diminishing returns to the student?

d. Appeqdices and Indices. What kinds of further information

should be entered in a students' dictionary. (Four-corner

system numbers? Morohashi or Giles numbers? Others?) Should

the dictionary attempt to become a supplementary handbook, or

should it remain primarily a glossary of the basic vocabulary

of the highest frequency and general utility?

e. What features of format should be considered? WhAt

dictionaries of any language have helpful featuree which could

he included in a students' dictionary of Chinese?

III. The proposed dictionary probably will be the first to em))ody

the results of a computer-derived objective frequency analysis, and this
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should impart certain value to it. As a study of MVL its value could

be further enhanced by publishing in an appendix the full table of

frequencies of the entire million-word sample. Should other such analyses

of lexicon be included in appendices, for comparative purposes?

What else can be done, within practical limits, to lend this work

linguistic and pedagogic distinction? We are convinced that its

preparation is worth the effort, for its use as part of an integrated

body of teaching materials; how else can its value and usefulness as

an independent product be enhanced?



ATTACHMENT B by Pavel Kratochvil

Institute of Oriental Studies

Cambridge University

It is, in my opinion, unwise to attempt at compiling a bilingual
dictionary of any kind (or even designing a single sample entry, for
that matter) without first making up one's mind about a numper of
issues among which the following four are perhaps of the greatest
importance:

1) Precisely what purpose should the dictionary serve and by
whom is it meant to be used. 'A student' is perhaps not enough: what
kind of a studen; of precisely what? Beside other things, a decision in

this respect is essential for delimiting the number of basic lexical
items, their choice, and the internal build-up of individual entries.

2) Precisely what frame of reference should the dictionary be
based upon. By this I am primarily hinting at questions of historical
and stylistic coverage. In view of the rather unfortunate tradition of
large Chinese-English dictionaries most of which rep.ilesent a disorganized

and disproportionate mixture of historical levels and styles whose only
unifying elem,:nt is the basically irrelevant morphemic script, it is
perhaps superfluous to elaborate on the importance of this particular
point.

3) What existing relevant works should be taken into account.

Beside existing dictionaries similar to that which is intended, it is
imperative to take into consideration relevant monolingual dictionaries
of a normative nature. To give a rather extreme example, anyone wishing
to compile a (Modern Standard) English-German dictionary could not
really hope to get far without taking into account one of the variants of
the Oxford Dictionary and the norm it reflects. In the case of

dictionaries based on Chinese as the first language, the lack of a,
so to speak, officially established norm does not mean that the compiler

can afford to disregard the normative trends present in the Chinese
linguistic community at any point of time.

4) What general principles regarding the possibility and ways of
finding equivalents in the sphere of lexical items should be adopted in
the given case. Disregarding ona of the two extreme standpoints one
could take, namely that translation is not a feasible feat by definition
(i.e. a Sapir-Whorf-like definition), and that languages are largely
equivalent in terms of reflected universals, I think it is essential to
specify one's position somewhere between these two extremes aad apply
this position systematically in the practice of compiling the given
dictionary.

Such items as those listed under a-e in your letter are, in my
opinion, largely maLters of secondary order where the decision or choice

can only logically follow from decisions to the primary issues. I
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think that preoccupation with technicalities am; issues of secondary

order together with considerable lack of motivation and theoretical

principles, as well as a kind of amateurish trial-and-error attitude

towards dictionary making, have been mainly responsible for the present

unsatisfactory state in the respect of Chinese-English dictionaries, and

if the discussion at the coming conference is hoped to lead to something

better, it should be directed towards primary problems in the first

plice I am not suggesting that questions of the forms of characters,

romanLzation, etc., are unimportant, but I should like to stress that,

in my (-pinion, there are no universal solutions to these questions, and

that they can ne profitably discussed only in relation to what I think

are the basic underlying Issues in any dictionary project.



ATTACHMENT C

( ) shu (shu1)

Prof. L. S Yang
Harvard University

to write; to write (characters, a letter, etc.),g ; to record (as history)

writing; the Book of History or Book of Documents fe ;

TS'
a historys as ( ) MAISELSLIkLIETallEiliali)naa for rarely

parts of a history as NI. "the Eight Treatises" of \ijkb (corresponding

to in other histories) or A( r 1% ) -s art of 1g,

AP
a book ; a document

ir
, as

17)-i

4"
,:i--)1

IIan application"; a letter

1 ; a memorial, as "memorial of 10,000 words"; a story

411-as;,i/u0;7 "story-telling"

(Cf1 and

7,3
)Nc't\i5.7"Happy accidents make a story"

script, as 7' "the Six Scripts or Six Principles of character-formation);
="2

style of script, as "seal characters,"

calligtaphy, as1; No "calligraphy and painting" [Note thatkv may mean

either "principle of (historical) recording" or "caMgraphy, or the way

of handling one's writing brush.")

jiin (chin3)

414
351

a littLe, a few [also rarely written 't as Of 11/4'5N )

"a little")

ist

on1y9 merely, as4,141.1 "there is only'; barely, as ilr

es,:aped with oneself"

dlmost, nearly [most commonly used in rang and Sung rtmes1 as

4 714 "the castle on the mounrain has nearly 100 stories."

, ) jye (chieh2)
r

oint knot (of bamboo other plants, ')ones: et;;N [also in the sense

3-,
of "key"]; section. verse, chv.;t-.- 019 , ?1-.7 divisions of time,

,r , A

"barely
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,season, festival ef as :-.5.- T\ q "the Thre.e Major Festivalb the Nevi

Year, the 5th Day of thE. 5th Moon and the 15th Day of the 8th Moon,

, PP /1-.

"13. T 92 "the Pouble 10th," ::::. t CO O
,4t: rt. "the 24 Divisions of the Yea

an imperial birthday V ro ; matter, occasion, as ;-.,. Cir: , Li 'majorPA' ;

jif fa 0% IPor minor occasions;" principle, chastity, integrity ,, .1*1-Itt , 42. el as
t47 ,i-r.

)3,2r. Air "to stick to ones principle, to remain chaste (esp, for a widow)"
'1

).*:A* /4,7
tally, credentials (for an envoy: etc.)4-1- dAy ?;i) 9 standar,-9 ,

.e.(flag) token (of rank lionor, authority) j--7 6t 9 't. .-A il 1 rbythms beat

V%-y

4-..,, f also a baton or an instrument for beating time]; proper order,
*-degree, or timin2,
s..1

):7-7proper or appropriate in order, degree, or timing jj
,

to regulate, to control, to be temperate in ..p.) ; to reduce

(to delete r; /4*.et7 f as . 07 an abridged version L. to economize 7 Olt c,

ione of the 64 Double Trigranis

..?,'[capitals of pillers y Y111-1 ))72. ) 1 rare"
[lofty Obs



ATTACHMENT D

73.6 shu shiu [glwo]

1. WRITE

11c9

his sash. LY 15.5

2. SOMETHING WRITTEN

by Hugh M. Stimson

Yale University

Tzyy-jang wrote it on

2.1 CONNECTED TEXT

i.L
vo wey tsyy-jean-shu fear this bamboo-slip document

0 , ;41 wKwei-chiou-
?, ),

ilyzilumajuthour shuh shen dza shu erl bu-shah shetm.

At the Kwei-chiou conference, the feudatories bound the

sacrificial animal and put the text [of the agreement] on its

back, but they did not smear their mouths with [the animal's]

blood. Meng 6b.7

*(itii-) 0 i-been (-tseh) shu a book (as a concrete

object); .4. i-taw shu a set of books; i-buh shu

a ilook (as a work)

4 ,),) ,fy.3. Q Jinn-Shu-shiang shyy-yi Tzyy-chaan shu.

Shu-shianq of Jinn sent a letter to Tzyy-chaan. Tz Jaw,6

Shanct-shu 'Documents of Antiquityl; 3Z11:4 ShiLlina

'Book of Documents'

Shu un: shiaw hu wei shiaw. The 'Book of

Dncuments!lays: Filial piety is just filial piety. LY 2.21
1=1. 'AO, MIN !.../1111
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2.2 WRITTEN SHAPE

PC liow-shu the six wayl_Chinese characters are
IN

constructed

vot
PC )1k7 to, 0 ah:tii-shu-faa the four ways of writing.

Chinese characters.....

NB: Earliest pre-Chyn meanings unmarked; MP means Modern Peking;

PC means post-Classical (post-Chyn)



ATTACHMENT E

Sample entry for students' dictionary

by F. W. Mote

, 73 %":1 -1- 6 : 4c°50601

Shu PY shit; W-G Shull Y Shi (no alt. pronunciation)

Mu freq. # ; CY'? 120, p 141;

>(1) book [chiefly coll., F1. ibeen shu; f4ibuh shu

(and, some matters associable wlth books and learning).

-40' PP
47 14 shujyi,4; shujivann, books, generic, as

publications

w0.4 shujih U
" [cf (2)1

shubeen, books, generic, as objects

)k. shupyi (-pyel), the cover or binding of a book

rJ shumuh, catalog, or list of books, as in a library

/
shudiann, shupuh,

book store

shusyh (L),

)1k shujai,A shufarng, a study, the latter also

means a private school (trad.)

shuyuann, private academy of higher learning (trad.)
\-*/

shu.sheng, a youth who studies, a scholar; also,

cynically, a literate person who lacks common sense
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1-; shushiang0;4 4 shujivann chih, the atmosphere,

the attitude, of learning

(2) To record; to write down [L. in most usages].

\Q shushiee, to write, with brush or pen (i.e. not

with typewriter, or by non-manual means)

1 1'6 shu.jih, a secretary, recording clerk [cf. (1)]

444/4 shu bu jinn yan, [Book of Changes], commonly "(my)
v,-7 qv:C.54%i

written words cannot fully express (my mentally

spoken) words" -- formula used to conclude letters

shufaa (cf. biifaa), historiographical (or

literary) technique [cf. (3)1

(3) to write; to write artistically (L;

in coll.)

shiee normally pref.

541 shufaa2 calligraphy 2 as an art or skill\

shuji, calligraphy, as object

(4) Letter, correspondence (L;ii shinn normally pref. in coll.)

):?la shushinn,t 1;/ shuharn,i shujean
2.

,Lshujar,

etc., are generic terms for letters and such written

communications

/
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(5) Forms or historic styles of Chinese characters (L)

liow shu "the six forms of characters"

shutii (cf. 4141/ tzyhtii), the form of characters

(6) The Book of Documents (or, Classic of History) is called Ilshu

(L); this is an abbreviation of Shang Shu Nib

Shu Jing .

more popularly

N.B.: Possibilities for misunderstanding the sense intended from

the several listedjabove are relatively great. Note, for

example, that shuhua means "calligraphy and painting"

(cf. 4 4 tzyhhuah), but sJ twushu means "pictures

(maps, ete and booksUnl e sense of the items making up
a library collection. 7.1 shyshu however means,the two_ph.

cannonical works, the Shyjina and the Shano shu :fry ,

notrt poetry and books, still less "books of poetry."

)(.
wenshu may mean certain types of documents, but

usually means a clerk, etc., etc.

* * * * *

Abbreviations and signs:

73 0+ 6 =Radical number 73,

FY= Han yu pin yin

W-G = Wade-Giles romanization

y := Yale romanization

MVL freq.
# =number of this character in list

according to frequency of occurrence in computer

of MVL; see list in appendix

CYT =Number assigned character, and page
occurs in Wang Li's selection of Charng-yong ty
of classical Chinese in Guuday hannyeu.

4c° =Four-corner system number

plus 6 strokes

arranged

sample

on which it
r

c$;i1
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L Literary, or classical Chinese

trad. ai traditional usage or an aspect of traditional culture;
the term not now current except in ref. to past

pref. ar preferred

F free word; B ze bound word

= neutral tone follows, normally or necessarity.

o = neutral tone may follow, optionally

Comment: The arrangement is intended to be analytical, for didactic

purposes, not exhaustive. However, this arrangement, by

separating into weaning and function categories, reduces speed

and convenience in use. But this is a compromise made

intentionally, and it nay incidentally induce the student to
hasten his progress to Chinese dictionaries like the Hannyeu

Tsyrdean. Grammatical function is not indicated adequately in

this sample, but it will be indicated more completely and
correctly in the final form of the work, as methods of doing

this are investigated further.



ATTACHMENT F

\e7

5

(SHU1)

)tl.

-No

v.

4

1L. Book/ writing. (E. ben

To write.

letter

student

Prof. Shih Chung-wen
George Washington University

ts° el copy;

1 FA catalogue of books; index to a book

book

7 j,, book-shop

8 4s calligraphy
4-7

library or study0
9 -4!

7
literary fame

0. 4
literary family

..17

Je: ti3 contracts; deeds; documents

4 Kis book shelves
**0

;:11',1

10 library stacks

secretary
;i..1

14 37 Zr bookworm

15 7 j,ly to write

16 h01;)vto library or study

41, documentary proofs

letter; correspondence

17
-p
17 )).1

library or study

.e Fe
19

E
-77 44. bookmark; label on a book

4

t)/ books

:17 official dispatch

:t vg7 that is in one's handwriting

6 ,r).r \eg bill of divorce

4_14g1, volume).
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/hi N

13 if 1,
the orthodox style of Chinese writing

14 0 story-teller using oral method

17 t_hlh 4 e square, ornamental style of Chinese writing

11 OA textbook

14

19 itillt documentary

correspondence style of handwriting

to recite from memory

the free running style of handwriting

letter from home

secretary

petition.

proof

- end -

Abbreviations used:

rn Measure word

Noun

Verb

For listing of combinationss see Item IlL 2 below
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Sample DictionaryEntry for the character shu to illustrate the following:

1. Form of Character used.

11717
1. Kai-shu 4,121 .v3.7 the orthodox style of Chinese writing

2. Chien-au 11.1] 1 because of its adoption in Mainland China publications

II. Romanization System to be included

1. Wade-Giles, because of its popular use in publications in the West

2. National Romanization (2.1Eauz RomAiltal), because of its being the most

scientific way of spelling and its familiarity to a certain number of

students learning Chinese in the West

3. Yale, because of its popular use in the West among students learning Chinese

An alternative would be to list only Wade-Giles and then include a table
for cross reference, containing National Ramanization, Yale, and Mainland

systems.

III. Sequence of Definitions

1. First list the meanings of the character in its single form

2. Second, list the combinations

A. First list combinations starting with the main character shu ;

these combinations are arranged according to the number of strokes of

the character following shu. Use arabic numerals to indicate the

number of strokes.

B. Second, list combinations in which shu cones second ; then --

and so forth.

The combinations are not grouped in reference to the functions of the main

character;ha thus students do not I ie to ascertain the function of a

character before locating it in the list.

IV. Ainimal List of Combinations

Need not list an item when its reaning is clearly derived from the meaning of
the individual characters, e.g. shu-tien (book-shop)

V. Ways of Indicating Function Categories

Use abbreviations. e.g., la for noun, v for verb, etc.

VI, Aiscellany

-lor nouns, include measure words, as they are uaeful information to students.

Include ways for students to easily identify and secure information or simplifie

characters of Mainland China.



ATTACHMENT G

Random rarlIELLSTLIL1.2..liEti2naa_22:212S2

by N. G. D. Malmqvist
Institute of Oriental Studies
University of Stockholm

1. The dictionary should not aim at supplanting existing dictionaries,

out rather to serve as an intermediary between the student and important

lexical reference works. Part of the Introduction to the dictionary

might therefore contain a description of and a handy guide to certain

important lexica, such as i.lorohashi, Dai kanwa jiten P'el-wen

Tz'u Tz'u hai tz'u-tien, Han-yu tz'u-tien, Shih-tz'u-

shlkyLaltbui shit, Chun -kuo ta tz'u-tien, Grammata Serica

Rer.ensa.

2. In view of the relatively poor lexical coverage of early vernacular

texts it might be desirable to place a certain emphasis on this diachronic

stage. A fair coverage of this field would naturally involve a great

deal of lexical research on the part of tie compilers. A humble

beginning, however, could be made by incorporating part of the material

from various Japanese studies of pien-wen texts (the titles of

which are not available to me at the time of-writing these notes), and

from worits such as the modern annotated editions of the San-yen 1
collections, Hu Shih-)'ng's (u-tai ai-hua tuan- 'ien hsiao-shuo 1)

the Shih-tz'u-ch'il-yil Lz'u-huihil the hiEtkpan7,1_,.....

eung-shihe This coveragc would help to give Lie dictionary a profile

of its own.

3. Under eac% entry should be given:

(a) the abbreviated form of the character, if any;

(b) ramanization according to G.R., Pinjin and Wade-Giles;

(c) the number of the radical and the number of additional strokes,

as in Simon's A Beginner's Chinese-English Dictionary;

(d) the four corner cipher of the character;

(e) the phonetic series, under which the character is found in the

Grammota Serica Receusa;
The addition of the rime category of the character would no

doubt facilitate the student's use of unindexed reference works

arranged according to rime. A table of the 107 limes would then

have to be given as an appendix.

In oz...er to make the dictionary maximally useful to students

and research workers alike reference may also be made to

Karlgren's Glosses and to his Loan characters in pre-Han texts

an indea to which work will be published in the nex1' issue of

-) IT
J.

144 \s 1- Yt.2
1) 4J-1

, 7 ;41

4- irt2) 1,9

3)
t 331-,
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the BMFEA.

4. If the dictionary is to cover both classical, literary, older

vernacular and modern usage, it is important that different diachronic

stages be clearly kept apart. Ideally each sample drawn from other than

modern texts should be provided with reference to work or author.

5. The dictionary should include fairly detailed information concerning

the grammatical functions of each entered form. The same frame would

have to serve all diachronic stages. Chao Yuan Ren's cate3ories

Grammar of Spoken Chinese, pp. 678-S) would serve adUrably. The main

divisions under each entry should be according to grammatical function,

rather than according to diach:onic development.

6. Grammatical func,ion words should be given full treatment in a

separate saapendial, which should include an extensive bibliography of

all important reference works, books and articles in the field. For

the function words of modern Chinese reference could be made to Chao's

A Grammar ofizoken Chinese. The discussion of the function words of

earlier linguistic stages should contain detailed references to relevant

handbooks, monographs and articles. Full references to this caperdiull

should be contained in the dictionary.
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First sample

>4. %

7-q ju/zhu/chu 149.9/0466.0/45/6

pompendium x.1 - x.1C

-t.

1. D all; the various (c 1. , lit. ) 1:2r: juhour feudal lord [s ] ;

iso.at the various Chinese states [as opposed to barbarian nations];

laquo a great many; lijillazongdiau 12th century

medley of prose and verse for recitation to instrument accompani-

ment;

2. D other (o.v.)q44-juyu the rest; for the rest; in all
3 oil-

, r
respents; altogether (o.v.); he:tljuclauh elsewhere; everywhere

(00v.), cfshiLttzi-ylitz'u- pp. 710-711, and

a.inzlitE::z._2_yJ'Iuanfzien-wet-it'urw-shih pp. 181-183;

I-
3. N loan for iiu preserves, 4#17,4,4 taur ju. mei ju

V

preserves of walnuts and plums (li); cf Karlgren, Loan characters,

1. 179;

4. P fusion of and iu (tog ;;,t) = 40),

Tzu-chang wrote it down on his sash (lun);

5. P fusion of jy and hwu (tljg g'o := 40),

tian
111 A

chyi huohjee_liansjiannla may it be that Heaven is about

6.

to establish him: (Tso);

" chyi iu yu? Could it perhaps be that ...?

'61 stai_ju jiuntzy leh claw

Yau SllueLs_ixdarly Could it perhaps be that the Superior man
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took pleasure in discussing the way of Yao and Shun? (Kung);

7. P final particle, 6]A 0 k 1: 4, aulti....mciL

shiah tuu Oh sun, oh moon, you shed light over the earth below

(shih); Karlgren, gl. 75;

,

cflyishyi hwu jru hwu chy

8. P adverbial suffix,

,b144-

long...y.tet.u&L.Luh 'u_cjayi.zuhshrishesuizite correctly

they showed their respect, joyfully they expressed their loyalty,

intensely they wished that [the spirits of the dead] would enjoy

the offering (Li);

d P =L. A i &huoh u vuam., ven bwu? or would perhaps

[the spirits) kee;) far from men? (Li);'

10. P u -/ 4 =.-4:ei" ;)! aI I, Ephjinn 'u Chuen chiou no other [work]

comes closer to this than the Chtun-chtiu (Kung).

Second s oriole

shu/shu/shu 73.6/5MC.1/45/6

, ,1;.7

1. V to write (cl., lit.), 1,7" ;.?; 10 shu iu iFu bor to write on

bamboo and silk (HsUn); 1.957:4-tit ,3);, 1957 nianEhtLy.s

Beeijing written in Peking in 1957;

2. V to record (c1.1 lit), /) ,,,h her yii shu? on what account)
.zr

was this recoTded [ in the Ch ' un- ch (Kung) ;

shu bu shyr yee [The Ch'un-ch'iur records the event as untimely

(Tso); shu faa ta jlia the historiographical rules
sz.).
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do not allow concealment (Tso);

3. N element of script (cl., lit.) -> liow shu the six

elements of script;

4. N style of writina V-?. tsao shu cursive characters;
-r =0

5. N writing; script (cl., lit.) 5,.: shu bu jinn yan

writing does not give full expression to speech (ei, Hsi-tz'u);

6.

4
N calligraphy, vc/ shuhuah calligraphy and painting;

7. N written documents, s-y_ 104- wey tsyy jean shu we fear these
0(

bamboo-slip documents (Shih);

C. N letter (cl., Shwu-shiancj

Tzyy-chaan shu Shu-hsiang dispatched someone to deliver a

letter to Tzu-ch'an (Tso); Baw Ren An shu (Ssu-me

Ch'ien's] letter of reply to Jen An; (Han Shu);

9. N book (A t. been volume;;51 buh set);

10. Nr canonical literature (cl., lit.), wuu shu The five

canonical texts;47 4 syh shu The four books;

11. Nr The Book of Documents; .Entlitia it is said in the Book

of Documents;

N:a/h

student

shumuh book catalogue; index;

o.v.);

AIPAtig_PA

N:a/h shufaa calligraphic skill; historiographical rules;

N:a/h weyshu forged books;4 tsongshu reprint series

irG n

of books;
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V:a/h 0." shushiee to write; to commit to writing;
1:

shvwenn

(lit) to make a written inquiry; 1

4*-V:v/o 7 situ konp, to draw characters in the air; shu chuen

to write spring couplets;

% Az
V:V/0 '

.

1,s7 shuo shu to narrate written tales.
wo, \-47


